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ABSTRACT

In this dissertation, we consider two specific types of problems over networks. In the
first problem, we explore systematic methods to address some of the challenges in large-
scale maintenance planning in integrated chemical sites. In the second problem, we
investigate different optimization model formulations for the design of flow distribution
networks where the flow is potential-driven and nonlinearly related to the potential loss.
Maintenance turnaround in the processing industry is a complex asset renewal project

that includes huge capital expenditures and downtime losses. The option of deferring
or rescheduling a turnaround project typically provides immediate financial relief from
capital expenditure. However, the risk of running into site-wide disruptions in the form
of unplanned events, yield, and reliability losses is not straightforward to assess. We
propose mathematical optimization models to evaluate the risk of loss from turnaround
deferrals in integrated sites and provide alternatives to reliably operate the site in a
medium-term horizon.
In the first chapter, we introduce the turnaround planning problem and the challenges

it poses in integrated sites. We also introduce the background for the network design
problem.
In the second chapter, we study the financial impact of rescheduling turnarounds and

the associated risk under unplanned outages. We compare the risk profiles presented by
different production planning strategies. We propose a stochastic programming model
for production planning that optimally builds up inventory ahead of time to hedge
against production losses during unplanned outages.
In the third chapter, we extend the stochastic optimization to handle a large set of

scenarios and propose a Lagrangean decomposition method that improves a myopic
production plan.
The fourth chapter proposes a mixed-integer linear programming model that pre-

scribes turnaround schedules when the underlying assets undergo yield loses and se-
lectivity degradation. Here, we also study the impact of deferrals over a long-term
horizon.
The penultimate chapter addresses the nonlinear network design problem.The closing

chapter summarizes the work and provides a few future directions. In the spirit of
advancing manufacturing paradigms, the thesis supports investment in modeling efforts
that address enterprise-wide planning problems.
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1
INTRODUCTION

1.1 turnaround planning in integrated sites

In the first part of the dissertation, we address the maintenance planning problem in

integrated chemical sites.

1.1.1 Maintenance Turnaround

A turnaround in chemical processing plants is a complex asset renewal project that

involves one or more of routine inspection, repair, upgrade, or a complete overhaul of

the plant. It is a large-scale planned maintenance activity that is integral to reliable

operation of a processing plant, which undergoes wear-and-tear over time. The principal

driver for a turnaround is the renewal of the production asset for improved and reliable

production.

Figure 1.1 shows the 2008 monthly investments on maintenance projects across North

American chemical companies. A 2017 news article by Barnes (2017) in Greater Baton

Rouge Business Report reports that the total value of 2017 scheduled turnarounds,

shutdowns, and outages across all the US industrial markets is estimated to be $10.43

billion (an increase of 5.4%) according to the US market intelligence firm Industrial Info

Resources. Of the different sectors, the petroleum refining sector is reported to see the

most increase in maintenance spend: an increase by 38.5% to $1.26 billion. The power

sector and the chemical sector were expected to spend $3.54 billion (a 9.3% increase) and

$1.81 billion (a 4% increase), respectively. Individual project costs to the tune of $100

1
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Figure 1.1: 2008 North American maintenance projects expenditure. Source: Industrial Info
Resources (2008)

million are also not uncommon. In September 2016, Irving Oil announced Operation

Red Fox—a turnaround project valued to be a $135 million investment over a six-week

time frame with 2,400 workers on site at its refinery in Saint John, New Brunswick,

Canada.

It is well known that a turnaround is both resource and capital intensive. Turnaround

resources include personnel of different skill sets to carry out both technical tasks such

as cleaning or replacing equipment or components of various production assets as well as

non-technical tasks such as scaffolding, welding, moving equipment, etc. Turnarounds

are capital intensive as acquisition and maintenance of inventory of spare parts and

acquisition of quality personnel and management of workforce is expensive. Besides large

costs in the form of materials and work resources, turnarounds typically require planned

shutdown of plants longer than that required for an average maintenance routine, and

incur additional losses in revenue. Typical outages vary anywhere between one week

and one or two months.

2



1.1.2 Integrated chemical site

An integrated chemical site is a network of production and storage assets that produce

and store a variety of chemical products from a few basic raw materials or feedstocks

obtained from outside the site. Thus, a chemical site consists of upstream production

units or processing plants that primarily produce intermediates (products to be utilized

within the site) using raw materials from external sources; midstream production units

that consume intermediates and produce further intermediates; downstream production

units that produce final products that are sold to external markets or consumers; storage

tanks that act as buffers to help mitigate any shortage of product requirements within

the site as well as external to the site. All production units may also consume and

generate various resources or utilities as cold water, low-, medium-, and high-pressure

steams, electricity, etc.

For example, an integrated chemical site could produce different grades of polymers or

plastics starting from simple hydrocarbons such as ethane and propane. The upstream

assets here typically include hydrocarbon cracking units (ex. FCCs) and the down-

stream assets include different plants producing a variety of polymers from ethylene

and propylene produced by the crackers.

The modeling of integrated chemical sites differs from classical networks in that there

could be many different constraints besides simple material balances, even at a macro

level. In particular, chemical processing plants produce or consume multiple products

in different ratios reflected by the stoichiometry of the underlying process, yield, or

availability of the production asset. Also, the models involve multi-period planning of

production activities which increases the size of the underlying network in space and

time. Further, the choice of a single time discretization may not be appropriate to

capture the various aspects of planning. For instance, the supply and demand of raw

materials at a site scale may be larger than the production time scale. The financial

performance of the site operations may correspond to much longer time scale.

3



1.1.3 Challenges

Turnarounds in an integrated chemical site are more critical as their timing and scale

disrupt normal operations beyond the associated plants. Nonetheless the tight inte-

gration also presents an opportunity for synergistic planning of turnarounds across the

network by sharing resources and materials. The constantly evolving economic climate

and landscape of chemical plant technology as well as investment in new assets neces-

sitates turnaround planning that couples production, inventory, and resource planning

rather than a fixed turnaround schedule at the time of designing the chemical site.

Often, the various tasks to be completed within a specific turnaround are known

or is identified by the respective team managing the turnaround. This entails the to-

tal turnaround duration, cost, and resource consumption can be estimated a priori.

Although the estimates are not accurate, since not all maintenance activities that even-

tually take place during a turnaround are planned and may include discovery work

requiring additional work hours and spares, prior experience may help to arrive at a

conservative estimates of the cost and duration and policies for spare parts inventory.

On the other hand, the timing of the turnaround may have a larger net impact, positive

or negative, on the overall cost of the turnaround.

The timing of the turnaround (i.e., the time of the year or time point in the planning

horizon when the turnaround is planned to take place) has both a direct and an indirect

cost. The direct cost includes the difference in prices and availability of resources at

different times in the planning horizon. The indirect cost includes the loss in revenue

due to site-wide disruptions that may result from the turnaround as well as potential

degradation in production over a long period of time.

In a large chemical site, carrying out multiple turnarounds over the planning horizon

may benefit from coordinated planning of turnarounds for better financial performance.

The schematic in Fig. 1.2 shows a summary of challenges in risk analysis of turnaround

rescheduling, especially in integrated sites. Fig. 1.2 qualitatively ranks candidate factors

in a risk analysis framework based on the contribution of a factor to transparency in

cost-benefit, complexity of the model, and magnitude of impact or benefit due to site

integration.
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Figure 1.2: Challenges in risk analysis – factors to consider and impact of the factors on model
complexity, site integration, and overall profit.

1.1.4 Literature review

Maintenance scheduling is broadly categorized as preventive, predictive, reactive or cor-

rective, and opportunistic maintenance. In preventive maintenance, an equipment un-

dergoes periodic offline inspection and maintenance to reduce downtimes due to failures.

Predictive maintenance is a step forward in preventive maintenance where the condi-

tion of the equipment is monitored, preferably online, to further reduce the unnecessary

downtime. This is also referred to as condition-based maintenance. Corrective mainte-

nance or break-down maintenance is largely adopted for equipments that are not critical

and are of low cost. This could either be planned or unplanned depending on the history

of the equipment. Opportunistic maintenance as the name suggests takes advantage of

a break-down maintenance of an equipment by performing preventive maintenance on

a related equipment. In terms of the strategy, some classifications of maintenance in-

clude reliability-centered maintenance and risk-based maintenance. While the focus is

on maintaining high level of equipment availability in the former case, the latter in-

volves planning of maintenance based on the risk posed by the asset. A rich source of

maintenance literature falls under one of the above categories.
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1.1.4.1 Integrated production and maintenance planning and scheduling

The following are a few maintenance scheduling problems addressed in the chemical

engineering literature.

Tan & Kramer (1997) develop a general maintenance framework that includes pre-

ventive, corrective and opportunistic maintenance. A Monte Carlo sampling approach

is used for a discrete event simulation of the maintenance activities to obtain the overall

cost implementing a given maintenance policy. The estimated cost is then minimized

using a genetic algorithm framework to obtain good maintenance policies. Apart from

the model framework, they also discuss economics of maintenance and reliability in

chemical industry. To this end, Christer & Whitelaw (1983) estimated that the annual

maintenance budget for a medium sized company in UK to be over GBP 1 million.

Some early maintenance optimization models and their shortcomings are also presented

in Tan & Kramer (1997).

Dedopoulos & Shah (1995a) address short-term maintenance scheduling with simulta-

neous production scheduling in multipurpose batch plants. They model detailed main-

tenance crew constraints including call out charges, resting period, and skill sets. They

also discuss the effect of redundant constraints on the efficiency of a large mixed-integer

linear programming (MILP) scheduling model for a lubricant design plant. The same

authors investigate the idea of estimating the performance of the equipment as a func-

tion of its failure rate in a short-term scheduling horizon, and utilize this profit function

in a long-term maintenance problem to obtain an optimal preventive maintenance policy

Dedopoulos & Shah (1995b).

Sanmartí et al. (1997) study production scheduling for multipurpose batch plants

under equipment failure uncertainty. The idea is to improve the reliability of performing

a schedule by incorporating an uncertainty analysis prior to production planning. The

study introduces reliability metrics to specific units and each task to minimize the effect

of equipment failure on production schedule.

Pistikopoulos et al. (2001) develop a production scheduling MILP model that utilizes

idle times of equipment to carry out preventive maintenance for batch processes based

on piecewise-constant equipment failure rates. Explicit uptime constraints are modeled
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to quantify availability of equipment for maintenance. These are incorporated in a

multiperiod production planning model.

Jain & Grossmann (1998) study cyclic scheduling of feed in continuous parallel pro-

cesses with decaying yields. The example considered is an ethylene production process

that requires planned maintenance to restore the conversion. The mixed-integer non-

linear programming model (MINLP) model shows the optimal solution trade-off as a

function of maintenance cost, performance and production loss due to downtime.

Laggoune et al. (2009) investigate opportunistic maintenance in a multicomponent

system. The maintenance decision involved is to decide whether to replace a particular

unit at a given time interval when another unit in the group is being replaced. The

trade-off here is the cost of replacement and uncertainty in the form of failure before

the next maintenance cycle. An approach based on Monte Carlo simulations of failure

uncertainties is presented for a compressor case study.

Megow et al. (2011) study turnaround scheduling in a continuous plant. The main-

tenance cost with respect to manpower and equipment resources is minimized. The

problem looks at a single turnaround in two planning phases. The first phase considers

the amount of resources required for a desired makespan by considering the trade-off

between cost and duration. In the second phase, a detailed planning for resource allo-

cation and leveling is built. They present computational results from three real-world

instances.

1.1.4.2 Reliability-based maintenance

The literature in risk-based maintenance largely pertains to obtaining optimal policies

for preventive maintenance at an equipment level. Gosavi (2006) proposes a renewal-

theory based model and a Markov decision process model for risk sensitive total produc-

tive maintenance. In the case of the renewal-theory based model, a Markovitz function

involving long-run average cost of maintenance is weighted with a variance term to esti-

mate the renewal frequency. The latter model is setup with an option to either continue

with production or perform preventive maintenance at each time period. Khan & Had-

dara (2003) develop a risk-based maintenance model that quantifies risk as weighted

consequences of different failures based on their probabilities. Reviews of various crite-

ria for risk-based maintenance and a review of risk quantification techniques in general
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are available in Arunraj & Maiti (2007); Tixier et al. (2002) and Marhavilas et al. (2011),

respectively.

1.1.4.3 Turnaround planning in integrated sites

The following literature address turnaround planning and/or maintenance planning in

integrated sites.

Cheung et al. (2004) formulate an MILP model for short-term site-wide maintenance

scheduling. The model utilizes site-wide approximations with the task of planning

shutdowns in each planning period taking varying electricity prices and demands into

account. The model makes use of deterministic times for maintenance.

Terrazas-Moreno et al. (2010; 2012) address the design phase problem of an inte-

grated chemical site subject to random failures of units. For the design of the site,

superstructures are considered to add parallel units or additional buffers are considered

to minimize the overall capital investment as well as maximize the average production

capacity. The MILP formulation of the stochastic program has endogenous uncertainty

as the design determines the failure modes. Once the design variables are fixed, the

nonanticipativity constraints are not required. The resulting LP is solved via Benders

decomposition for large scale problems. The problem also considers sampling a reduced

set of failure modes based on probabilities to reduce the number of scenarios.

Amaran et al. (2015) considered long-term (five to ten years) turnaround planning in

an integrated chemical site to maximize overall site profit subject to manpower resource

constraints, seasonality constraints, and smoothened quarterly-performance. The prob-

lem is formulated as a mixed-integer linear program (MILP) with the site integration

captured in the underlying network flow constraints. The turnaround frequency for a

specific production unit is assumed known; for this, Amaran et al. (2015) proposed an

MILP model that maximizes the total profit over a long-term horizon for a small group

of production units by utilizing historical profit data over time since turnaround for a

given unit. The manpower constraints are posed as a maximum limit on size of work-

force allowed on site at any given time to comply with personnel safety requirements.

The seasonality constraints forbid scheduling of turnarounds at certain time of the year,

the reason for which can be extreme environmental conditions that rule out safe and

efficient work process.
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In the follow-up work, Amaran et al. (2016) considered turnaround planning in a

medium-term (about one year) planning horizon where overlapping turnarounds where

rescheduled in order to be robust with respect to peak manpower utilization when

turnaround durations are uncertain. Two MILP models were proposed – i) a sequential

decomposition strategy where robust schedules are obtained by minimizing makespan

of overall turnarounds schedule and production planning is obtained via a multistage

stochastic linear program that maximizes the expected profit over the different schedules

and ii) a simultaneous decomposition strategy where a combined robust and two-stage

mixed-integer stochastic is used to obtain turnaround schedules and production plans

that maximize expected total profit, and the production plan is further refined by a

subsequent multistage stochastic linear program identical to the one in sequential ap-

proach.

1.1.5 Objectives

Though the literature may not be vast in the space of turnaround planning models,

it presents an opportunity to address some of the challenges introduced before given

the price of the stake. One of the primary objective of the thesis is to develop system-

atic approaches to quantify the impact of different monetary and reliability factors in

turnaround planning in integrated sites. In particular, we develop mathematical opti-

mization models to address the turnaround planning that improve the financial value

of the assets and their performance at the same time of satisfying appropriate site

operational constraints.

In Chapter 2, we study the value of turnaround deferrals in integrated site and quan-

tify the risk or the impact of unplanned events.

In Chapter 3, we extend the mathematical model developed in Chapter 2 to address

larger scenarios of unplanned events and in a more general setting that includes different

production asset operation and degradation types.

Finally, in Chapter 4, we propose a mathematical model that not only evaluates the

financial performance of a given turnaround schedule but also prescribes optimal plans

under different production degradation setting.
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1.2 nonlinear network design

In the later part of the thesis, we consider a network design problem in which the flow

of the commodity is driven by a nonlinear potential-loss. The problem is aligned with

our original effort in investigating the impact of lower-dimensional convex envelopes of

nonconvex bilinear terms in global optimization. The following material provides the

background for this part of the work.

1.2.1 Branch and bound algorithm

A mathematical program with nonlinear models, which are extensively present in engi-

neering applications, may possess multiple local optima due to nonconvexity. Typical

applications include in process synthesis, design and operations problems, circuit de-

sign, molecular design, mechanical and structural design problems, control problems,

and parameter estimation problems.

Deterministic global optimization algorithms find the global optimum or provably

best solution. The branch-and-bound method is an effective deterministic global op-

timization method that can converge to the global optimum with an ε-accuracy and

rigorously prove the same [Falk & Soland (1969); Soland (1971); McCormick (1976);

Horst & Pardalos (1995); Horst & Tuy (1996)].

Consider the following nonlinear program P which is also representative of a continu-

ous relaxation (obtained by dropping integrality restriction) of a mixed-integer nonlinear

program.

(P ) min f(x)

s.t. g(x) ≤ 0

x ∈ X

(1.1)

where f(x) : X → R, g(x) : X → Rm, and X ⊂ Rn.

In (1.1), if the functions f and g and the set X are convex, the optimization problem

is a convex optimization problem. Without loss of generality, we assume at least one of

f or g is nonconvex and X is a hyperbox in Rn.
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Consider the following problem R—a relaxed problem or a relaxation of P , where the

optimal solution of R provides a lower bound on the objective of P .

(R) min f(x)

s.t. g(x) ≤ 0

x ∈ XR.

(1.2)

R may be constructed by enlarging the feasible region in decision variables x and by

point-wise underestimating the objective function, i.e., when XR ⊇ X or a projection of

XR onto the space of X ⊇ X when R is formulated in an extended space, g(x) ≤ g(x),

and f(x) ≤ f(x).

In the most primitive implementation of the algorithm, in each iteration, the branch-

and-bound algorithm finds a valid lower bound and a valid upper bound for a subproblem

of P , identified by the corresponding domain X. The lower bound is obtained from the

optimal solution of R and the upper bound is obtained from a local search of the sub-

problem. Whenever the gap between the two bounds is sufficiently small, subsequent

subdivision of the subproblem domain is avoided. Otherwise, the corresponding domain

X of the subproblem is subdivided and appropriate new relaxations Ri are considered

over these new subproblems. The algorithm also efficiently searches any state of subdi-

visions of the domain by pruning subdivisions that cannot guarantee a better solution in

its domain. The algorithm terminates upon reaching a suitable termination criteria such

as the overall relaxation gap—relative or absolute difference in best local optimum and

globally valid lower bound—being sufficiently small. Tawarmalani & Sahinidis (2002)

provide more details on theory as well as practical implementation of general purpose

branch and bound algorithm.

For correctness of the branch and bound algorithm, it is necessary to have the relax-

ation R yield a valid lower bound for any node and the subsequent subproblems Ri that

form the successor nodes of a given node yield a tighter lower bound in a finite number

of iterations to guarantee overall convergence. Also, for an efficient and practical imple-

mentation, it is worthwhile to consider strategies that yield better relaxations R with

respect to the lower bound and strategies that yield less tight relaxations R that can
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be solved relatively faster and more reliably. The following section presents literature

addressing these topics in brief.

1.2.2 Convex relaxations and cutting planes

Systematic methods for the convexification of P identify suitable functional forms of

f(x) and g(x) that underestimate f(x) and g(x) either in the original space or in an

extended space that result in a convex feasible region for R. The resulting convex re-

laxed problem is then solved to optimality using efficient nonlinear programming (NLP)

solvers to obtain a valid lower bound for a subproblem P . A factorable programming

approach facilitates formulation of R in an extended space. After establishing the ex-

pression tree (a collection of atomic expressions and arithmetic operations that make

up a function) for f(x) and g(x), suitable expressions for f(x) and g(x) over XR can

be constructed by exploiting known convex relaxations of subexpressions.

McCormick (1972) introduced techniques for bounding factorable programs through

the recursive application of bounding rules. In this approach, relaxations are built

in the space of original problem variables which result in nondifferentiable functions.

Ryoo & Sahinidis (1995) modified the approach to avoid nondifferentiabilities through

the introduction of additional variables for basic functions—concave or convex univari-

ates (xa-monomials, ax-powers, log(x)-logarithms), bilinears (xy), and linear fractionals

(x/y). Of these, the univariate functions can be bounded (underestimated and overesti-

mated) by a secant through the endpoints of the curve, and by a tangent at any point

on the curve. For the case of bilinears, McCormick (1976) proposed relaxations that

represent the convex hull of bilinears over box domains. Smith & Pantelides (1996)

also presented an automatic implementation of the factorable programming approach

for general process models.

A convex envelope is the tightest convex underestimator of a function over a given

domain. Formally, we may define the convex envelope of a function φ(x) over a set

X ⊂ Rn as the point-wise supremum of all affine underestimators of the function φ(x)

over X. We assume the function is lower semi-continuous.

convXφ(x) = max
a∈Rn,b∈R

{〈a,x〉+ b | 〈a,x〉+ b ≤ φ(y) ∀y ∈ X} (1.3)
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An alternative representation of the convex envelope that uses an inner-approximation

procedure is

convXφ(x) = min
xi,λi

∑
i∈I

λiφ(x
i)

s.t.
∑

i∈I
λix

i = x∑
i∈I

λi = 1, λi ≥ 0, ∀i ∈ I

xi ∈ X, i ∈ I.

(1.4)

The characterization of the convex envelope using the nonlinear program 1.4 is equivalent

to the representation of convex hull of the epigraph of φ(x).

Convex envelopes for special functions addressed in the literature include bilinears

[McCormick (1976); Al-Khayyal & Falk (1983)], fractionals [Zamora & Grossmann

(1999); Tawarmalani & Sahinidis (2001)], multilinears [Crama (1993); Rikun (1997);

Sherali (1997); Ryoo & Sahinidis (2001)], trilinears [Meyer & Floudas (2003; 2004)],

edge concave functions [Meyer & Floudas (2005)], (n-1)-convex functions [Jach et al.

(2008)], product of component-wise concave and convex functions [Khajavirad & Sahini-

dis (2012)].

1.2.3 Cuts from bivariate envelopes

The algorithmic work on global optimization over the past two decades has resulted in

a number of computational implementations. BARON (Sahinidis (1996a)) was the first

code to become available in the 1990s , followed by LINDOGLOBAL (Lin & Schrage

(2009a)), Couenne (Belotti et al. (2009)), SCIP (Gamrath et al. (2016)), and Antigone.

Tawarmalani & Sahinidis (2005) showed the use of polyhedral relaxations to be more

reliable and effective than their nonlinear counterparts for bounding. Once an initial

polyhedral relaxation is solved, additional hyperplanes can be further added (if needed

and) if they cut off the current LP solution. These hyperplanes separate the feasible

region in one half-space from the current LP solution in the other half-space, and hence,

cutting planes or separating planes. It is imperative to find strong cutting planes to

improve the polyhedral relaxations.
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A tractable approach to obtain tight cuts is to utilize supporting hyperplanes from

known convex envelopes. To this end, Khajavirad & Sahinidis (2011; 2012) derived

algebraic expressions of convex envelopes for products of convex and component-wise

concave functions upto three dimensions from a more general result. With a known

algebraic expression for convφ(x), the supporting hyperplane at any x0 can be identified.

However, many of the instances of nonconvex bivariate expressions in benchmark

library such as GLOBALLIB (GLOBAL Library (2001)) and MINLPLIB (Bussieck

et al. (2003)) are bilinears and fractionals for which convex envelopes are known in

literature. In our effort toward finding applications to test the cutting planes derived

from convex envelopes from Khajavirad & Sahinidis (2011), we considered the nonlinear

network design problem that was also of interest in an academic collaboration. In the

penultimate chapter of this thesis, we present results from the application of cutting

planes of interest to address this problem. We also present alternative formulations and

customize branch-and-bound framework to successfully solve this problem.
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2
RISK ANALYS I S OF TURNAROUND RESCHEDULE PLANNING

IN INTEGRATED CHEMICAL S ITES

2.1 introduction

In practice, the realities of short-term economic variability and the complexity of the lo-

gistics of a turnaround may necessitate flexibility in the form of rescheduling turnarounds.

Although the models that address turnaround planning in integrated sites can accommo-

date this—for example, the rolling horizon framework model by Amaran et al. (2015),

they are more suited to planned preventive maintenance. Evaluation of the risk of

loss due to potential unplanned outages from a financial perspective has not been ad-

dressed to our knowledge. Also, from a strategic perspective, it is valuable to consider

rescheduling turnarounds under the following opportunities and externalities:

• Time value of money: Given that turnarounds are large investments, a reschedule

as short as four to six months is valuable along with the additional flexibility

offered for production planning. There is also a hidden long-term value as every

subsequent turnaround for the associated plant can be pushed by the same time

window. This, in effect, improves the turnaround frequency.

• Market fluctuations: Market externalities in the form of raw material, maintenance

equipment, catalyst supply shortage, or rise in demand may prompt rescheduling

of turnarounds. Although it may be reasonable to avoid a high-demand period

for a turnaround, the opposite (planning for the turnaround in a subsequent lean-

demand period) may also be undesirable. While the former affects revenue from

sales, the latter involves both sales revenue and turnaround costs.
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• Availability of resources: Turnarounds often require workforce of a few hundred

personnel with varied skill sets such as welders, equipment assemblers, and super-

visors. Shortage of workforce or availability of quality workforce at another time

may prompt a reschedule to potentially shorten turnaround duration or improve

its quality.

• Plant performance: Plants are continuously monitored and evaluated using key

performance indicators. On account of healthy performance, it is relevant to ask

if production can be continued for a short while without maintenance interruption

unless it is statutory.

In this work, we formulate a multistage stochastic linear programming model to eval-

uate the risk of rescheduling a turnaround by a fixed time window. Currently, the

deterministic equivalent of the model is solved in its extensive form to show some of the

features of the framework for the case of rescheduling a single turnaround in a realistic-

scale site network. We also present avenues to extend the model with other first-stage

decisions such as timing of the reschedule as well as integrate it with a first-stage model

for risk-aware turnaround planning.

The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. We present the formal problem

statement along with a motivating example in Section 2.2. The details of the approach

and the mathematical optimization model are presented in Section 2.3. Extensive com-

putational results are discussed in Section 2.4. Concluding remarks are presented in the

final Section 2.5.

2.2 problem statement

Formally, the problem is to develop a model to assess the risk of loss in rescheduling a

turnaround by taking into account the network interactions for an integrated chemical

site, given a base and an alternative schedule, while simultaneously providing a flexible

plan to execute the rescheduled turnaround.

A risk analysis model of a turnaround reschedule has two-fold benefit—i) help in

the decision to execute a potentially profitable alternative schedule, and ii) infer a

good estimate for the turnaround frequency for future turnarounds. The forthcoming
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example in Section 2.2.1 motivates the need to utilize network interactions in integrated

chemical sites to estimate the overall benefit of turnaround rescheduling. As long as the

new schedule satisfies the turnaround frequency time period of a plant, reliable operation

can be carried out. However, reschedules often involve deferrals to level resources across

the planning horizon or to relieve annual spending on maintenance. In fact, the problem

is more general in that any reschedule could be profitable given new information on the

state of the system—inventory and reliability—as well as the market. But the risk of

loss from an unplanned outage arises often in the case of reliability-driven turnarounds.

This is discussed in more detail in Section 2.3.

2.2.1 Motivating example

Consider the integrated chemical site network shown in Fig. 2.1. The network consists of

one upstream unit, one intermediate unit, four final product units and three capacitated

intermediate buffers or storage tanks, one with dotted arrows to indicate interaction with

the market. Each unit within the site represents an entire plant or a small production

envelope of plants, which is approximated as a continuous processing plant. The arcs

between the various units indicate the flow of materials. During a turnaround, the entire

unit is shutdown with the flows in and out of the unit set to zero or a small fraction of

the total plant capacity if continuous operation is required for the associated plant (for

example, units with parallel production trains or multiple assets).

Unit 2 S1

Unit 5

Unit 6

Unit 7

Unit 4

Unit 9

S3

S2

Upstream plant

Midstream plant

Downstream plants

Storage units

Figure 2.1: Example integrated chemical site network.
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To illustrate the impact of turnaround reschedule on the annual profit, consider

two different schedules for the turnaround of Unit 4 (Fig. 2.2)—a base schedule with

turnaround in the first two weeks of March, and an alternative schedule with turnaround

in the first 2.5 weeks of July. The top and the bottom Gantt charts in Fig. 2.2 also

depict turnaround schedules with and without integration with other turnarounds, re-

spectively. In the case of multiple turnarounds, Unit 4 turnaround can be aligned with

either Unit 9, as in the base case, or, with Unit 5, as in the alternative case. It is assumed

that the base schedule is optimal with respect to an earlier planning model. However,

close to a turnaround, it is worthwhile to assess if rescheduling the turnaround is ben-

eficial or risky if additional unforeseen constraints require rescheduling. A rescheduled

turnaround may require additional work that prolongs the duration of the turnaround,

as assumed in the alternative schedule here.

Single turnaround (or without integration)

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep

Unit 2

Unit 4Unit 4

Unit 5

Unit 6

Unit 7

Unit 9

(a) Case: Single turnaround
Multiple turnarounds (or with integration)

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep

Unit 2

Unit 4Unit 4

Unit 5

Unit 6

Unit 7

Unit 9

(b) Case: Multiple turnarounds

Figure 2.2: Gantt charts of base and alternative turnaround schedules of Unit 4.
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Figure 2.3: Comparison of NPVs of profits between the base and the alternative turnaround
schedules showing potential cost-benefits in reschedules for different demand spreads.
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Figure 2.3a compares the improvements in net present values (NPV) of annual profits

in the alternative case, relative to the base case, for 250 samples of uniformly distributed

demands scenarios, generated both independently across time and from other units.

The horizontal axis corresponds to the minimum demand as a percentage of maximum

production capacity. For example, a horizontal axis value of 50 represents samples whose

randomly generated demands are between 50% and 100% of maximum capacity.

The primary vertical (left) axis shows the percentage samples with improvements in

the NPV of profit with an alternative turnaround schedule when compared to that of

the base schedule. About 20-30% samples have a relative improvement in the NPV of

profit with the alternative schedule when compared to the base schedule, as indicated

by the shaded or the first bar for each demand range. The unshaded or the second

bar represents percentage samples where the percentage relative improvement in the

NPV of profits exceeds 1% of the respective base profit. Although only about 5% cases

have improvement over 1%, a percentage point improvement in the NPV of profit is

equivalent to about four days worth of production at full capacity for the plant, in

addition to the three and half days of additional duration assumed for the turnaround

in July (alternative schedule). The solid and dotted black lines, corresponding to the

secondary vertical (right) axis, represent the average and one standard deviation from

the average of the relative positive improvements in the NPVs of profits for the samples.

The relative improvement in the NPV of profit is represented as equivalent days worth

of production or production recovery from reschedules.

Similarly, Fig. 2.3b compares the impact of turnaround reschedule including integra-

tion effects from other turnarounds, namely Unit 5 and Unit 9. Here, the impact is

much more pronounced with 10-20% samples showing production recovery worth four

or more days. For example, such a scenario is likely to occur when resource constraints

forbid scheduling turnarounds of Unit 4 and Unit 9 simultaneously.

Figures 2.3a and 2.3b also share a common pattern over the demand ranges. At one

end, when the demands are lean throughout the planning period, it may not pay off to

reschedule the turnaround as low demands do not constrain production. As a result, the

value in rescheduling rests more on the time value of money and the change is gradual

with increasing demands. At the other end, when the demands are high throughout

the planning horizon, the production is pushed to meet the high demand almost all the
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time that there is limited or no room for inventory build up in the planning window

considered. Hence, the longer turnaround duration as well as limited inventory renders

reschedule unsuitable when high demands persist.

Note that unplanned outages are not considered in the motivating example in this

section. This is addressed in the following section that discusses the proposed approach

to quantify risk of loss in turnaround reschedules.

2.3 proposed approach

An important consideration in modeling turnaround planning in integrated sites is the

level of detail for production planning and the turnaround constraints—both in terms

of the time scale as well as the physics of the processes and the buffers. We employ

site-wide approximations and model the network flow constraints as linear constraints

similar to Amaran et al. (2015). The planning periods are discretized at a shorter

time scale of semi-weeks to capture network interactions. The uncertainties in the form

of unplanned outages are captured on a weekly time scale, in the order of turnaround

durations. The total planning horizon considered is about nine months to a year. In this

medium-term scale, we consider plant reliability as the primary source of uncertainty.

While it is useful to consider market uncertainties like demand and market prices for

an accurate assessment of rescheduling a turnaround, it further reduces the tractability

of the model. We address uncertainties due to market through sensitivity studies post

the risk analysis instead. We assume that technology is available to plan production

optimally given a turnaround schedule, yet strive to capture integration losses, if any, in

the proposed framework by considering a coarse production planning approach.

Given the above set up, we first present the nature of uncertainty in the turnaround

risk analysis problem and outline the approach to modeling this uncertainty along with

the underlying assumptions. The mathematical optimization model is described later

in Section 2.3.3.
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2.3.1 Unplanned outages as uncertainties

The reliability of an equipment is commonly specified via the bathtub curve as shown

in Fig. 2.4 which represents failure rate vs. time or age of the equipment. The bathtub

curve in Fig. 2.4 is representative of a composite curve of failure distribution over three

broadly recognized phases of life of an equipment—i) burn-in period for early-life failures

that decrease over time, ii) constant rate or random failure period, and iii) wear-out

period for end-of-life failures from wear and tear that increase with time. The bathtub

curve is expressed as a function over time and is known as the hazard function. The

hazard function is the time to failure probability density function conditioned such

that no prior failure has occurred, i.e., the ratio of time to failure probability density

function and the survival function. Thus, the time to failure probability density function

(e.g., Weibull distribution) can be obtained from the hazard function to calculate the

probability of failure in a given time interval, as described in Section 2.4.1. For a more

detailed exposition on reliability principles, the readers are suggested literature Weibull

(1951); O’Connor & Kleyner (2012); Finkelstein (2008).

Time since last turnaround

F
ai
lu
re

ra
te

Turnaround
time period Opportunity

1 2 3 4
Burn-in Random failures Wear-out

Figure 2.4: Hazard rate function: failure rate vs. time

Although not every equipment follows a perfect bathtub curve as shown in Fig. 2.4, we

assume an hazard function can be determined from plant outage data and maintenance

records of various critical equipment. In fact, this is helpful in estimating the turnaround

frequency from a reliability perspective, which is different from that established from a

financial perspective in Amaran et al. (2015). For example, the turnaround frequency

time period can be approximately estimated as the time spanning up to the beginning

of the wear-out period (regions 3 and 4 in the figure).
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In general, any turnaround that is to be rescheduled within the frequency time period

since the last turnaround is not likely to pose any risk of unplanned outages in the due

course. This is a fair assumption since any preventive maintenance within the random

failure period does not improve the reliability of the plant beyond what is dictated by the

constant failure rate. Thus, we consider uncertainty in the form of unplanned outages

only for such reschedules beyond the turnaround time period. However, the yield or

the production capacity of the plant may be improved via preventive maintenance if

justified by the cost.

2.3.2 Production planning approach

The next step in quantifying the risk of loss in rescheduling a turnaround is to define

the consequence of realizing an uncertain event and calculate the cost associated with

that outcome. The natural recourse in the case of an unplanned outage is a corrective

maintenance action. Based on the severity of the outage, the corrective maintenance

procedure could vary anywhere between a small pit-stop for a few days up to a full

turnaround.

An unplanned outage in case of a rescheduled turnaround is not a catastrophic event.

In practice, plants are constantly monitored for any deviation from planned operation.

Thus, a set of response actions could be associated with an unplanned event and their

probabilities based on prior records could be determined, or at least is assumed known.

Thus, a position between preventive and corrective or opportunistic maintenance can

be assumed a priori. Here, we consider a set of two response actions:

• pit-stop: a small corrective maintenance procedure lasting for a few days to get

the plant back online,

• full turnaround: a complete maintenance turnaround as per the prior plan with

an allowance for additional discovery work and contingency.

The duration and costs associated with the above corrective maintenance actions are

assumed estimated a priori. For example, a key performance index that calculates the

ratio of planned maintenance work to that of total maintenance work in terms of cost
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Figure 2.5: Evolution of system state and resulting unplanned outage scenarios.

and duration based on historical records can be used to estimate of additional cost and

duration for a corrective maintenance activity. Another factor that influences the cost

and duration estimate is the availability of personnel and other maintenance resources.

With the above setup, an event tree (shown in Fig. 2.5) can be constructed to represent

the different unplanned events and the associated corrective maintenance actions along

with their probabilities for a specific turnaround (that is to be rescheduled). At any

given time, the plant is assumed to be in one of the three states – up, down for a pit-stop,

or down for a turnaround. A pit-stop is assumed to follow a minor unplanned outage,

while a turnaround is assumed to follow a severe outage. Also, it is assumed that a

correct diagnosis and corrective maintenance procedure is followed for an unplanned

event. This precludes the need to consider subsequent unplanned events following a pit-

stop or turnaround. However, a planned turnaround is still required to follow a pit-stop

at a later time to complete the remainder of the scheduled list of maintenance activities.

In the case we do not have an unplanned outage, the turnaround is performed as per

the alternative schedule. This scenario carries the remainder of the probabilities as its
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weight. The corresponding stochastic programming problem scenario tree is shown in

Fig. 2.6.

Finally, we consider two production planning approaches as outlined below.

• Reactive planning

This is a sequential planning approach in which an optimal production and inven-

tory plan for the alternative schedule is obtained first by maximizing the profit. In

the event of an unplanned outage at any stage, an optimal plan is obtained for the

subsequent time periods after incurring the cost and down time for the corrective

action with the available inventory. This is equivalent to simulating the network

for various outage scenarios, where each simulation is a profit maximization linear

programming problem. The overall approach to planning is reactive to unplanned

outages at different stages, and thus, the expected value of the objective serves as

an upper (lower) bound estimate of the loss (profit).

• Proactive planning

In this approach, the planning is anticipative of future unplanned outages. The

model is a multistage stochastic program (MSP) with a scenario tree identical

to that of the event tree. At each stage, the sum of the profit for the current

stage and the expected profit for the future stages is maximized. As a result, the

inventory is managed better on average. This approach helps to hedge against

the uncertainties due to outages while carrying out the alternative plan. The

mathematical model along with nonanticipativity constraints is provided in the

following subsection. It is important to note that the stochastic programming

model grows linearly with time stages. Also, the knowledge of probabilities from

individual plant reliability studies makes the model attractive in practice.

For the purpose of comparison, we also consider a simulation-based planning alterna-

tive to risk evaluation that is comparatively less computationally expensive. Here, we

consider each scenario as an independent production planning problem. The resulting

linear programs are solved independently to obtain corresponding production plans and

profits. The simulation-based model is equivalent to the proactive model but without

the nonanticipativity constraints. Thus, the resulting mean profit of all the scenarios is

an estimate of expected value of perfect information Birge & Louveaux (2011).
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Figure 2.6: Scenario tree for the stochastic programming problem.

2.3.3 Mathematical optimization model

The model consists of three different time scales, one each for production planning,

maintenance turnaround planning, and demand satisfaction. The MSP model for proac-

tive planning is presented in its extensive form with duplication of first-stage variables

and inclusion of appropriate nonanticipativity constraints. The notation for the various

entities of the mathematical optimization model are presented in Tables 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3.

In addition to the units shown in Fig. 2.1, we consider two auxiliary units 0 and ∞ to

represent markets to buy raw material and sell products, respectively.

Material balance across production units

We identify two groups of processing plants with their respective mass balance con-

straints. The first set includes units that do not undergo a turnaround in the planning

horizon (P \M) or units whose turnarounds are not rescheduled (M\M∗), and thus,

have scenario-independent yields yieldi,t. The yield represents the ratio of total flow

out of a unit and total flow in to a unit. The second set of constraints represent mass

balances of units whose turnarounds are to be rescheduled (M∗) and the units have

scenario-dependent yields yieldi,t,a. The flow between units i and j at time t in scenario
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Set Description

P processing plant units
S storage units or buffers
I = P ∪ S all units in the integrated site
Iin(out)(i) set of units with flow into (from) unit i
F ⊂ P final product units
M⊆ P units to undergo turnaround
M∗ ⊆M units with potential alternative turnaround schedule
R ⊆ I \F units that import raw material from market
T discretized time periods within the planning horizon
D demand periods
TP ⊆ T time periods for production and inventory planning (semi-weekly)
Td ⊆ T time periods for demands (monthly)
TM ⊆ T time periods for stages (weekly or turnaround scale)
A scenarios (from unplanned outages)

Table 2.1: Notation for sets

a is represented by xi,j,t,a. The set of units sending flows to unit i is represented by

Iin(i) and the set of units receiving flows from units i is represented by Iout(i). The

following set of constraints represent the material balance across the production units.

yieldi,t
∑

j∈Iin(i)

xj,i,t,a −
∑

j′∈Iout(i)

xi,j′,t,a = 0 ∀ i ∈ P \M∗, t ∈ TP , a ∈ A (2.1)

yieldi,t,a
∑

j∈Iin(i)

xj,i,t,a −
∑

j′∈Iout(i)

xi,j′,t,a = 0 ∀ i ∈M∗, t ∈ TP , a ∈ A. (2.2)

Stream ratio requirements at the input and output are enforced via the following two

sets of constraints. These constraints help to control the level of detail in modeling the

various products input to and output from a particular unit. The ratio of flows from

(to) units j and k to (from) unit i are given by parameters ratioin
i,j,k (ratioout

i,j,k).

xj,i,t,a = ratioin
i,j,kxk,i,t,a ∀ i ∈ P, j, k,∈ Iin(i), t ∈ TP , a ∈ A (2.3)
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Parameter Description

yieldi,t output yield of unit i at time t
ratioin

i,j,k(ratioout
i,j,k) ratio of input (output) streams to (from) unit i; j, k ∈ Iin(out)(i)

si,t0 , si,t∞ initial state and final required minimum state of the inventory
demi,d demand for final product from unit i for demand period d ∈ D
si(si) lower (upper) bound on the level of inventory in storage tank i
xi,j(xi,j) lower (upper) bound on the flow between units i and j
µi,t 0-1 parameter indicating whether turnaround of unit i starts in time period t
ξTAi,t,a 0-1 parameter indicating whether corrective maintenance turnaround of unit i

starts in time period t in scenario a
ξPSi,t,a 0-1 parameter indicating whether corrective maintenance pit-stop of unit i starts

in time period t in scenario a
τi duration of turnaround for unit i with fixed maintenance turnaround schedule
τ∗i,a expected duration of corrective maintenance turnaround for unit i in the event of

a major unplanned outage scenario a
γ∗i,a expected duration of corrective maintenance pit-stop for unit i in the event of a

minor unplanned outage scenario a
margini,t relative profit margin per unit flow of final products from unit i in time period t
costi,t cost of raw material per unit flow for units i that allow import in time period t
penaltyi,d penalty per unit of unmet product demand for final product unit i for demand

period d
costh

i,t holding cost per unit of raw material or product in storage unit i in time period t
costTA

i,t cost of turnaround for unit i starting at time period t
costTA∗

i,t,a cost of turnaround for unit i starting at time period t in scenario a
costPS∗

i,t,a cost of pit-stop for unit i starting at time period t in scenario a
β rate of return to model time value of money
πa probability of scenario a
αa,a′ ∈ T time period at which scenario a′ is distinguishable from scenario a

Table 2.2: Notation for parameters

Variable Description

xi,j,t,a flow of material from unit i to unit j in time period t in scenario a
si,t,a inventory state in unit i in time period t in scenario a
`i,d,a demand loss for demand period d ∈ D: t ∈ Td in scenario a

Table 2.3: Notation for variables
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xi,j,t,a = ratioout
i,j,kxi,k,t,a ∀ i ∈ P, j, k,∈ Iout(i), t ∈ TP , a ∈ A. (2.4)

Storage balances

The inventory level at any time t in storage i in scenario a is represented by si,t,a. The

following set of constraints models inventory balances across time periods for the the

various storage units with specified initial states si,t0 .

si,t,a = si,t−1,a +
∑

j∈Iin(i)

xj,i,t,a −
∑

j′∈Iout(i)

xi,j′,t,a ∀ i ∈ S, t ∈ TP , a ∈ A (2.5)

si,|T |,a ≥ si,t∞ ∀ i ∈ S, a ∈ A (2.6)

Optional constraints 2.6 require the terminal state of the inventory to be above a

specified level to ensure consistency with a long-term turnaround plan or for future

turnarounds.

Demand constraints

We consider the following set of demand constraints.

∑
td−1≤t≤Td

xi,∞,t,a + `i,d,a = demi,d ∀ i ∈ F , t ∈ Td, d ∈ D, a ∈ A (2.7)

The demand loss for period d is calculated with an auxiliary variable `i,d to penalize

any shortage in meeting demands demi,d if required. Typically, customer demands are

negotiated ahead of time with reasonable forecasts up to about six months before a

turnaround. We do not focus on modeling the penalties for unmet demand in this work.
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Turnaround and pit-stop constraints

We enforce a unit to undergo a turnaround in a given sequence of time periods with one

of the following constraints.

xi,j,t,a ≤ xi,j + (xi,j − xi,j)

1−
t∑

TM3t̄=t−τi+1
µi,t̄

 ,

xj′,i,t,a ≤ xj′,i + (xj′,i − xj′,i)

1−
t∑

TM3t̄=t−τi+1
µi,t̄


∀ i ∈M\M∗, j ∈ Iout(i), j′ ∈ Iin(i), t ∈ TP , a ∈ A

(2.8)

xi,j,t,a ≤ xi,j + (xi,j − xi,j)

1−
t∑

TM3t̄=t−τ∗i,a+1
ξTAi,t̄,a

 ,

xj′,i,t,a ≤ xj′,i + (xj′,i − xj′,i)

1−
t∑

TM3t̄=t−τ∗i,a+1
ξTAi,t̄,a


∀ i ∈M∗, j ∈ Iout(i), j′ ∈ Iin(i), t ∈ TP , a ∈ A

(2.9)

xi,j,t,a ≤ xi,j + (xi,j − xi,j)

1−
t∑

TM3t̄=t−γ∗i,a+1
ξPSi,t̄,a

 ,

xj′,i,t,a ≤ xj′,i + (xj′,i − xj′,i)

1−
t∑

TM3t̄=t+γ∗i,a−1
ξPSi,t̄,a


∀ i ∈M∗, j ∈ Iout(i), j′ ∈ Iin(i), t ∈ TP , a ∈ A

(2.10)

Constraints 2.8 are applicable to units whose turnarounds are fixed as per the orig-

inal or the base schedule, with parameter µi,t indicating whether unit i is down for

maintenance starting at time period t. The right-hand side term allows for the unit to

operate at a smaller production rate if x > 0. Similarly, constraints 2.9 and 2.10 enforce

turnaround and pit-stop, respectively, for units inM∗. Parameters ξTAi,t̄,a and ξPSi,t̄,a
indicate whether unit i is down for turnaround and pit-stop starting time period t in

scenario a, respectively. The two constraints within each set of constraints force the flow

in and out of a particular unit undergoing turnaround to zero. Along with the mass bal-
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ance constraints 2.1–2.4, the effect of an outage propagates upstream and downstream.

Parameters τ , τ∗ and γ∗ represent the duration of corresponding maintenance activities

in the above constraints. Notice that the right-hand sides of constraints 2.8–2.10 are

expressions in parameters, and thus, can be reduced to a compact set of constraints at

the solver pre-processing stage.

Capacity constraints

We also impose the following capacity constraints for the flows and the inventory levels.

si ≤ si,t,a ≤ si ∀ i ∈ S, t ∈ TP , a ∈ A (2.11)

xi,j ≤ xi,j,t,a ≤ xi,j ∀ i, j ∈ I, t ∈ TP , a ∈ A (2.12)

The parameters representing the bounds can be indexed over time to accommodate

time-dependent flow and inventory capacities to model safety stocks or turnarounds of

different production trains with different capacities and turnaround schedules.

Maintenance resource constraints

In the long-term turnaround model by Amaran et al. (2015), resource constraints in the

form of manpower limits were considered to obtain schedules to simultaneously mini-

mize manpower utilization through a iterative procedure. Accounting for such mainte-

nance resource constraints as hard constraints may render the turnaround rescheduling

problem infeasible. To avoid modeling the penalties associated with such maintenance

resource constraints, we have excluded them in our model. The same effect can be

realized by suitably manipulating the maintenance costs and durations.
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Nonanticipativity constraints

Finally, we consider nonanticipativity constraints for the MSP to obtain implementable

policies over time.

si,t,a = si,t,a′ ∀ i ∈ S, t ∈ TP ∩ {t̄ : t̄ < αa,a′}, a′ > a ∈ A (2.13)

xi,j,t,a = xi,j,t,a′ ∀ i, j ∈ I, t ∈ TP ∩ {t̄ : t̄ < αa,a′}, a′ > a ∈ A (2.14)

Objective function

We consider the expected net present value (NPV) of the profit over scenarios a ∈ A

as the objective, modeled with discounted cash flows over the time periods t ∈ T as

follows.

∑
a∈A

πa

∑
t∈TP

(∑
i∈F

margini,txi,∞,t,a −
∑
i∈R

costi,tx0,i,t,a −
∑
i∈S

costh
i,tsi,t,a

)
−
∑
d∈D

∑
i∈F

penaltyi,d`i,d,a


−
∑
a∈A

πa

 ∑
t∈TM

 ∑
i∈M\M∗

µi,tcostTA
i,t +

∑
i∈M∗

ξTAi,t,acostTA∗
i,t,a +

∑
i∈M∗

ξPSi,t,acostPS∗
i,t,a

)
(1 + β)−t

)
(2.15)

The first term in 2.15 represents the expected profit due to sales revenue from final

products and cost of raw materials import and holding costs. margini,t is the unit

relative profit margin (accounting for the site operating cost), costi,t is the unit cost of

raw material and costh
i,t is the unit additional holding cost (for example, supply chain

costs in moving material across or outside the site for storage). The second term in the

objective is the expected cost of maintenance from turnarounds and pit-stops discounted

with a constant rate of return β. The costs of planned turnarounds, unplanned major

outages and pit-stops are costTA
i,t , costTA∗

i,t,a and costPS∗
i,t,a, respectively.

In the following section, we consider an example case where the alternative turnaround

schedule provides an overall better NPV of profit compared to the base schedule. For

this case, we show how the proactive planning scheme provides a flexible production and
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inventory plan that has a smaller risk of loss compared to that estimated by the reactive

planning strategy. The base model corresponds to the base schedule in Fig. 2.3b. It is

a linear program (LP) that maximizes the NPV of profit for the planning horizon. The

alternative planning model corresponds to the alternative schedule in Fig. 2.3b. Both

the models are deterministic LPs maximizing the objective in 2.15 subject to constraints

in 2.1–2.12.
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Figure 2.7: Random demands profile
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Figure 2.8: Unplanned outage likelihood and severity over time.
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Base Alternative Reactive Proactive Simulation

variables 1, 411 1, 408 27, 648 46, 432 46, 464
constraints 1, 987 1, 987 38, 435 84, 387 65, 571
non-zeros 5, 156 5, 153 99, 745 207, 713 170, 049

Table 2.4: Model size for case study with 11 nodes, 16 arcs, 3 turnarounds, 9-month horizon, 17
stages and 33 scenarios.
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Figure 2.9: Comparison of storage over time for the final scenario for different strategies.
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Figure 2.10: Reschedule risk profiles highlighting the value of proactive planning over reactive
planning in (a) and simulation-based planning in (b).
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Figure 2.11: Comparison of cost-benefits from alternative planning and proactive planning for
the case in Section 2.2.1.

2.4 results and analysis

In this section, we demonstrate the use of the approach discussed in Section 2.3 to

flexibly plan reschedules and evaluate the risk of loss in rescheduling a reliability-driven

turnaround. We consider the chemical sites network in Fig. 2.1. The planning hori-

zon considered is nine months with an initial two month period allowed to build up

inventory for the turnarounds. This is followed by a four month reschedule window

where uncertainties due to outages are considered. An additional three month planning

window is considered at the end for the inventory, if any, to settle down. We account

for integration effects from two other turnarounds in the planning horizon as indicated

by the Gantt chart in Fig. 2.2. We consider one of the random samples for demands

generated in the motivation study in Section 2.2.1, as shown in Fig. 2.7. Fig. 2.8 shows

the probability of unplanned outages and their severities assumed for Unit 4 for the suc-

cessive months from March (base or original schedule). Fig. 2.12 shows the probability

distribution of the resultant scenarios based on a weekly time discretization basis. We

assume unplanned outages occur on the first day of a week and the probability of an un-
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planned outage is the same for any week of the month. Here we assume the probability

of unplanned outages grows gradually with time but the severity increases sharply after

June. The severity of an outage determines the duration and cost of maintenance. The

calculation of probabilities for the different scenarios is presented in Section 2.4.1. The

time discretization for planning is 3.5 days (semi-weekly) and for stages in the MSP is

seven days (weekly).

The resulting model has 17 stages (four months of four weeks per month with the

addition of the first week of July) and 33 scenarios. Table 2.4 shows the model size

for the various planning models. The size of the linear program is similar for the

base and the alternative planning approaches. For proactive planning and simulation-

based planning, we have as many variables as in the base planning model but scaled by

factor roughly corresponding to number of scenarios. While the number of constraints

are also scaled, likewise to the variables, the proactive planning model comprises of

nonanticipativity constraints in addition. For reactive planning model, the size is smaller

than simulation-based planning model as the linear program sizes are amortized over

time periods. Owing to the tractable size of the case study, we solve the deterministic

equivalent LP of the stochastic program to demonstrate the novelty of adopting the

proactive planning approach as a risk analysis methodology.

The different production planning strategies were implemented in GAMS 24.7 and

solved using CPLEX 12.6 as the LP solver on an Intel Core i5 2.50GHz machine with

16GB of RAM. The cumulative solution time for all the LPs (69 in total including one

LP each for base, alternative, and proactive and 33 LPs each for reactive and simulation

approaches) was less than 1 CPU sec with a cumulative deterministic time of 375 ticks.

The overall run time was about 50 wall-clock seconds including a model generation time

total of about 12 sec, and the maximum generation and execution memory usage by

GAMS was 28 MB.

2.4.1 Calculation of weekly outage probabilities

We assume that the monthly failure rate is known for a given unit. If not, we suppose

one can be estimated approximately as the maximum of monthly failure rates of critical
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components within the unit. Depending on the time discretization, we use the following

approach to calculate the various scenario probabilities.

The different quantities pertaining to probability calculation are defined as follows.

λ(t) is the hazard function or the failure rate at time t,

f(t) is the time to failure probability density function,

F (t) is the time to failure cumulative probability distribution function, and

R(t) is the survival function or reliability up to time t.

The following establishes the various relationships between the above quantities.

F (t) =
∫ t

−∞
f(τ )dτ ,

R(t) = 1− F (t),

λ(t) = f(t)/R(t).

We consider λ(t) to be a piecewise constant function, with λm being the failure rate for

the time period or month m that includes time t. We integrate the following differential

equation that results from the final relation above.

λ(t) =
f(t)

R(t)
=

dF/dt
1− F (t)∫ t+∆t

t
λ(τ ) =

∫ F (t+∆t)

F (t)

dF (τ )

1− F (τ )∫ t+∆t

t
λ(τ ) =

∫ R(t+∆t)

R(t)

−dR(τ )
R(τ )

λm∆Tm = − log
(
R(t+ ∆t)
R(t)

)
R(t+ ∆t) = R(t) exp(−λm∆Tm)

F (t+ ∆t) = 1−R(t) exp(−λm∆Tm)

Fm+1 = 1−Rm exp(−λm∆Tm)

fm+1 = Rm (1− exp(−λm)) .
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The last relation can further be approximated after Taylor series expansion of the

exponential term to

fm+1 = λmRm.

For weekly discretization, the same relation holds, i.e., ∆Tm = one week. The proba-

bility of a pit-stop or a turnaround is calculated directly from severity after the outage

probability for a time period is calculated. For example, with a severity of µm for a

major outage, the probabilities for a pit-stop and a turnaround are (1− µm)λmRm and

µmλmRm, respectively.
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Figure 2.12: Calculated scenario probabilities.

2.4.2 Comparison between reactive and proactive planning

Remark 1. Proactive plan provides the same if not better objective than the expected

value of objective from the reactive plan for the fixed planning horizon.

Observe that the alternative schedule is included in one of the scenarios a ∈ A. In

fact it is precisely the one single scenario where no outage occurs and any other scenario

is distinguishable from it in one of the |TM | stages except the final stage. Thus, the

reactive plan solution satisfies the nonanticipativity constraints 2.13 and 2.14. As a

result, the reactive plan solution is a feasible solution for the MSP, or equivalently, the

proactive planning model. It is worthwhile to note that we do not consider continuous

rescheduling, as in the case of a rolling horizon framework. This is because the decision
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to reschedule is almost always final at the end of the first-stage time period, owing to

practical considerations like the logistics and the economics of a turnaround.

As far as a single scenario is concerned, the proactive plan may not always yield a

better objective than the reactive plan. This is true especially for the final scenario,

which is the best-case outcome among all unplanned outage scenarios. The important

feature of the proactive planning model is the inventory planned over time. The model

looks ahead and maintains additional inventory if needed to hedge against uncertainties.

Fig. 2.9 shows the inventory level over time for storage tanks S2 and S3 for the final

scenario. The proactive plan builds up as much as twice the inventory than that built

over time by the reactive plan. Note that, for the final scenario, the reactive plan is

exactly the alternative plan. The proactive planning model also adopts a production

plan that may not be optimal for the final scenario unlike the reactive plan. Thus, a

small premium is incurred in adopting proactive plan in the form of additional inventory

holding cost and a potentially suboptimal production plan as far as the final scenario is

concerned.

The proactive planning model evaluates the risk associated with the reschedule of the

turnaround better in a cumulative sense, as shown in Fig. 2.10a. Fig. 2.10a, which is

an equivalent representation of the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the NPV

of profit, shows the chance of breaking even on a given relative NPV of profit (shown

on the horizontal-axis below) with respect to the base schedule. That is, the curves

represent the probability of realizing a profit greater than or equal to the horizontal-

axis value for the respective approach. The marker on the curves represent the expected

NPV of profit from maximization. Since these profit distribution profiles act as a proxy

measure to quantify the risk of loss in rescheduling, we denote them as risk profiles.

The shaded area between any two risk profiles represents the value of one approach

over the other. For example, the larger the blue shaded region is, the higher the value

in the stochastic programming approach (proactive planning model). The right-most

vertical line represents the relative NPV of profit from the alternative plan which is the

maximum and the ideal realizable.

For the example case study, the chance of breaking even on the base schedule profit

(horizontal-axis value of zero) is about 85% with a reactive approach and 95% with a

proactive approach. In other words, the probability of realizing a loss compared to the
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base schedule is about 15% in the case of the reactive approach compared to 5% for that

of the proactive approach. Moreover, over a wide range of possible profit realizations,

the risk profile from the proactive approach dominates that for the reactive approach.

In general, a risk profile that is higher and towards the right has a higher chance of

breaking even on the base NPV of profit, or equivalently, is a less risky reschedule

alternative. The premium paid in this case is 0.50 scaled cost units for an expected 7

scaled cost units in profit (which is equivalent to a week’s worth of production at full

capacity for a unit) at a 5% risk of loss compared to the base schedule. If the move is

successful, the overall profit is about 9 scaled cost units.

Figure 2.10b illustrates the difference between the proactive planning model and the

simulation-based approach to risk evaluation, which is another measure of the value of

the stochastic program as against a Monte-Carlo type simulation. Higher holding costs

prevent the optimal proactive plan from holding additional inventory to hedge against

uncertainties. As a result, the potential reschedule is rendered risky by about 15% by

both proactive and reactive model. On the other hand, a simulation-based approach

may underestimate the risk by overvaluing the expected NPV of profit, as in the case

here.

Figure 2.11 shows a comparison of potentially profitable turnaround reschedules and

the percentage cases where the proactive plan provides an expected profit greater than

the base schedule. About 45− 50% of the alternative schedule cases in the mid-to-high

demand ranges show an improvement in average profit as per proactive plan. But only

a handful of these random instance problems recover more than three days worth of

production. However, instances with improvements of one standard deviation from the

mean have potential production recovery worth up to more than five days.

In all the test cases, corrective maintenance turnaround times are assumed to be

longer by about 35% as well as more expensive by 20%. Also, a production rate loss of

2-6% every successive month is considered. These estimates may be too conservative,

and in practice, the nature of the plant and the availability of resources may actually

reduce maintenance durations and costs. Even if the value in rescheduling turnarounds

is not an appreciable amount, the proposed approach provides a rigorous way to quantify

the economic risk in rescheduling turnarounds.
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2.4.3 Sensitivity studies

We present two sensitivity studies—i) sensitivity to outage probabilities, and ii) sensitiv-

ity to demands. For the first two studies, we consider the same setup from the previous

discussion. For the third study, we consider decreasing demands with time, from 90%

to 70% of the maximum site production capacity.

2.4.3.1 Outage probabilities

For the study of sensitivity to outage probabilities, seven different probability distribu-

tions other than the nominal one (Fig. 2.8) are considered. Four out of the seven profiles

underestimate the monthly probability of outages by 5%, one profile for every successive

month; the fifth case includes underestimation by 5% for all months combined; the sixth

case includes underestimation of combined outages and severity probabilities by 5%; and

the last case includes underestimation of combined outage and severity probabilities by

10%. In essence, we consider increasing error in estimation of the probabilities.

Figure 2.13 shows the respective risk profiles—from darker (nominal case) to lighter

(maximum error) shade. In this visualization of risk of loss, lower and more to the right,

is less risky. For clarity, we separate the risk profiles of proactive and reactive plans

and only consider the nominal case of one (as dotted profile) of the counterpart for

comparison.

We note that smaller profit realizations are not sensitive to outage probabilities. But

the gap widens towards the higher end putting potential additional profits from resched-

ule at risk. Interestingly, the worst case profile for the proactive plan is still well within

the reactive plan CDF for a large range of profits. This highlights how a proactive

planning approach helps hedge against uncertainties due to unplanned outages under

small errors in the assumed outage probabilities.

2.4.3.2 Demands

For the second sensitivity study, we consider two cases, each with 100 random samples

normally distributed around the demands in Fig. 2.7, with 5% and 10% standard devi-

ation, respectively. Fig. 2.14 is a scatter plot that shows the correlation between the
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Figure 2.13: Sensitivity of reschedule risk profile to outage probabilities.
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expected improvement in NPV of profit over that of the base schedule and the improve-

ment in NPV of profit if turnaround is successfully rescheduled without any outages (i.e.,

best-case or final scenario), for both the proactive plan and the reactive plan, shown in

blue and red, respectively. The plot also shows correlation with the premium incurred

from additional inventory used in hedging.

For 5% variation in demands, the relative improvement in NPV of profit with respect

to base case ranges from 1.5% to 3.5% (4 to 11 days worth of production), being better

than that of reactive planning by two days worth of production on average. Similar

behavior holds for the 10% variation case. However, for some instances of the demands,

the reschedules result in losses on average. Interestingly, the premium that is paid is

independent of the variation in demand. This indicates that higher relative improvement

in profit can be realized from rescheduling turnarounds for some of the cases (demand

scenarios) at no additional cost.

2.4.4 Timing of reschedule

We consider linearly decreasing demands over time for all the four final product units

– Unit 5, Unit 6, Unit 7 and Unit 9. We consider a decrease in demand from 90% of

respective total production capacity in January to 70% in September. We investigate

the timing of turnaround rescheduling for Unit 4 over six months with and without

integration effects.

Figures 2.15a and 2.15b summarize the impact of the timing of the turnaround on

the expected NPV of profits as well as the chance of breaking even on the base profit.

In the case of a single turnaround, a longer turnaround reschedule window has a

higher value for the reschedule due to the time value of money and relatively smaller

loss incurred from sales (since demands decrease over time). The risk of loss is relatively

high for a short reschedule window since demands do not drop sufficiently enough to gain

from the time value of delayed spending on the turnaround. In the case of rescheduling a

turnaround with multiple turnarounds across the site, the four month window is optimal

here to coordinate two turnarounds and still gain from the time value of delayed spend.

Neither shorter or longer windows help here as they break the alignment of turnarounds.

Here, the risk of loss from shorter windows is small compared to the single turnaround
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Figure 2.14: Sensitivity of cost-benefit and premium for proactive planning and reactive planning
strategies for variation in demands.
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(a) Case: Single turnaround
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(b) Case: Multiple turnarounds

Figure 2.15: Comparison of production recovery (lines) and risk of loss (bars) with turnaround
reschedule time for the different planning strategies.
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Figure 2.16: Realization of scenarios dependent on timing of deferred turnaround.

case because aligning the turnarounds of Unit 4 and Unit 9 together has a higher negative

impact on the site revenue. The risk of loss is higher at the other end, i.e. for long

windows, as both suboptimal planning from misalignment of turnarounds and potential

unplanned outages affect the site profit.

The optimal turnaround reschedule planning problem under unplanned outage un-

certainties can be modeled as a mixed-integer linear programming. In this case, the

scenarios corresponding to the event may not materialize depending on the binary de-

cision variable that indicates the turnaround start time period. This is illustrated in

Fig. 2.16. If the turnaround is deferred to May, the scenarios five to nine corresponding

to the case with maximum deferral window of up to July coincide. In addition, the

planned outage in the remainder of the scenarios move as well. By associating each

node in the overall scenario tree with binary variables corresponding to the schedule

decisions, the appropriate production and flow constraints can be manipulated. In prac-

tice, however, the outage durations and costs, including those of unplanned outages, can

vary depending on the timing of the planned reschedule. In this work, we address the

optimal turnaround reschedule planning problem in a deterministic setting in Chapter

4.
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2.5 conclusions

This work has proposed a systematic methodology for quantifying the risk associated

with rescheduling turnarounds. The potential benefit of rescheduling turnarounds was

found to increase with the reschedule time for small time windows, which is expected

since the demands become leaner with time. However, the benefit is dependent on

integration effects. For longer time windows, the reactive plan shows a decline in profits.

In general, the benefit is determined by the trade-off between the time value of money

and increasing chances of unplanned outages. In the case of reactive plan, the decline in

profits could be sharp due to insufficient hedging. The difference between proactive plan

and reactive plan average profits is about a day worth production for longer reschedule

windows. For shorter reschedules, there is a very high risk of loss in the case of a single

turnaround. Here, the chance of additional loss due to lost sales during high demand

period outweighs potential reschedule benefits.

Our computational results demonstrate that rescheduling a plant maintenance turnaround

can be considered an opportunity. Even for a single turnaround, case studies show poten-

tial benefits up to twelve days worth of production per year when compared to a base or

prior schedule. Even if rescheduling turnarounds do not carry economic value, the quan-

tification of risk of loss in the event of an unplanned outage resulting from a reschedule

is an open problem from a practical stand point. In this work, a systematic approach via

a multistage stochastic programming model was developed for turnaround reschedule

risk analysis. The proactive model is attractive both from a computational perspective

as well as from an analytical perspective. The linear growth in scenarios offers potential

for scale up. The cumulative distributions of the profits profiles demonstrate the value

in the stochastic programming model, which hedges against uncertainties by optimally

planning future production and inventory.
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3
LAGRANGEAN DECOMPOS IT ION FOR LARGE -SCALE

TURNAROUND PLANNING RISK ANALYS I S

3.1 introduction

In this chapter, we consider an extension to the model proposed in Chapter 2 and

investigate multiple production units that may be impacted by unplanned outages in

the event of turnaround deferrals. One of the primary objectives is to investigate the

impact of multiple unplanned events or a larger set of scenarios on the overall reliable

operation of the integrated site. We also generalize the mathematical model to include

simultaneous degradation in yield and selectivity and production capacity changes.

3.1.1 Multiple unplanned outages with multiple modes

One of the challenges in stochastic programming problems is that, due to the very large

number of scenarios, even the generation of the corresponding optimization models can

be very time consuming. The turnaround reschedule risk analysis model discussed in

Chapter 2 was implemented in GAMS via conditional declaration of equations over

the domain of the sets for the constraints and conditional indexing of operations for

appropriate terms in the constraints. For instance, the nonanticipativity constraints sets

(2.13) and (2.14) were modeled via a two-dimensional parameter αa,a′ , which corresponds

to the time at which a pair of scenarios (a, a′) become distinguished, and subsequent

domain filtering using the conditions t ∈ {t̄ ∈ TP : t̄ < αa,a′}, a′ > a ∈ A. This resulted

in longer optimization model generation times. In this work, we preprocess and compute
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a priori all the necessary domain filters and parameters to keep the optimization model

compact in order to minimize the compilation and the model generation time for the

scenario subproblems.

Scenarios of Unit A

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Scenarios of Unit B

Apr

May

Jun Combined Scenarios

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

Figure 3.1: Encoding of scenarios from individual unplanned outage scenarios of two different
units.

As in Chapter 2, we model unplanned outages for individual production units, i.e.,

each unit may have multiple outage modes and time periods when the event occurs.

However, we consider a global set of scenarios that combines the individual scenario

trees, which is illustrated in Fig. 3.1. In the figure, each scenario in the combined (global)

scenario set corresponds to a pair of unit-specific scenarios. For instance, combined 1

corresponds to scenarios 1 and 1 of Units A and B. Similarly, 2 corresponds to unit-

specific scenarios 1 and 2, and so on. In general, this encoding of scenarios can be carried

out to form |Ai||P
∗| global scenarios, where |Ai| is the number of scenarios for any unit

i ∈ P∗ and P∗ is the set of units with potential occurrence of unplanned events. For a

unit with ui different modes of outage over ki different periods, the number of unplanned

outage scenarios |Ai| = 1+ |ui||ki|. In Fig. 3.1, uA = uB = 2 and kA = 2, kB = 1. Here,

we assume that each individual unit can have one set of unplanned events associated

with it but this assumption can be generalized appropriately by considering unplanned

events for production state following each turnarounds instead. Also, we assume that
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the unplanned events are unrelated and independent. Although this may not be the

case in practice1, we can extend the method if needed.

3.2 mathematical model

Tables 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 describe the sets, decisional variables, production parame-

ters, and monetary parameters used in the optimization model, respectively. The con-

straints of the stochastic programming model are discussed in detail in the subsequent

subsections.

Set Description

N nodes in the site network
E ⊆ N ×N edges in the site network
P ⊂ N production units
S ⊂ N storage units
R ⊂ N raw materials (storage)
F ⊂ N products (storage)
N suppliers ⊂ N suppliers of raw material
N customers ⊂ N customers of products
N sup−mkts ⊂ N supply markets for raw materials
N dem−mkts ⊂ N demand markets for products
M turnarounds
T time periods
D supply and demand periods
A set of scenarios for the stochastic program
Pfix ⊆ P production units modeled with fixed unit ratio flows
Pbnd ⊆ P production units modeled with bounded unit ratio flows
T TA
m ⊆ T candidate start time periods for turnaround m ∈M

NAC ⊂ A×A×T pairs of scenarios and time periods up to which the
scenarios are indistinguishable (for nonanticipativity constraints)

Table 3.1: Notation for sets

1 For example, multiple units may share the same utility system. However, to account for maintenance of
the utility system in the site model, it may have to be considered as a separate unit or the production
units associated with the utility system have to be shutdown simultaneously, in which case, we may
combine the production units into a single aggregated production unit.
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Variable Description

pi,t,sc production rate of unit i ∈ P in time period t in scenario sc
si,t,sc storage level of unit i ∈ S at the end of time period t

in scenario sc
xi,j,t,sc flow of material from node i ∈ N to node j ∈ N in time period t

in scenario sc
supexcess

j,i,d,sc excess contracted supply of raw material i from supplier j in supply period d
in scenario sc

demshortfall
i,j,d,sc contracted demand shortfall for product i to customer j in demand period d

in scenario sc
p̂i,t,sc absolute change in production rate of unit i ∈ P in time period t from

time period t− 1 in scenario sc
ŝi,t,sc absolute change in storage level unit i ∈ S in time period t from time period

t− 1 in scenario sc

Table 3.2: Notation for decision variables

Basic production constraints

In Chapter 2, the production constraints relating the reactants (inputs) and products

(outputs) were modeled in terms of the ratio of flows between different streams flowing

in and out of a given production unit. Here, we consider a unit ratio model, where the

ratio of a flow stream in or out of a unit to that of the unit’s production capacity is

modeled as the production constraint and is a fixed or time-dependent parameter. The

production capacity is a proxy that may represent the output flow rate of a specific or

major product or a flow rate of a combination of products.

xi,j,t,sc = ratioout
i,j,t,sc · pi,t,sc, ∀ (i, j) ∈ E , i ∈ Pfix, t ∈ T , sc ∈ A,

xj,i,t,sc = ratioin
j,i,t,sc · pi,t,sc, ∀ (j, i) ∈ E , i ∈ Pfix, t ∈ T , sc ∈ A.

(3.1)
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Parameter Description

ratioout(in)
i,j,t,sc unit ratio of flow out of production unit i ∈ Pfix (flow in to

production unit j ∈ Pfix) in time period t in scenario sc, (i, j) ∈ E
ratioout(in)

i,j,t,sc maximum unit ratio of flow out of production unit i ∈ Pbnd (flow in to
production unit j ∈ Pbnd) in time period t in scenario in sc, (i, j) ∈ E

ratioout(in)
i,j,m minimum unit ratio of flow out of production unit i ∈ Pbnd (flow in to

production unit j ∈ Pbnd) in time period t in scenario sc, (i, j) ∈ E
P i,t,sc maximum production capacity of unit i ∈ P in time period t

in scenario sc
∆p±i,t,sc production ramp-up and scale-back limits for unit i ∈ P

in time period t in scenario sc
si,t (si,t) minimum (maximum) [target] storage capacities/level
∆s±i,t storage loading and unloading limits for unit i ∈ S in time period t
xi,j,t (xi,j,t) minimum (maximum) flow rates between nodes i and j, (i, j) ∈ E ,

in time period t
∆T planning horizon time discretization
ŷm,t binary parameter indicating if turnaround m starts in time period t
ŷm,t,sc binary parameter indicating if an unplanned outage after

turnaround m occurs in time period t in scenario sc
supcon

j,i,d contracted supply of raw material i ∈ R from
supplier j ∈ N suppliers in supply period d ∈ D

demcon
i,j,d contracted demand for product i ∈ F to

customer j ∈ N customers in demand period d ∈ D
supmkt

j,i,d market supply of raw material i ∈ R from
market j ∈ N sup−mkts in supply period d ∈ D

demmkt
i,j,d market demand for product i ∈ F to

market j ∈ N dem−mkts in demand period d ∈ D

Table 3.3: Notation for production related parameters
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Parameter Description

costTA
m,t turnaround m spending if scheduled to start in time period t

costUPE
m,t,sc unplanned outage cost after turnaround m if it occurs

in time period t in scenario sc
margini,t,sc variable margin of production unit i in time period t

in scenario sc
costh

i,t holding cost of storage unit i ∈ S in time period t)
costt

i,t transport cost of moving material from node i to j
in time period t

costcon−sup
i,j,d unit cost of contracted raw material supply to unit j

from supplier i in supply period d
costi,j,t unit cost of raw material supply to unit j from market i

in time period t
revenuecon−dem

i,j,d unit revenue from contracted product delivery from unit i
to customer j in demand period d

revenuemkt−dem
i,j,t unit revenue from sale of product from unit i to market j

in time period t
penaltyi,j,d unit penalty for unmet demand from unit i to customer j

in demand period d
penaltycon−sup

i,j,d unit penalty for excess supply returned for unit j
from supplier i in supply period d

penaltyp
i,m,t production ramp-up or scale-back penalty for unit i

in time period t after turnaround m
penaltys

i,m,t (un)loading penalty for storage unit i in time period t

Table 3.4: Notation for monetary parameters
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xi,j,t,sc ≥ ratioout
i,j,t,sc · pi,t,sc,

xi,j,t,sc ≤ ratioout
i,j,t,sc · pi,t,sc,

 ∀ (i, j) ∈ E , i ∈ Pfix, t ∈ T , sc ∈ A,

xj,i,t,sc ≥ ratioin
j,i,t,sc · pi,t,sc,

xj,i,t,sc ≤ ratioin
j,i,t,sc · pi,t,sc,

 ∀ (j, i) ∈ E , i ∈ Pbnd, t ∈ T , sc ∈ A.

(3.2)

Constraints 3.1 and 3.2 represent the unit ratio models for production assets with

fixed unit ratios and bounded (i.e., unit ratio between a given upper and lower bounds)

unit ratios, respectively. In the case of bounded unit ratios, we also include the following

overall mass balance equation with additional sink xloss to capture loss of material.

∑
j∈N :(i,j)∈E

xi,j,t,sc + xloss
i,t,sc =

∑
j∈N :(j,i)∈E

xj,i,t,sc, ∀ i ∈ Pbnd, t ∈ T , sc ∈ A. (3.3)

In constraints (3.1)–(3.2), ratioin, ratioin, ratioin (ratioout, ratioout, ratioout) represent

the fixed unit ratio, lower bound unit ratio, and upper bound unit ratio for flow in

to (out of) a production unit, respectively. We allow for the unit ratios to be time-

dependent to capture selectivity changes with time such as degradation of catalyst since

last turnaround, change of catalyst post turnaround or maintenance, and other design

and operational considerations.

Production limits and ramp-up constraints

At any time t ∈ T , there exists a maximum production rate capacity due to availability

of the asset (as against being down during a turnaround or due to an unplanned outage),

yield as a function of time since last turnaround, capital projects such as capacity

expansions, etc.

pi,t,sc ≤ P i,t,sc, ∀ i ∈ P, t ∈ T , sc ∈ A. (3.4)

We also consider production ramp-up and scale-back limits to avoid high production

rate swings between short and successive time periods. We enforce these either via
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the following set of ramp-up constraints or the subsequent smoothing constraints. The

reason for the consideration of the latter is presented in a later section.

pi,t,sc − pi,t−1,sc ≤ ∆T · ∆p+i,t,sc,

pi,t,sc − pi,t−1,sc ≥ −∆T · ∆p−i,t,sc,

 ∀ i ∈ P, t ∈ T \ {t0}, sc ∈ A. (3.5)

p̂i,t,sc ≥ pi,t,sc − pi,t−1,sc,

p̂i,t,sc ≥ pi,t−1,sc − pi,t,sc,

 ∀ i ∈ P, t ∈ T \ {t0}, sc ∈ A. (3.6)

Storage balance constraints

We link all site production flows and storage buffers via the following set of constraint.

si,t,sc = si,t−1,sc + ∆T

 ∑
j∈N :(j,i)∈E

xj,i,t,sc −
∑

j∈N :(i,j)∈E
xi,j,t,sc

 , ∀ i ∈ S, t ∈ T \ {t0}, sc ∈ A.

(3.7)

Similar to production ramping constraints, we model storage loading and unloading

constraints when appropriate. We consider two options similar to that of production

ramping constraints here.

si,t,sc − si,t−1,sc ≤ ∆T · ∆s+i,t,

si,t,sc − si,t−1,sc ≥ −∆T · ∆s−i,t,

 ∀ i ∈ S, t ∈ T \ {t0}, sc ∈ A. (3.8)

ŝi,t,sc ≥ si,t,sc − si,t−1,sc,

ŝi,t,sc ≥ si,t−1,sc − si,t,sc,

 ∀ i ∈ S, t ∈ T \ {t0}, sc ∈ A. (3.9)
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External supply-demand constraints

We consider two types of external nodes each for supply of raw material to the site

and for sale of products. The first type is the supplier of raw material(s) or customer

for product(s), where an agreed contract on the amount of supply or sale is to be met;

otherwise, a penalty is incurred for any excess supply of raw material returned or any

shortfall in meeting a product demand. The second type is the open market with a

known supply limit or maximum demand. An appropriate and minimum admissible

penalty for the former case is the difference in prices between exchange of material with

the two types of external entities.

The following constraints model all the four sets of constraints. supcon
j,i,d (demcon

i,j,d)

is the contracted supply (sale) as agreed with the supplier (customer) j ∈ N for raw

material (product) i for supply/demand period d. supexcess
j,i,d,sc and demshortfall

i,j,d,sc are excess

supply and demand shortfall for the corresponding material and period for a given

scenarion sc ∈ A. supmkt
j,i,d and demmkt

i,j,d are the market supply and demand limits for

material i for market j during supply/demand period d.

∆T
∑

t∈T con−sup
j,i,d

xj,i,t,sc + supexcess
j,i,d,sc = supcon

j,i,d,

∀ (j, i) ∈ E , i ∈ R, j ∈ N suppliers, d ∈ Dcon−sup
j,i , sc ∈ A

∆T
∑

t∈T con−dem
i,j,d

xi,j,t,sc + demshortfall
i,j,d,sc = demcon

i,j,d,

∀ (i, j) ∈ E , i ∈ F , j ∈ N customers, d ∈ Dcon−dem
i,j , sc ∈ A

∆T
∑

t∈T mkt−sup
j,i,d

xj,i,t,sc ≤ supmkt
j,i,d,

∀ (j, i) ∈ E , i ∈ R, j ∈ N sup−mkts, d ∈ Dmkt−sup
j,i , sc ∈ A

∆T
∑

t∈T mkt−dem
i,j,d

xi,j,t,sc ≤ demi,j,d,

∀ (i, j) ∈ E , i ∈ F , j ∈ N dem−mkts, d ∈ Dmkt−dem
i,j , sc ∈ A.

(3.10)
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Nonanticipativity constraints

The nonanticipativity constraints ensure that the recourse decisions are implementable.

In general, all decision variables need to be included in the set of nonanticipativity

constraints. Here, we consider only three broad sets of nonanticipativity constraints: a

subset of production rates, flow rates, and storage variables. We establish the sufficiency

of this inclusion to represent an implementable schedule in Theorem 1.

Without loss of generality, we assume that each production unit is connected to a

storage unit and each storage unit is connected to a production unit or external node

in the site network model.

Production units with fixed unit ratios

For production units with fixed unit ratios, we include only the respective production

rates in the nonanticipativity constraints.

pi,t,sc = pi,t,sc′ , ∀ i ∈ Pfix, (sc, sc′, t) ∈ NAC1. (3.11)

Production units with bounded unit ratios

For production units with unit ratios modeled to be bounded between two values, we

include the following set of nonanticipativity constraints.

pi,t,sc = pi,t,sc′ ,

xi,j,t,sc = xi,j,t,sc′ , ∀ (i, j) ∈ E

xj,i,t,sc = xj,i,t,sc′ , ∀ (j, i) ∈ E

 ∀ i ∈ Pbnd, (sc, sc′, t) ∈ NAC2. (3.12)

Storage units

For all storage units, we include the following set of nonanticipativity constraints.

xi,j,t,sc = xi,j,t,sc′ , ∀ (i, j) ∈ E

xj,i,t,sc = xj,i,t,sc′ , ∀ (j, i) ∈ E

 ∀ i ∈ S, j /∈ P, (sc, sc′, t) ∈ NAC3. (3.13)
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In constraints (3.11), (3.12), and (3.13), the sets NAC1, NAC2, and NAC3 represent

the pair of scenarios and time period for which the nonanticipativity constraints are

included. The sets are such that for any pair of scenario (sc, sc′), the time periods

up to the time period when the scenario become distinguished are included. In our

model implementation, we consider a reduced set of scenario pairs (sc, sc′) for each time

period over which the nonanticipativity constraints are modeled by exploiting symmetry,

adjacency, and transitivity properties proposed in Goel & Grossmann (2006); Gupta &

Grossmann (2011).

Objective

We consider maximization of the enterprise profit as the objective for the mathematical

program. The revenue primarily includes sale of final products and additional profit

margin for any plants. The cost components are cost of turnarounds and other mainte-

nances, raw materials supply costs, transport costs, and storage unit holding costs. We
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also consider penalties for unmet demand, excess supply of contracted raw materials,

and smoothing constraints for production ramping and storage loading and unloading.

∑
sc∈A

πsc

 ∑
(i,j)∈E :j∈N customers

∑
d∈Dcon−dem

i,j

revenuecon−dem
i,j,d

∑
t∈T con−dem

i,j,d

∆T xi,j,t,sc

+
∑

(i,j)∈E :j∈Ndem−mkts

∑
t∈T

revenuemkt−dem
i,j,t ∆T xi,j,t,sc

+
∑
i∈P

∑
t∈T

[margini,t]+∆T pi,t,sc

 · (1 + β)−
∆T
365 t

−
∑
m∈M

∑
t∈T TA

m

costTA
m,tŷm,t · (1 + βm)

− ∆T
365 t

−
∑
m∈M

∑
t∈T TA

m

costUPE
m,t,scŷm,t,sc · (1 + βm)

− ∆T
365 t

−

∑
i∈S

∑
t∈T

costh
i,tsi,t,sc +

∑
(i,j)∈E

∑
t∈T

costt
i,j,t∆T xi,j,t,sc

+
∑

(i,j)∈E :i∈N suppliers

∑
d∈Dcon−sup

i,j

costcon−sup
i,j,d

∑
t∈T con−sup

i,j,d

∆T xi,j,t,sc

+
∑

(i,j)∈E :i∈N sup−mkts

∑
t∈T

costi,j,t∆T xi,j,t,sc

−
∑
i∈P

∑
t∈T

[margini,t]−∆T pi,t,sc

 · (1 + β)−
∆T
365 t

−

 ∑
(i,j)∈E :j∈N customers

∑
d∈Dcon−dem

i,j

penaltyi,j,ddemshortfall
i,j,d,sc

+
∑

(i,j)∈E :i∈N suppliers

∑
d∈Dcon−sup

i,j

penaltycon−sup
i,j,d supexcess

i,j,d,sc

+
∑
i∈P

∑
t∈T

penaltyp
i,tp̂i,t,sc +

∑
i∈S

∑
t∈T

penaltys
i,tŝi,t,sc

,

(3.14)

where [ · ]+ = max{0, ·} and [ · ]−min{0, ·}, and ŷi,m,(sc) is binary parameter indicating

the start of or the spend for a turnaround (corrective maintenance in scenario sc).
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The deterministic equivalent of the stochastic program corresponding to the turnaround

risk analysis problem is then given by the following mathematical program, which is a

large-scale linear program (LP).

max (3.14)

s.t. (3.1)–(3.13).
(DetEq)

Theorem 1. The set of nonanticipativity constraints (3.11), (3.12), and (3.13) is suf-

ficient to represent the constraint set of the deterministic equivalent of the stochastic

program DetEq.

Proof. Consider the following set of constraints representing nonanticipativity constraints

represented in terms of all flows over arcs in the site model.

xi,j,t,sc = xi,j,t,sc′ , ∀ (i, j) ∈ E , (sc, sc′, t) ∈ NAC. (3.15)

The above set of constraints for each (sc, sc′, t) ∈ NAC can be partitioned into the

three following sets.

1. E1 := {(i, j) ∈ E | i ∈ Pfix} ∪ {(i, j) ∈ E | j ∈ Pfix},

2. E2 := {(i, j) ∈ E | i ∈ Pbnd} ∪ {(i, j) ∈ E | j ∈ Pbnd}, and

3. E3 := E \ {E1 ∪ E2}.

Note that the assumption that each production unit is connected to a storage unit

and each storage unit is connected to a production unit or external node in the site

network model is not restrictive. If any two production units are connected directly,

we can introduce a dummy storage with capacity zero to replace the corresponding arc.

On the other hand, if two storages are connected, the material stored in them must be

the same as we do not allow for mixing in the storages, in which case, the two storages

may be replaced by a single storage with combine capacity and arcs representing flows

in and out of the unit. Thus, Ei ∩ Ej = ∅, ∀ i 6= j ∈ {1, 2, 3}.

We know that any fixed production rate unit has a production rate that is proportional

to the flow in or flow out of the unit with a known proportionality constant (unit ratio).

Thus, (3.15) over E1 is sufficient to satisfy nonanticipativity constraint in production
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rates for fixed unit ratio units. For units with bounded unit ratios, i.e., i ∈ Pbnd, we

also include

pi,t,sc = pi,t,sc′ , ∀ (sc, sc′, t) ∈ NAC

in addition to (3.15) over E2. Further, the equality constraint (3.3) ensures nonantici-

pativity of xloss
i,t,sc, ∀ i ∈ Pbnd. Equivalently, we can replace (3.15) over E1 and E with

constraints (3.11) and (3.12), respectively.

The remaining subset of constraints in (3.15), over E3, comprises of flows incident

on storage units, raw materials, products, markets, customers, or suppliers. In DetEq,

raw materials and products are assumed to be storages with zero capacity. Thus, (3.15)

along with storage balance constraints (3.7) and initial storage levels is sufficient to en-

sure nonanticipativity of storage levels, i.e., si,t,sc = si,t,sc′ ∀ (sc, sc′, t) ∈ NAC. Similar

arguments follow for other variables supexcess
j,i,d,sc and demshortfall

i,j,d,sc , i.e., their nonanticipativ-

ity is ensured by (3.15) and constraints (3.10). For p̂i,t,sc and ŝi,t,sc, the argument follows

from their definition in constraints (3.6) and (3.9) and their subsequent penalization in

the objective (3.14). �

3.3 decomposition algorithm

In this section, we present a decomposition algorithm to address large-scale instances

of the stochastic programming model where it may not be computationally tractable to

solve the deterministic equivalent DetEq.

3.3.1 Myopic heuristic

In Chapter 2, we consider a reactive planning strategy to calculate a feasible production

and respective profit profiles to address the turnaround risk analysis problem under

unplanned event uncertainties. We formalize the approach in this section.

We assume that production ramping and storage loading constraints are modeled

using the smoothing constraints (3.6) and (3.9) in DetEq. Otherwise, an arbitrary

production ramp up or scale back constraint limit may render a scenario infeasible in
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the following heuristic even though DetEq is feasible. We revisit this assumption later

in the section.

Consider a relaxation of DetEq by dropping the nonanticipativity constraints (3.11)–

(3.13). The problem decomposes into subproblems, one for each scenario. Denote the

resulting subproblems SPsc for each sc ∈ A. Let σsc denote an ordering of scenarios

sc ∈ A.

Algorithm 1: Myopic heuristic to find a feasible solution risk analysis problem.
Input: σsc ∀ sc ∈ A
Data: Time when a pair of scenarios (sc, sc′) ∈ A×A become distinguished

αsc,sc′ , subproblems SPsc, sc ∈ A
Result: Feasible solution to DetEq

1 Initialization: set of solved subproblems ρ ⊆ A, τ ∈ T , x∗t,sc solution vector of
production rates, storage levels, and flows to subproblem SPsc ∀ sc ∈ A for time t ;

2 Solve subproblem SPσsc1
;

3 ρ← {σsc1} ;
4 for sc ∈ A \ {sc1} do
5 τ ← maxsc′′∈ρ ασsc,sc′′ ;
6 sc′ ← argmaxsc′′∈ρ ασsc,sc′′ ;
7 x∗σsc,t ← x∗sc′,t ∀ t < τ ;
8 Fix xσsc,t ∀ t < τ ;
9 Solve subproblem SPσsc ;

10 ρ← ρ∪ {σsc} ;
11 end

Theorem 2. Consider Algorithm 1. For any given ordering of scenarios σsc ∀ sc ∈ A,

Algorithm 1 provides a feasible solution to DetEq.

Proof. Note that in Algorithm 1, for any scenario sc in a given iteration, we fix the

basic set of variables—flows, production rates, and storage levels—corresponding to the

subproblem SPσsc in such a way that the nonanticipativity constraint is satisfied up to

time period that is consistent with all scenarios solved up to that iteration (steps 5

through 7). As discussed in Theorem 1, fixing these basic set of variables is equivalent

to fixing the remainder of the variables up to a given time period. In cases where a

variable depends on future time periods, such as demand shortfall, the solution is given

by the current subproblem solution. �
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Since production ramping and storage loading constraints are assumed to be modeled

via smoothing constraints, the subproblems solved in Algorithm 1 are feasible. If the

assumption is to be relaxed, the algorithm can be modified to restart the iterative

procedure with the scenario identified with the infeasibility promoted up in the order.

However, such a primitive modification alone does not guarantee feasibility or finite

termination.

3.3.1.1 Scenario ordering

It is worth noting that the solution returned by Algorithm 1 is myopic as it assumes a

known ordering of scenarios. In general, the solution is most likely to be suboptimal for

any given ordering of scenarios. Therefore, it is reasonable to consider different ordering

of scenarios to obtain a set of feasible solutions.

We consider three types of ordering:

1. Order by scenario index as defined in the description of the scenarios, i.e., σsc =

sc ∀ sc ∈ A.

2. Order by objective function value. For instance, solve the simulation-based plan-

ning model and order by resulting scenario profits.

3. Random ordering of scenarios.

3.3.2 Lagrangean decomposition via subgradient method

The multistage stochastic program represented by its deterministic equivalent DetEq has

at least a few tens of stages as the planning horizon is typically a year long. This will

mostly likely present a computational challenge in tackling the problem via the nested

Benders or L-shaped method (Slyke & Wets (1969)) or other stage-wise decomposition

methods such as stochastic dual dynamic programming (Pereira & Pinto (1991)). Here,

we consider a Lagrangean decomposition method (Guignard & Kim (1987); Carøe &

Schultz (1999)) that uses Lagrangean relaxation of DetEq by dualizing the nonanticipa-

tivity constraints.
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Consider the resulting Lagrangean relaxation with λ being the multipliers for the

nonanticipativity constraints. Denoting the nonanticipativity constraints (3.11)–(3.13)

in a compact form Gx = 0, we have

LR(λ) = max (3.14)+ 〈λ, Gx〉

s.t. (3.1)–(3.10).
(3.16)

The problem LR(λ) decomposes scenario-wise into subproblems LRsc(λ) each of which

can be solved independently.

The resulting dual problem has the form

min LR(λ) (LD)

By the duality theory, if DetEq has an optimal solution, then the dual problem LD

has an optimal solution and the optimal values coincide when the problem is a linear

program. Also, the primal solution x∗ solves the scenario subproblems LRsc(λ∗) for the

corresponding dual solution λ∗.

It is well known that LD is piecewise convex and there exists different strategies to

solve the dual problem such as subgradient and cutting plane methods (Ruszczyński

(1997); Guignard (2003)). However, a drawback of Lagrangean decomposition is that

the solution to the dual problem often does yield a solution from (3.16) that is primal

feasible. In the case that the solution to (3.16) is unique for all scenario subproblems,

it can be shown that the solution is primal feasible. Depending on the method used

to solve the dual problem, the primal solution can be recovered from a combination

of solutions. For instance, Ruszczyński (1997) provide a method to recover the primal

solution in the case of cutting plane method.

In this work, we consider a subgradient method to solve LD due to the ease of imple-

mentation. The subgradient method is given by Algorithm 2. We use the Poljak step

length to update the Lagrange multipliers (Poljak (1977)) based on the best available

lower bound solution to the primal problem. For the myopic heuristic, we consider a

scenario ordering based on the objective values from LRsc(λ) subproblems or a random-

ize ordering. We also include the dualized objective term 〈λ, Gx〉 corresponding to the

scenario in the subproblem SPsc for the myopic heuristic as a penalty term. It is worth
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Algorithm 2: Subgradient method to solve the Lagrangean dual of the risk analysis
problem.

1 Initializations: iter ← 0, optGap ← 1, normStep ← ∞, α← 2, λ← 0
2 Call Algorithm 1 to find a LB // find an initial feasible solution

3 bestLB ← LB
4 while iter < maxIters and optGap > optTol and normStep > stepTol do
5 Solve LRsc(λ) with x̂sc solution ∀ sc ∈ A // solve scenario subproblems

6 UB ←
∑
sc∈A LRsc(λ) // calculate upper bound

7 if UB < bestUB then
8 bestUB ← UB // update upper bound if improved

9 noImprove ← 0
10 else
11 if UB < lastUB then
12 noImprove ← 0 // reset if upper bound improved from last iteration

13 else
14 noImprove ← noImprove + 1
15 if noImprove > 1 then
16 α← 0.75 · α // reduce step size if no improvement in upper bound

17 noImprove ← 0
18 end
19 end
20 end
21 lastUB ← UB
22 Call Algorithm 1 to find a LB // find a primal feasible solution

23 if LB > bestLB then
24 bestLB ← LB // update lower bound if feasible solution is better

25 end
26 ∂LR(λ)← Gx̂ // calculate subgradient

27 λ← λ− αUB−bestLB||Gx̂||22
Gx̂ // update Lagrange multipliers

28 normStep ← αUB−bestLB||Gx̂||22
// calculate norm of step length

29 optGap ← bestUB−bestLB
bestUB // calculate relative optimality gap

30 iter ← iter + 1
31 end
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noting that Algorithm 2 may cycle between same Lagrangean subproblem solutions,

which can be avoided by decreasing the step size α when the upper bound does not

improve for too many iterations. Also, the subgradient method progress is also sensitive

to the choice of step length and step length reduction when there is no improvement,

and thus, may require multiple trials.

3.4 results and analysis

In this section, we consider different case studies to demonstrate the site model capa-

bilities as well as to evaluate the performance of the subgradient method discussed in

Section 3.3. The linear programming model along with the subgradient method, myopic

heuristics, and the deterministic equivalent of the stochastic programming model were

implemented in AIMMS 4 modeling system with CPLEX 12.6.3 as the LP solver. The

configuration of the machine includes an Intel Core i5-2520M CPU with 4 x 2.50GHz

compute units and 16GB of memory.

3.4.1 Single production facility

Production Storage

Rawmaterial

market

Product

market

Figure 3.2: Single production facility with a storage unit.

We consider a simple case with a single production facility and a storage tank to

validate the model and the solution method. Figure 3.2 shows the production facility

with storage and market connections. The production facility has a capacity to process

and convert 0.1 MMlb/day of raw material into a product. The storage tank has a

capacity of 0.3 MMlb, or equivalently, can hold three days worth of product at a cost

of $ 0.05 per lb. We consider a four time period horizon discretized by week. The

unit is to undergo a turnaround valued with a spend of $ 0.1MM at the beginning of

the third week for five days. We consider two unplanned outage modes in the second
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week with durations one day and two days, costs $ 0.025MM and $ 0.05MM, and

probabilities 0.4 and 0.1, respectively. The planned turnaround is to happen during the

third week irrespective of the unplanned outage modes. The market demand for each

week is 0.5 MMlb. We assume a 10% annualized discount rate for capital spending and

2% annualized discount rate for other cash flows (revenue from sales in this example).

The total number of variables is 72 and the total number of constraints is 78 with 6

nonanticipativity constraints.

First, let us consider each scenario independently. In scenario 1, the unit undergoes

a planned outage for five days at the beginning of third week. Note that the demand

per time period is five days worth of production. Since the unit can operate for two

days in the third week after the turnaround is complete, it is enough to store three

days worth of production at the end of second week. This can be optimally done by

producing for six days in the first week and all seven days in the second week due to

positive holding cost. This results in a profit of $ 0.88MM for the first scenario. In

the second scenario, due to one day production loss from the unplanned outage, the

optimal plan would be to produce and store an extra one day worth production in the

first week. Thus, a total additional cost including $ 0.005MM for holding inventory and

$ 0.025MM for unplanned outage are incurred for the second scenario; the net profit is

$ 0.85MM. Finally, for the third scenario, the optimal plan is to produce as much as

possible when the unit is up. This results in a shortage of 0.1 MMlb from meeting the

sales demand in the third week with a net profit of $ 0.78MM. Thus, the total expected

profit is $ 0.857MM after discounting.

It is easy to see that the above solution is not feasible (implementable) as the storage at

the end of first week is different for scenario 1 from the other scenarios. If we consider the

myopic planning strategy discussed in Chapter 2 to obtain an implementable solution,

the feasible solution is to hold one day worth of production at the end of first week

(optimal for scenario 1) and produce optimally for the individual scenarios starting

from the second week. This results in a shortage of one and two days worth of product

sales for scenarios 2 and 3, respectively. The overall discounted profit is $ 0.838MM.

It is clear from the above discussion that the optimal solution is to hold two days

worth of production in the first week at an additional cost of $ 0.005MM for holding

in scenario 1 from optimal plan for that scenario. The overall discounted profit is
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Figure 3.3: Subgradient method convergence for a single production facility.

$ 0.855MM for the optimal plan. This can be verified by solving the deterministic

equivalent of the stochastic program. Here, we applied the subgradient method along

with the myopic heuristic discussed earlier. The algorithm converges in two iteration

for a step size factor of 1 and in four iterations for a step size factor of 2 in the Poljak

step. Figure 3.3 shows the convergence.

3.4.2 Chapter 2 example

We consider the integrated site network from the previous chapters (refer Fig. 2.1) for the

subsequent case studies. Although the underlying data is largely the same, the current

model allows for production in the remainder of the time period when an outage does

not span the entire time period.

For the probabilities assumed in Chapter 2, the difference in the expected discounted

site profit for the different planning strategies were within $ 1.5MM between the simulation-

based planning strategy and the myopic planning strategy2. In this case, the optimal

solution obtained via the deterministic equivalent of the stochastic program had an ex-

pected overall discounted profit of $ 319.79MM that was within $ 0.46MM (gap 0.14%)

of the simulation-based planning objective. The subgradient method upper bound was

$ 1.21MM from the optimum at the end of 200 iterations. The heuristic solution be-

2 The profit risk profiles may still be different, as discussed in Chapter 2.
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Figure 3.4: Subgradient method convergence for integrated site in Figure 2.1.

tween iterations improved the initial myopic planning solution by a marginal amount

of $ 0.06MM. The overall optimality gap improvement was meagre as the starting gap

was already small at 0.47%. Figure 3.4 shows the progress of the bounds with iterations.

Note that the problem is a maximization, and thus, lower bound indicates the best

feasible solution.
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Figure 3.5: Subgradient method convergence for integrated site in Figure 2.1 when probabilities
are relatively well scaled.

It is symptomatic of planning models under uncertainty to have very small scenario

probabilities when the underlying events occur rarely. In order to have a wider gap
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Figure 3.6: Subgradient method upper bound progress for integrated site in Figure 2.1 when
probabilities are relatively well scaled.

in solution values among the different planning strategies to evaluate the performance

of the subgradient method, we considered a case with equal probabilities for all the

scenarios. In this case, the gap between the simulation-based planning strategy and the

myopic planning strategy was $ 4.4MM. Here again, the optimal solution ($ 318.73MM)

from the deterministic equivalent was close (within $ 0.41MM) to the simulation-based

planning. Thus, the upper bound from the subgradient method did not improve further

with iterations. However, the myopic planning heuristics within iterations improved the

starting myopic solution by $ 3.16MM over 1000 iterations. Here, the overall optimality

gap improved from 1.39% to 0.38%. Figure 3.5 shows the progress of the bounds from

the algorithm with iterations. The overall time was 8,450 seconds with an average of 8

seconds per iteration. Figure 3.6 shows the progress of the upper bound, which increases

first and then decreases gradually with iterations with small intermittent increases.

Figure 3.7 shows the profit risk profiles, along with the their median and mean values

indicated by the circle and the square, respectively, for the different planning strategies

along with the final solution from the decomposition method. The solution from the

decomposition method is superior to the myopic planning strategy in terms of both the

expected value of the profit as well as the spread in the scenario profits.

We also consider the case where the holding costs were twice as much as the costs

in the base case above. In this case, as we would expect based on our prior study of
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Figure 3.7: Comparison of the profit risk profile from the decomposition method with other
planning strategies.
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Figure 3.8: Subgradient method convergence for integrated site in Figure 2.1 when probabilities
are relatively well scaled and holding cost is high.
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the case in Chapter 2, the optimal solution is further away from the simulation-based

planning solution. However, for the current data with equal probabilities for all the

scenario, the solution is not close to the myopic planning case. Also, the subgradient

method could still improve the upper bound only marginally. The overall reduction in

the gap is from 1.31% to 0.67%. Figure 3.8 shows the progress of the algorithm.

3.4.3 Multiple unplanned outage units

One of the primary objectives of this work is to extend the scope of the previous work on

deferral planning under unplanned outage uncertainties to consider multiple units with

potential outages in the planning horizon. It is not apparent whether multiple outages

would lead to a wider gap in the profit between the different planning strategies. To

this end, we considered Unit 9 turnaround to be moved by three months and include

unplanned outages with a single mode. The total number of scenarios is 297 (|A4| = 33

with number of modes u4 = 2 and number of periods or stages k4 = 16 and |A9| = 9

with u9 = 1 and k9 = 8). In this case, we directly solved the deterministic equivalent

of the stochastic program, which contains 369,766 variables, 424,283 constraints (out of

which 69,664 are nonanticipativity constraints), and 1,063,296 nonzero coefficients. The

average wall clock time to solve the LP was about 5 minutes.

Figure 3.9 shows the profit risk profiles for the different planning strategies. In this

case, the gap between the lowest and highest mean values among the different planning

strategies is actually smaller than that in the case with a single production unit with

potential unplanned events (see Fig. 2.10). However, they are both of the same order

of relative difference at about 0.5%. Also, the spread in the profit profiles are similar in

both the cases at about 6%.

3.4.4 Comparison of scenario ordering in myopic heuristic

Since the stochastic program growth is linear in number of time periods and outage

modes per production unit or turnaround and polynomial overall, the size of the de-

terministic equivalent is, in general, tractable for the scale of integrated networks in
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Figure 3.9: Profit risk profiles when multiple units have potential unplanned events.

practice (up to two or three simultaneous production units with potential occurrence

of any unplanned event). However, in the event that the deterministic equivalent is not

tractable or the subgradient method terminates with an optimality gap higher than that

acceptable, we may consider the heuristic solution obtained from myopic planning. Here,

we compare the profit risk profiles from different scenario ordering strategies discussed

in Section 3.3.1.1.

Figure 3.10 shows the profit risk profiles for the various scenario ordering strategies.

The profiles shown are for multiple unplanned event units case with all the scenario

probabilities being equal. In this case, the solutions were almost identical whether the

scenarios were ordered by their index or by their corresponding value of the objective in

the simulation-based planning. Here, a randomly generated ordering of scenarios yields

a higher expected profit than ordering by index or objective values. This is indicated

by profiles from five instances of random ordering shown in shades of grey. It is worth

noting that the spread in profiles from the myopic planning strategy are much more,

by about $ 7MM, when compared to the optimal planning strategy. Although this is

a stylized example with equal scenario probabilities, the spread in the profiles shows

the benefit of obtaining a production planning strategy that is different from a myopic

strategy despite the spread in expected value of profits being narrower.
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Figure 3.10: Comparison of profit risk profiles with different scenario ordering in the Myopic
planning heuristic.

3.4.5 Production rate, yield, and selectivity changes

Finally, we show the models capability to capture change in production rates, yields,

and selectivity change post a turnaround. These may include expansion in production

capacities or changes in catalyst as discussed earlier.

In the first example, we consider production rate changes. First, we consider capacity

expansions of Unit 4 by 0.1 MMlb/day and Unit 5 and Unit 9 by 0.05 MMlb/day each

after their respective turnarounds and their impact on the overall risk profile. In the

second case, we consider a planned outage to be scheduled to complete the turnaround

scope in every scenario. In general, the lead time for turnarounds are sufficiently long

that it may not be appropriate to consider a major unplanned outage mode that is long

enough to carry out all the activities within the scope of the planned turnaround as

opportunistic maintenance.

Figure 3.11 shows the optimal profit risk profile for the two cases along with the base

case. As expected, the case with planned outage in all the scenarios has an overall

discounted expected profit smaller than the base case. In the case of capacity expan-
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Figure 3.11: Comparison of profit risk profiles with production rate changes after turnarounds.

sions, the opposite effect is clear from the figure. The additional profits from increased

capacities presents a profit risk profile with a better outlook compared to the base case.

The yield or selectivity change can be stochastic as well. For example, we could

consider a case where the selectivity between different products cannot be established

reasonably accurately without further research or pilot studies. In this case, if the

turnaround is not to be deferred due to site integration and alignment considerations,

we could still compare the profit profiles for different the selectivity scenarios. The

model can accommodate such propositions in planning as well.

3.5 conclusions

In this chapter, we proposed an extension to the mathematical model introduced Chap-

ter 2 that accommodates multiple production assets with potential unplanned outages.

The model is flexible to handle multiple modes of outages over multiple time periods

for one more units. Although the deterministic equivalent of the stochastic program

was computationally tractable for the case studies considered, we demonstrated how

a simple subgradient algorithm and a myopic heuristic can provide a production plan

with a narrower spread in profits. Interestingly, the case studies for the current site and
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model data does not indicate any increase in risk for the overall profit under the expo-

sure of multiple units to unplanned outages. However, the model offers the flexibility to

investigate different integrated sites to understand the impact of integrating production

planning with turnaround planning.
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4
MILP MODEL FOR REL IAB IL ITY -BASED TURNAROUND

PLANNING

4.1 introduction

In Chapters 2 and 3, we considered stochastic components affecting reliable production

in an integrated site. Moreover, we modeled the planning of turnaround deferrals assum-

ing a known schedule and a given change in the schedule or the choice of an alternative

schedule. In this chapter, we address the problem of identifying such an advantageous

schedule while simultaneously incorporating some reliability aspects of production.

As discussed in Chapter 2, there exist significant challenges in analyzing production

and reliability data as well as collecting turnaround related data, such as costs and

durations, that are time-dependent and scenario-dependent. Yet, this data is required

in order to populate a stochastic programming model at the site level. For this practical

reason and computational tractability reasons, we propose a deterministic model that

captures the consequences of unplanned events and outages. Specifically, we identify

and model three types of production degradation discussed below.

4.1.1 Types of production degradation

We describe the three types of production degradation considered in the model via an

example that is summarized in Fig. 4.1. We model a production unit as a reactive

process that converts a known set of feed material or reactants into a known set of

products in a specified ratio. In the example, the production unit has a maximum
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UnitA

B

C

100 lb

70 lb

30 lb

Lost

10% degradation A B C

Yield 100 63 27

Maximum Capability 90 63 27

Selectivity 100 63 37

All three combined 90 51.03 29.97

Figure 4.1: Types of production degradation.

capacity of handling 100 lb of A and converts it to 70 lb of B and 30 lb of C under

nominal operating conditions. However, as the production performance degrades over

time due to any underlying physical phenomena such as catalyst activity degradation

or due to intermittent planned or unplanned production outages, the total capacity or

the ratio of product material flows is assumed to change over time.

In order to formalize the above discussed performance degradation, degradation is

broken down into three types. We consider an yield degradation process wherein a cer-

tain amount of input or output is lost. For example, a 10% degradation in yield results

in 10 lb of material loss when the production unit is run at its maximum capacity. Thus,

only 90 lb of products (63 lb of B and 27 lb of C) are produced from 100 lb of A. In the

second case, we consider a production capacity loss wherein the maximum production

rate is taken to be limited. This type of degradation captures physical process degra-

dation such as plugged reactors, temperature and pressure limitations, or production

outages within the time period. For example, a 10% likelihood of an unplanned event

can be modeled by allowing the unit to handle only 90 lb of products/raw material.

Finally, we consider the selectivity change with time through which the yield loss of the

desired or major product can be modeled. In this case, the 7:3 ratio of B and C reduces

to 6.3:3.7 (10% degradation is taken with respect to product B as the major product).
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The table in Fig. 4.1 also shows an example of a combination of all the three types of

degradation.

It is worth noting that the overall approach serves as an extension to prior models

(Amaran (2014); Amaran et al. (2015)) that address turnaround planning at an en-

terprise level. In Amaran (2014), the optimal turnaround frequency estimation model

considers only the profit-over-time data and not the underlying integrated site network.

Although this reduces the computational effort, the profit data would still include the

underlying turnaround planning decisions and other site operational decisions. On the

other hand, the long-term model proposed by Amaran et al. (2015) does not take into

account decreasing operating margins over time for the associated units. The scope of

our model is to reconcile the two models and extend the scope of turnaround deferral

planning at the site level.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 4.2, we present the

mixed-integer linear programming (MILP) model of the turnaround planning model

that takes into account the different production degradation types. In Section 4.3, we

propose a baseline mathematical model to evaluate the benefit of a site-wide model over

an aggregated model such as the optimal frequency estimation model in Amaran (2014).

Finally, we highlight some of the modeling capabilities of the proposed model, discuss

long-term impact of deferrals, and other computational aspects of the MILP model in

Section 4.4.

4.2 mathematical model

The notation for the various sets, parameters, and variables are provided in Tables

4.1–4.6. Any entity not presented in the tables is described at the relevant part of the

section where it is introduced. All variables in Tables 4.3 and 4.4 are continuous unless

otherwise stated.

Note that the operator |X| represents cardinality of any set X, X \ Y represents set

difference operation (elements of X not in Y ), and X represents the complement of any

set X.
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Set Description

N nodes in the site network
E ⊆ N ×N edges in the site network
P ⊂ N production units
B blocks of productions units
S ⊂ N storage units
R ⊂ N raw materials (storage)
F ⊂ N products (storage)
N suppliers ⊂ N suppliers of raw material
N customers ⊂ N customers of products
N sup−mkts ⊂ N supply markets for raw materials
N dem−mkts ⊂ N demand markets for products
M turnarounds
K turnaround resources
T time periods
A′ age periods inducing reliability states
D supply and demand periods

Table 4.1: Notation for primary sets

Set Description

Pfix ⊆ P production units modeled with fixed unit ratio flows
Pbnd ⊆ P production units modeled with bounded unit ratio flows
P1 ⊆ P production units of type 1 (described on page 89)
P2 ⊆ P production units of type 2 (described on page 89)
P3 ⊆ P production units of type 3 (described on page 91)
Mi ⊆M turnarounds of production unit i ∈ P
M0 ⊆M most recent turnaround (time periods in the past of planning horizon)
Mrel ⊆M turnarounds inducing reliability states
Myld ⊆Mrel turnarounds including yield degradation with age
Msel ⊆Mrel turnarounds including selectivity degradation with age
Mcap ⊆Mrel turnarounds including asset capacity degradation with age
Madd ⊆M turnarounds of units P2 involving capacity expansion projects
Mrep ⊆M turnarounds of units P2 involving asset replacement
T TA
m ⊆ T candidate start time periods for turnaround m ∈M\M0

Table 4.2: Notation for secondary sets
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Variable Description

ym,t binary variable indicating if turnaround m ∈M\M0 starts in time period
t ∈ T TA

m

vi,m,m′ binary variable indicating if turnaround m′ ∈Mi starts after turnaround
m ∈Mi for unit i

pi,m,t production rate of unit i in time period t after turnaround m
si,t storage level of unit i ∈ S at the end of time period t
xi,j,t flow of material from node i ∈ N to node j ∈ N in time period t
supexcess

j,i,d excess contracted supply of raw material i from supplier j in supply period d
demshortfall

i,j,d contracted demand shortfall for product i to customer j in demand period d

Table 4.3: Notation for primary decision variables

Variable Description

wi,m,m′,t variable indicating if turnaround m′ ∈Mi follows turnaround m ∈Mi starting
from time period t

τm,t,a variable indicating if a age periods have passed at time period t since start
of turnaround m

zm,t variable indicating if the corresponding production unit is active in time
period t in a state following turnaround m

qi,m,t output production rate (yield) of unit i in time period t after turnaround
m ∈Myld ∩Mi

pi,m,t,a production rate of unit i in time period t after turnaround m ∈Mrel in
age a ∈ A′

qi,m,t,a output production rate of unit i in time period t after turnaround
m ∈Mrel ∩Myld in age a ∈ A′

P xi,t maximum production capability of unit i ∈ P2

P xi,m,t,a maximum production capability of unit i ∈ P2 after turnaround
m ∈Mcap in age a ∈ A′

∆PTA
i,m,t production rate during last time period of turnaround m when the duration

of turnaround is not an integral multiple of model time discretization for unit
i ∈ P2

xloss
i,t flow lost in time period t from unit i ∈ Pbnd

p̂i,m,t absolute change in production rate of unit i ∈ P in time period t from
time period t− 1 after turnaround m

ŝi,t absolute change in storage level unit i ∈ S in time period t from time period
t− 1

Table 4.4: Notation for secondary decision variables
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Parameter Description

ratioout(in)
i,j,m unit ratio of flow out of production unit i ∈ Pfix (flow in to production unit

j ∈ Pfix) after turnaround m ∈Mi \Msel, (i, j) ∈ E
ratio′out(in)

i,j,m,a unit ratio of flow out of production unit i ∈ Pfix (flow in to production unit
j ∈ Pfix) after turnaround m ∈Mi ∩Msel in age state a, (i, j) ∈ E

ratioout(in)
i,j,m maximum unit ratio of flow out of production unit i ∈ Pbnd (flow in to production

unit j ∈ Pbnd) after turnaround m ∈Mi \Msel, (i, j) ∈ E
ratioout(in)

i,j,m minimum unit ratio of flow out of production unit i ∈ Pbnd (flow in to production
unit j ∈ Pbnd) after turnaround m ∈Mi \Msel, (i, j) ∈ E

ratio′out(in)
i,j,m,a maximum unit ratio of flow out of production unit i ∈ Pbnd (flow in to production

unit j ∈ Pbnd) after turnaround m ∈Mi ∩Msel in age state a, (i, j) ∈ E
ratio′out(in)

i,j,m,a minimum unit ratio of flow out of production unit i ∈ Pbnd (flow in to production
unit j ∈ Pbnd) after turnaround m ∈Mi ∩Msel in age state a, (i, j) ∈ E

yieldi,m yield for production unit i after turnaround m ∈Mi \Myld

yield′i,m,a yield for production unit i after turnaround m ∈Mi ∩Myld in age state a
ratiocap

i,m asset capacity for production unit i after turnaround m ∈Mi \Mcap

expressed as a ratio of maximum asset capacity
ratio′cap

i,m,a asset capacity for production unit i after turnaround m ∈Mi ∩Mcap in age state
a

expressed as a ratio of maximum asset capacity
P i,m maximum production capacity of unit i ∈ P after turnaround m ∈Mi

P i maximum production capacity of unit i ∈ P2 at any time
P̂i total production capacity of unit i ∈ P3 per turnaround cycle or over a turnaround

interval
∆P i,m additional production capacity added to unit i ∈ P2 after turnaround m ∈Mi

P
TA
i,m maximum allowed production rate during turnaround m for unit i

∆p±
i,m,(,t) production ramp-up and scale-back limits for unit i ∈ P after turnaround m (in

time period t)

Table 4.5: Notation for production related parameters
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Parameter Description

si,t (si,t) minimum (maximum) [target] storage capacities [level]
∆s±

i(,t) storage loading and unloading limits for unit i ∈ S (in time period t)

xi,j,t (xi,j,t) minimum (maximum) flow rates between nodes i and j, (i, j) ∈ E
supcon

j,i,d contracted supply of raw material i ∈ R from
supplier j ∈ N suppliers in supply period d ∈ D

demcon
i,j,d contracted demand for product i ∈ F to

customer j ∈ N customers in demand period d ∈ D
supmkt

j,i,d market supply of raw material i ∈ R from
market j ∈ N sup−mkts in supply period d ∈ D

demmkt
i,j,d market demand for product i ∈ F to

market j ∈ N dem−mkts in demand period d ∈ D
∆T planning horizon time discretization
∆m,(t) duration of turnaround m (if scheduled to start in time period t ∈ T TA

m )
resreq

m,k resource of type k required for turnaround m
resavail

k,t resource of type k available in time period t
resallow

b,t total allowed resources in block b in time period t
costTA

m,t cost of turnaround m (if scheduled to start in time period t ∈ T TA
m )

margini,m,t variable margin of production unit i in time period t after turnaround m
costh

i,t holding cost of storage unit i ∈ S in time period t)
costt

i,t transport cost of moving material from node i to j in time period t)
costcon−sup

i,j,d unit cost of contracted raw material supply to unit j from supplier i
in supply period d

costi,j,t unit cost of raw material supply to unit j from market i in time period t
revenuecon−dem

i,j,d unit revenue from contracted product delivery from unit i to customer j
in demand period d

revenuemkt−dem
i,j,t unit revenue from sale of product from unit i to market j in time period t

penaltyi,j,d unit penalty for unmet demand from unit i to customer j
in demand period d

penaltycon−sup
i,j,d unit penalty for excess supply returned for unit j from supplier i in

supply period d
penaltyp

i,m,t production ramp-up or scale-back penalty for unit i in time period t
after turnaround m

penaltys
i,m,t (un)loading penalty for storage unit i in time period t

Table 4.6: Notation for other parameters
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Unit ratio model

We model any material flow into or out of a production unit as a proportion of the

production level of the unit based on a mass basis. We denote this proportional quantity

as unit ratio. In other words, for a flow xi,j out of a production unit i to units j :

(i, j) ∈ E or a flow xj,i into a production unit i from units j : (j, i) ∈ E , we have

xi,j = ratioout
i,j · pi or xj,i = ratioin

j,i · pi, respectively. In order to capture multiple

operating modes with varying unit ratios, we allow for a more flexible production model

where the flows into or out of a unit are between a minimum and a maximum unit ratio,

i.e., ratioout
i,j · pi ≤ xi,j ≤ ratioout

i,j · pi or ratioin
j,i · pi ≤ xj,i ≤ ratioin

j,i · pi, respectively. We

call the former model fixed unit ratio model denoted by the set of units Pfix and the

latter model bounded unit ratio model denoted by the set of units Pbnd. Note that the

unit ratios themselves can be dependent on the age of the asset or the time since last

turnaround on the unit; then, we include an additional index a ∈ A′ to denote the age

and m ∈Mi to denote the corresponding turnaround, i.e., ratioout
i,j,m or ratio′out

i,j,m,a (and

ratioin
j,i,m or ratio′inj,i,m,a) for i ∈ Pfix. Similar indexing of parameters ratioout, ratioout,

ratioin, and ratioin hold for i ∈ Pbnd.

In the above unit ratio model, in order to let the yield or total production rate degrade

over time, i.e., model the total flow of products as a fraction of the total feed, we consider

qi = yieldi · pi ≤ ratiocap
i Pi, where pi is the expected ideal production rate, Pi is the

maximum production capacity, and ratiocap
i ∈ [0, 1] is a fraction to represent the part of

maximum production capacity available at any given time. The latter helps in modeling

unplanned outages as a likelihood estimate via aggregation. Thus, we have flow rate out

of a unit as xi,j = ratioout
i,j · qi and flow rate into a unit as xj,i = ratioin

j,i · pi. Note that

the yield (as well maximum capacity ratio) can be dependent on the age of the asset or

the time since last turnaround on the unit as well; then, we include an additional index

a ∈ A′ to denote the age and m ∈ Mi to denote the corresponding turnaround, i.e.,

yieldi,m or yield′i,m,a (ratiocap
i,m or ratio′cap

i,m,a).
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Production unit flows

Consider pi,m,t the production rate of unit i ∈ P in time period t ∈ T after turnaround

m ∈ Mi. Then, the input flow rates xj,i,t ∈
[
xi,j,t,xi,j,t

]
from units or nodes j ∈

{j ∈ N : (j, i) ∈ E} is given by ratioin
j,i,m · pi,m,t if the selectivity or the unit ratio is

independent of age, or is given by ratio′inj,i,m,a · τm,t,a · pi,m,t, where τm,t,a is an indicator

variable to indicate if the unit is in age period a after the start of turnaround m in time

period t. We reformulate the latter bilinear term by introducing variable p′i,t,m,a. We

have analogous relations for output flow rates xi,j,t ∈
[
xi,j,t,xi,j,t

]
using ratioout

i,j,m and

qi,m,t (or ratio′out
i,j,m,a and q′i,m,t,a).

We have the following two sets of constraints for flows related to production units

with fixed unit ratio model.

xi,j,t =
∑
m∈Mi∩Msel

∑
a∈A′ ratio′out

i,j,m,a · qi,m,t,a

+
∑
m∈Mi∩(Mrel\Msel) ratioout

i,j,m
∑
a∈A′ qi,m,t,a

+
∑
m∈Mi∩M

rel ratioout
i,j,m · qi,m,t, ∀ (i, j) ∈ E , i ∈ Pfix, t ∈ T ,

xj,i,t =
∑
m∈Mi∩Msel

∑
a∈A′ ratio′inj,i,m,a · pi,m,t,a

+
∑
m∈Mi∩(Mrel\Msel) ratioin

j,i,m
∑
a∈A′ pi,m,t,a

+
∑
m∈Mi∩M

rel ratioin
j,i,m · pi,m,t, ∀ (j, i) ∈ E , i ∈ Pfix, t ∈ T



(4.1)

We have the following four sets of constraints for flows related to production units

with bounded unit ratio model (two sets of constraints each for flows in and out of the

unit).

xi,j,t ≥
∑
m∈Mi∩Msel

∑
a∈A′ ratio′out

i,j,m,a · qi,m,t,a

+
∑
m∈Mi∩(Mrel\Msel) ratioout

i,j,m
∑
a∈A′ qi,m,t,a

+
∑
m∈Mi∩M

rel ratioout
i,j,m · qi,m,t,

xi,j,t ≤
∑
m∈Mi∩Msel

∑
a∈A′ ratio′out

i,j,m,a · qi,m,t,a

+
∑
m∈Mi∩(Mrel\Msel) ratioout

i,j,m
∑
a∈A′ qi,m,t,a

+
∑
m∈Mi∩M

rel ratioout
i,j,m · qi,m,t,



∀ (i, j) ∈ E , i ∈ Pbnd, t ∈ T

(4.2)
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xj,i,t ≥
∑
m∈Mi∩Msel

∑
a∈A′ ratio′inj,i,m,a · pi,m,t,a

+
∑
m∈Mi∩(Mrel\Msel) ratioin

j,i,m
∑
a∈A′ pi,m,t,a

+
∑
m∈Mi∩M

rel ratioin
j,i,m · pi,m,t,

xj,i,t ≤
∑
m∈Mi∩Msel

∑
a∈A′ ratio′inj,i,m,a · pi,m,t,a

+
∑
m∈Mi∩(Mrel\Msel) ratioin

j,i,m
∑
a∈A′′ pi,m,t,a

+
∑
m∈Mi∩M

rel ratioin
j,i,m · pi,m,t,



∀ (j, i) ∈ E , i ∈ Pbnd, t ∈ T

(4.3)

We also include the following overall flow mass balance for units following a bounded

unit ratio model.

∑
j∈N :(i,j)∈E

xi,j,t + xloss
i,t =

∑
j∈N :(j,i)∈E

xj,i,t, ∀ i ∈ Pbnd, t ∈ T . (4.4)

The introduced terms p′i,m,t,a are defined using McCormick reformulations for bilinear

terms, which in the case of variables taking binary values are exact.

p′i,m,t,a ≥ pi,m,t + pi,m,t · (τm,t,a − 1),

p′i,m,t,a ≤ pi,m,t · τm,t,a,

p′i,m,t,a ≤ pi,m,t,


∀ i ∈ P,m ∈Mi ∩Mrel, t ∈ T , a ∈ A′.

(4.5)

The output production rate qi,m,t and the introduced terms q′i,m,t,a are defined by the

corresponding yield rates and ideal production rates. Thus, we have

q′i,m,t,a = yield′i,m,a · p′i,m,t,a ∀ m ∈Mi ∩Myld, a ∈ A′,

q′i,m,t,a = yieldi,m · p′i,m,t,a ∀ m ∈Mi ∩ (Msel \Myld), a ∈ A′,

qi,m,t = yieldi,m · pi,m,t ∀ m ∈Mi ∩M
rel,


∀ i ∈ P, t ∈ T .

(4.6)
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Storage unit flow balance

The following set of constraints model the storage unit flow balance during time period

t ∈ T for unit i ∈ S. We assume si,t ∈
[
si,t, si,t

]
is the level of storage at the end of

time period t and the time discretization or the length of the time period to be ∆. We

assume initial storage levels si,t0 ,∀ i ∈ S and storage capacities are given.

si,t = si,t−1 + ∆T

 ∑
j∈N :(j,i)∈E

xj,i,t −
∑

j∈N :(i,j)∈E
xi,j,t

 , ∀ i ∈ S, t ∈ T \ {t0}. (4.7)

Optionally, we can also consider different storage types with independent capacities

and holding costs to handle more general site storage options.

Maximum production capacity

The ideal production rate of a unit pi,t, i ∈ P at any given time t ∈ T is bounded above

by the maximum production capacity Pi. We further categorize production units into

two types based on the nature of turnarounds to be carried out in the respective units.

type 1 Production units where the maximum production rate is dependent only on

the last turnaround and changes with every turnaround. An example of such unit

includes turnarounds where catalyst type is changed with every turnaround. For

these types of production units, we index the maximum production rate in terms

of the turnaround, i.e., P i,m, and it is treated as a parameter.

type 2 Production units where the maximum production rate is dependent on the

order of a turnaround in a sequence of turnarounds for the corresponding unit

or when the change in maximum production rate is permanent. An example

includes a unit for which a turnaround may either permanently replace maximum

production capacity similar with a value P i,m,m ∈ Mrep or may increase or

decrease the production capacity by ∆P i,m,m ∈ Madd (for example, capacity

expansion). Since the maximum production rate in the latter case is dependent
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on the sequence of the turnarounds as well as the change is permanent, we consider

a variable P xi,t that represents the maximum production rate at time t.

For units i ∈ P2, we track the maximum production capacity at any time P xi,t through

the following set of constraints. We assume initial maximum production rates P xi,t0 , ∀ i ∈

P2 are given. For turnarounds that expand production capacity, the following set of

constraints update the maximum production capacity.

P xi,t ≥ P xi,t−1 +
∑
m∈Mi∩Madd ∆P i,m · ym,t − P i

∑
m∈Mi∩Mrep ym,t,

P xi,t ≤ P xi,t−1 +
∑
m∈Mi∩Madd ∆P i,m · ym,t + P i

∑
m∈Mi∩Mrep ym,t,

 ∀ i ∈ P2, t ∈ T \{t0}.

(4.8)

For turnarounds that change production capacity, the following set of constraints

update the maximum production capacity.

P xi,t ≥ P i,m · ym,t − P i
∑
m′∈Mi

wm,m′,t − P i(1− ym,t),

P xi,t ≤ P i,m · ym,t + P i
∑
m′∈Mi

wm,m′,t + P i(1− ym,t),

 ∀ i ∈ P2,m ∈Mi∩Mrep, t ∈ T .

(4.9)

Finally, we limit the production rate for any unit to the maximum production capacity

via the following sets of constraints.

pi,m,t ≤ ratiocap
i,mP i,m · zm,t, ∀ m ∈Mcap, i ∈ P1,

pi,m,t ≤
∑
a∈A′ ratio′cap

i,m,aτm,t,a · P i,m, ∀ m ∈Mcap, i ∈ P1,

pi,m,t ≤ ratiocap
i,mP

x
i,t, ∀ m ∈Mcap, i ∈ P2,

pi,m,t ≤
∑
a∈A′ ratio′cap

i,m,aP
x
i,m,t,a, ∀ m ∈Mcap, i ∈ P2,

pi,m,t ≤ P i,m · zm,t, ∀ m ∈Mcap, i ∈ P2,

pi,m,t ≤ P i · zm,t, ∀ i ∈ P2,



∀ i ∈ P,m ∈Mi, t ∈ T .

(4.10)

In the above set of constraints 4.8, 4.9, and 4.10 ym,t is the binary variable indicating

the starting time of turnaround m ∈ M in time period t ∈ T ; wm,m′,t is an indicator
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variable indicating transition of the production unit from a state after turnaround m

to turnaround m′ in time period t; zm,t is an indicator variable indicating if the unit

is in a state following turnaround m in time period t; ratiocap
i,m (ratio′cap

i,m,a) is the ratio

representing the fraction of maximum asset capacity of production unit i at time t in a

state after turnaroundm (and age a since turnaround). P xi,m,t,a represents the maximum

asset capacity for units of type 2 derived from the product of P xi,t and τm,t,a, which is

equivalent modeled via the following set of constraints (similar to (4.5)).

P xi,m,t,a ≥ P xi,t + P i · (τm,t,a − 1),

P xi,m,t,a ≤ P i · τm,t,a,

P xi,m,t,a ≤ P xi,t,


∀ i ∈ P2,m ∈Mi∩Mcap, t ∈ T , a ∈ A′. (4.11)

type 3 Optionally, we can also consider an absolute total production limit per turnaround

cycle.

For example, a production unit could only produce a certain maximum amount of

product per charge of catalyst. We can model such production units i ∈ P3 as follows.

∆T
∑
t∈T

pi,m,t ≤ P̂i, ∀ i ∈ P3,m ∈Mi. (4.12)

In (4.12), note that we choose an appropriate value for P̂i at the beginning of the

planning horizon based on the start or the end time of most recent turnaround.

Finally, we enforce maximum production rate during a turnaround through the fol-

lowing set of constraints. For turnarounds with duration ∆m that is not an integral

multiple of time discretization ∆T , we enforce the maximum allowable flow P
TA
i,m only

for time periods corresponding to the first b∆m
∆T
c and allow for PTA

i,m

(
∆m
∆T
− b∆m

∆T
c
)
+

P i,m
(
1− ∆m

∆T
+ b∆m

∆T
c
)
for the subsequent time period. Such an approximation allows

to capture the economics of high-margin production units more accurately.

For type 1 units, we have

pi,m,t ≤ P
TA
i,m + P i

(
1−

∑
t′∈T :t−b ∆m

∆T
c≤t′≤t ym,t′

)
,

+ (P i,m − P
TA
i,m)

(
1− ∆m

∆T
+ b∆m

∆T
c
)∑

t′∈T :t′=t−b ∆m
∆T
c ym,t′ ,

 ∀ i ∈ P1,m ∈Mi, t ∈ T .

(4.13)
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For type 2 units, we introduce a new variable ∆PTA
i,m,t for the correction bilinear term

(P xi,t − P
TA
i,m)

∑
t′∈T :t′=t−b ∆m

∆T
c ym,t′ and reformulate using McCormick relaxations. Thus,

we have

pi,m,t ≤ P
TA
i,m + P i

(
1−

∑
t′∈T :t−b ∆m

∆T
c≤t′≤t ym,t′

)
+
(
1− ∆m

∆T
+ b∆m

∆T
c
)

∆PTA
i,m,t,

∆PTA
i,m,t ≥ −PTA

i,m
∑
t′∈T :t′=t−b ∆m

∆T
c ym,t′ ,

∆PTA
i,m,t ≥ (P i − P

TA
i,m)

(∑
t′∈T :t′=t−b ∆m

∆T
c ym,t′ − 1

)
+ (P xi,t − P

TA
i,m),

∆PTA
i,m,t ≤ −PTA

i,m

(∑
t′∈T :t′=t−b ∆m

∆T
c ym,t′ − 1

)
+ (P xi,t − P

TA
i,m),

∆PTA
i,m,t ≤ (P i − P

TA
i,m)

∑
t′∈T :t′=t−b ∆m

∆T
c ym,t′ ,



∀ i ∈ P2,m ∈Mi, t ∈ T .

(4.14)

In general, the duration of the turnaround may be dependent on the start date,

i.e., ∆m,t. For units i ∈ P1, constraint 4.13 can be reformulated by moving the term(
1− ∆m,t′

∆T
+ b∆m,t′

∆T
c
)
inside the summation

∑
t′∈T :t′=t−b ∆m

∆T
c ym,t′ to appropriately cap-

ture the duration of turnaround m starting in time period t′. However, such a reformu-

lation for units i ∈ P2 requires further disaggregation resulting in additional variables

∆PTA
i,m,t,t′ by an order of magnitude increase. To avoid the resulting modeling complexity,

we suitably approximate the durations ∆m,t′ over t′ ∈ T TA
m by averaging them in our

implementation.

Ramping and loading constraints

Depending on the time scale of dynamics of a specific plant, it may be necessary to

model production ramp-up and scale-back characteristics, especially before and after the

planned outage to carry out the turnaround. For modeling production characteristics

for turnaround shutdowns with a time discretization that is larger or coarser than that

suitable to capture the necessary dynamics, we may allow for small production level

during a turnaround similar to that modeled by Amaran et al. (2015). Otherwise, we

consider two type of production ramping constraints.
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In the first model, we consider production rate changes between subsequent time

periods to be restricted by an appropriate friction or ramping limit ∆p±i,m. The following

constraints model this setting.

pi,m,t − pi,m,t−1 ≤ ∆T · ∆p+i,m,

pi,m,t − pi,m,t−1 ≥ −∆T · ∆p−i,m,

 ∀ i ∈ P,m ∈Mi, t ∈ T \ {t0}. (4.15)

In the second model, we penalize the absolute changes in the production levels between

subsequent time periods in the objective by introducing a new set of variable p̂i,m,t and

the following constraints.

p̂i,m,t ≥ pi,m,t − pi,m,t−1,

p̂i,m,t ≥ pi,m,t−1 − pi,m,t,

 ∀ i ∈ P,m ∈Mi, t ∈ T \ {t0}. (4.16)

The second model is advantageous as it helps avoid infeasibilities that may otherwise

arise due to short time interval between turnarounds, especially at the beginning of

the planning horizon when starting from a given state of production. One can also

model difference in production levels between units via such penalization techniques to

balance load on utilities for instance (note that the concept of a production is abstract

and general in the unit ratio model setting).

Similarly, we consider frictions for storage units that require loading and unloading

limits to be modeled. A representative scenario is when material is to be moved off-site

and stored.

si,t − si,t−1 ≤ ∆T · ∆s+i ,

si,t − si,t−1 ≥ −∆T · ∆s−i ,

ŝi,t ≥ si,t − si,t−1,

ŝi,t ≥ si,t−1 − si,t,


∀ i ∈ S, t ∈ T \ {t0}. (4.17)
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Supply and demand constraints

We consider two types of supplies and demands for raw materials and products – i)

contracted and ii) market. Contracted supply (demand) are attributed with a time frame

of delivery or supply (demand) period, a quantity of supply (demand), price per unit

quantity of supply (demand), penalty per unit quantity of returned supply (undelivered

demand). Market supply (demand) are attributed with a supply (demand) period,

quantity of supply (demand), price of raw material or product. The key distinction

between the two types is the modeling of a penalty term of supply excess or demand

shortfall for contracts, which would allow for studying sensitivity of prices and quantities

for market supply and demand.

The following four sets of constraints model contracted and market supply and de-

mand constraints.

∆T
∑
t∈T con−sup

j,i,d
xj,i,t + supexcess

j,i,d = supcon
j,i,d,

∀ (j, i) ∈ E : i ∈ R, j ∈ N suppliers, d ∈ Dcon−sup
j,i ,

∆T
∑
t∈T con−dem

i,j,d
xi,j,t + demshortfall

i,j,d = demcon
i,j,d,

∀ (i, j) ∈ E : i ∈ F , j ∈ N customers, d ∈ Dcon−dem
i,j ,

∆T
∑
t∈T mkt−sup

j,i,d
xj,i,t ≤ supmkt

j,i,d,

∀ (j, i) ∈ E : i ∈ R, j ∈ N sup−mkts, d ∈ Dmkt−sup
j,i ,

∆T
∑
t∈T mkt−dem

i,j,d
xi,j,t ≤ demmkt

i,j,d,

∀ (i, j) ∈ E : i ∈ F , j ∈ N dem−mkts, d ∈ Dmkt−dem
i,j ,

(4.18)

where T (d)(·)i,j is the set of time periods in one of contracted supply period d ∈ Dcon−sup
j,i ,

contracted demand period d ∈ Dcon−dem
i,j , market supply period d ∈ Dmkt−sup

j,i , or market

demand times d ∈ Dmkt−dem
i,j , appropriately; supexcess

j,i,d (demshortfall
i,j,d ) is the supply excess

(demand shortfall) from contract quantity supcon
j,i,d (demcon

i,j,d) for the corresponding supply

(demand) period; supmkt
j,i,d and demmkt

i,j,d are the market supply and demand for period

d. The indexed nodes i and j correspond to one of production units or storage units
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handling raw materialsR, products F , suppliers N suppliers, customers N customers, supply

markets N sup−mkts, or demand markets N dem−mkts, appropriately.

Turnaround constraints

We have three broad types of turnaround constraints in the model that affect the timing

or the schedule of a turnaround.

explicit turnaround alignment These constraints model the alignment of

turnarounds of different units in the site. These include seasonal constraints that

restrict turnaround start times to certain time periods spanning a part of the

planning horizon; align of turnarounds of two or more units; forbid alignment of

turnarounds of two or more units; allow for overlap of one or more turnarounds.

These are explicitly specified constraints.

unit turnaround sequence These constraints help track ordering of sequence

of turnarounds of a particular unit in the planning horizon. These are implic-

itly modeled constraints to track production unit state transitions between two

successive turnarounds and to track age or time since turnaround.

resource constraints These are explicitly specified constraints that ensure fea-

sible schedule of turnarounds meeting resource requirements and availability.

4.2.0.1 Turnaround alignment constraints

The following constraint chooses exactly one time period from potential time periods or

available time periods (seasonal constraints) t ∈ T TA
m for any turnaround m ∈M.

∑
t∈T TA

m

ym,t = 1, ∀ m ∈M\M0, (4.19)

where M0 ⊆ M is the set of most recent turnarounds just before the start of the

planning horizon. For turnarounds with fixed schedule, |T TA
m | = 1 and we have the

corresponding ym,t = 1, t ∈Mm.
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For any two turnarounds m and m′ 6= m ∈ M that should be scheduled within an

interval of ∆aln
m,m′ > 0 days, we impose the following set of constraints.

∑
t′∈T TA

m :t−
⌈

∆aln
m,m′
∆T

⌉
≤t′≤t+

⌈
∆aln
m,m′
∆T

⌉ ym′,t′ ≥ ym,t, ∀ m,m′ ∈M,m 6= m′, t ∈ T .
(4.20)

Without loss of generality, if the m′ should follow m, we impose the following set of

constraints instead.

∑
t′∈T TA

m :t≤t′≤t+
⌈

∆aln
m,m′
∆T

⌉ ym′,t′ ≥ ym,t, ∀ m,m′ ∈M,m 6= m′, t ∈ T .
(4.21)

To forbid any two turnarounds m and m′ 6= m ∈M from being scheduled within an

interval of ∆fbd
m,m′ > 0 days, we impose the following set of constraints.

∑
t′∈T TA

m :t−
⌈

∆fbd
m,m′
∆T

⌉
≤t′≤t+

⌈
∆fbd
m,m′
∆T

⌉ ym′,t′ ≤ 1− ym,t, ∀ m,m′ ∈M,m 6= m′, t ∈ T .
(4.22)

Constraints 4.20–4.22 can be used simultaneously to explicitly model cyclic turnaround

constraints with a minimum interval length ∆fbd days and a maximum interval length

of ∆aln days. Thus, the model may be suitably applied for long-term turnaround plan-

ning similar to Amaran et al. (2015). To avoid symmetry in the MILP model with

cyclic turnarounds, it is beneficial to explicitly enforce a sequence or ordering of the

turnarounds involved.

In general, we enforce the following set of constraints for any two turnarounds m and

m′ 6= m ∈M with m′ require to follow m.

∑
t′∈T TA

m :t′≥t
ym′,t′ ≥ ym,t, ∀ m,m′ ∈M,m 6= m′, t ∈ T . (4.23)

4.2.0.2 Unit turnaround sequencing constraints

The primary decision variable in scheduling the turnarounds is the binary ym,t that

indicates whether turnaround m ∈ M starts in time period t ∈ T . However, we also
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model indicator variables to track the time since turnaround τm,t,a and time of transition

from state after turnaround m to new state following turnaround m′ starting in time

period t (wm,m′,t) for any given production unit. As utilized previously in the MILP

model, the former is used to model turnarounds that explicitly need tracking of age or

the time since the start of turnaround, the latter is used to further identify the active

turnaround state for the unit in a given time period (zm,t).

Mitra et al. (2012) define wm,m′,t and zm,t as binary variables to model transition

between operating modes in scheduling of power-intensive prices based on time-sensitive

pricing of electricity. In our case, we model these variables as continuous variables over

[0, 1] via the following sets of constraints along with the introduction a new binary

variable vi,m,m′ that tracks the order or sequence of turnarounds for a given production

unit. Regardless of the strength of the continuous relaxation, the model is attractive

from the standpoint of having an order of magnitude fewer binary variables: |M||T |+

|M|2 instead of |M||T |+ |M|2|T |. However, there is an important distinction between

the two models in the definition of modes. In our model, the modes or the turnarounds

are unique and there is no notion of transition back to a previous mode.

For all production units i ∈ P with at least one turnaround m′ (to be) scheduled

in the planning horizon, we enforce the constraint that exactly one of the turnarounds

follows the most recent turnaround m ∈Mi ∩M0 via

∑
m′∈Mi:m′ 6=m

vi,m,m′ = 1, ∀ m ∈Mi ∩M0, i ∈ P : |Mi| ≥ 2. (4.24)

For all production units i ∈ P and for all turnarounds m ∈ Mi other than the

most recent turnaround, we enforce the constraint that there is exactly one turnaround

preceding m via

∑
m′∈Mi:m′ 6=m

vi,m′,m = 1, ∀ m ∈Mi \M0, i ∈ P : Mi| ≥ 3. (4.25)

To avoid redundancy of constraint 4.25 with 4.24 for the recent turnaround of any unit,

we additionally impose a domain restriction on 4.25: |Mi| ≥ 3.
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For all production units i ∈ P and for all turnarounds m ∈ Mi other than the

most recent turnaround, we enforce the constraint that there is at most one turnaround

following m via

∑
m′∈Mi:m′ 6=m

vi,m,m′ ≤ 1, ∀ m ∈Mi \M0, i ∈ P : |Mi| ≥ 3. (4.26)

We again impose the domain restriction |Mi| ≥ 3 in 4.26 to avoid redundancy of adding

0 ≤ 1 constraint.

Finally, we model the implication that vi,m,m′ =⇒ {ym,t = 1, ym′,t′ = 1 : t′ ≥ t, t ∈

T TA
m , t′ ∈ T TA

m′ } for any m,m′ 6= m ∈Mi, i ∈ P via

∑
t′∈T TA

m :t′≥t
ym′,t′ ≥ ym,t − (1− vi,m,m′), ∀ m,m′ 6= m ∈Mi, i ∈ P, t ∈ T TA

m . (4.27)

4.2.0.3 Tracking transition between turnarounds

With vi,m,m′ and ym′,t, we can now define the transition of a production unit i ∈ P from

a state after turnaround m ∈ Mi to a new state after turnaround m′ 6= m ∈ Mi in

time period t via the following set of constraints.

wm,m′,t ≤ ym′,t,

wm,m′,t ≤ vi,m,m′ ,

wm,m′,t ≥ ym′,t + vi,m,m′ − 1,

wm,m′,t ∈ [0, 1]


∀ m,m′ 6= m ∈Mi, i ∈ P, t ∈ T . (4.28)

Note that constraints in 4.28 are relaxations of bilinear term vi,m,m′ · ym′,t involving

binary variables. Thus, wm,m′,t takes a value in {0, 1}.
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Now we define zm,t indicating whether the respective production unit associated with

turnaround m is still in an active state post the turnaround and that it has not transi-

tioned to a state after another turnaround m′. We include

zm,t = 1−
∑
m′ 6=m∈Mi

∑
t′∈T :t′<twm,m′,t′

−
∑
m′ 6=m∈Mi∩Mno−over

m

∑
t′∈T :t′=twm,m′,t′

−
∑
m′ 6=m∈Mi

∑
t′∈T :t′>twm′,m,t′ ,

zm,t ∈ [0, 1]


∀ m ∈Mi, i ∈ P, t ∈ T , (4.29)

where the second summation on the right-hand side is included for turnarounds m,m′ ∈

Mi that cannot overlap and the third summation on the right-hand side is included to

set the turnaround active state indicator variable to zero until the time period when

the turnaround is scheduled.

4.2.0.4 Tracking time since turnaround

In Amaran (2014), the time since last turnaround is modeled using a lifted variable the

equivalent for which in our would be τm,t,a: indicate if a time periods have passed at

time period t after the start of the turnaround m. Amaran (2014) considered τm,t,t′

where both t and t′ belong to the same set T with t ∈ T \ {t0} and t′ ∈ T . However,

since the turnarounds are not cyclic in the mid-term planning horizon in the current

model, the time since last turnaround could span more than the length of the horizon.

Also, the time scale in which the reliability data is specified may be different from the

time discretization of the model ∆T in practice, and thus, we consider the age set A′

as the domain for our lifted variable τm,t,a, a ∈ A′. We assume the reliability data

is appropriately aggregated (taken as an average over a time scale finer than ∆T ) or

disaggregated (interpolated from a coarser time scale) to match the model time scale ∆T .

Therefore, we extend the approach used in Amaran (2014) to model optimal turnaround

frequency determination. In Theorem 3 at the end of this section, we show that we can

relax τm,t,a from being a binary variable to a continuous variable over [0, 1].

The following set of constraints help track time since turnaround, and thus, define

the variable τm,t,a for m ∈Mrel.
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For the most recent turnaround m ∈M0, the time since turnaround at the beginning

of the planning horizon is set accordingly, i.e.,

∀ m ∈Mrel ∩M0, ∃ a = â ∈ A′ : τm,t0,â = 1.

Note that there exists exactly one a ∈ A′ since the production unit can not exist in

multiple states in terms of its age post a turnaround. However, once the unit transitions

to a new state in a succeeding turnaround, we ignore tracking the age for the preceding

turnaround. For this, we include the following packing constraint.

∑
a∈A′

τm,t,a ≤ 1, ∀ m ∈Mrel, t ∈ T (4.30)

Similarly, we include the following constraint to allow for at most one lifted variable

τm,t,a to take a value of one for each a ∈ A′. Some of the constraints in the following

set and in 4.30 will be made redundant when subsequent constraints in the subsection

are included. Thus, the packing constraints are appropriate for a ∈ A′ for a > |T |.

∑
t∈T

τm,t,a ≤ 1, ∀ m ∈Mrel, a ∈ A′ (4.31)

For turnarounds m ∈ Mrel \M0, the time since turnaround for the time period in

which the turnaround begins is the first period a1 ∈ A′. Also, time since turnaround is

not the first period at any given time period unless the turnaround starts in the given

period. Therefore, we have

τm,t,a1 = ym,t, ∀ m ∈Mrel, t ∈ T . (4.32)

To track time since turnaround, Amaran (2014) considered the following constraint.

τi,t+1,t′ ≥ τi,t,t′−1 − yi,t+1, ∀ t, t′ ∈ T : 0 < t′ ≤ t < |T |, i ∈ P

In other words, if the time since turnaround in any time period t is t′−1 (or, τi,t,t′−1 = 1),

then the time since turnaround in time period t+ 1 is t′ (since τi,t+1,t′ ≥ τi,t,t′−1 = 1 as

per the constraint) as long as the next turnaround in the cycle does not start in time
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period t+ 1. Note the use of index for production unit or group of units in Amaran

(2014). In our case, since the different turnarounds for the same production unit are

unique and we want τm,t,a = 0 once the unit transitions to a new state after the next

turnaround m′ ∈ Mi (otherwise constraints 4.5 defining p′i,m,t,a will be violated), we

consider the following constraint instead.

τm,t,a ≥ τm,t−1,a−1 −
∑

m′ 6=m∈Mi

wm,m′,t, ∀ m ∈Mi ∩Mrel, i ∈ P, a ∈ A′, t ∈ T . (4.33)

To restrict tracking of time since turnaround only to time periods after which the

turnaround starts, we include the following constraint.

∑
a∈A′

τm,t,a ≤ 1−
∑

t′∈T TA
m :t′>t

ym,t′ , ∀ m ∈Mi ∩Mrel, i ∈ P, t ∈ T . (4.34)

To stop tracking of time since turnaround after the unit transitions to a state in a

subsequent turnaround, we include the following constraint.

∑
a∈A′

τm,t,a ≤ 1 −
∑

m′ 6=m∈Mi

∑
t′∈T :t′<t

wm,m′,t′

−
∑

m′ 6=m∈Mi∩Mno−over
m

∑
t′∈T :t1=t

wm,m′,t′ , ∀ m ∈Mi ∩Mrel, i ∈ P, t ∈ T ,

(4.35)

where the second summation on the right-hand side is included for turnarounds m,m′

that cannot overlap.

4.2.0.5 Turnaround resource constraints

We consider a generic set of resources K which may include spare parts, maintenance

operation equipment, different types of workforce, or even capital. The resources are

assumed to be replenished at the end of the time period, i.e., inventory of resources

are not modeled here. We consider two types of resource constraints considered are: i)
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limited availability of different resources in a given time period, and ii) maximum allowed

resources K′ ⊆ K on a block or a group of units (workforce safety considerations).

∑
m∈M\M0

resreq
m,k

∑
t′∈T :t−d ∆m

∆T
e≤t′≤t

ym,t′ ≤ resavail
k,t , ∀ k ∈ K, t ∈ T . (4.36)

∑
k∈K′⊆K

∑
m∈Mi\M0

resreq
m,k

∑
t′∈T :t−d ∆m

∆T
e≤t′≤t

ym,t′ ≤ resallow
b,t , ∀ i ∈ Pb, b ∈ B, t ∈ T . (4.37)

Financial performance constraints

A site-wide turnaround plan with minimal overlap and alignment is preferred both from

a business spending as well as from a supply chain and maintenance work schedule man-

agement point of view, specifically when the turnarounds are not resource constrained.

Amaran et al. (2015) consider a smoothing constraint that ensures a target quarterly

financial performance as a percentage of average quarterly performance is met. We

employ the same set of constraints here to smooth the financial performance. Using the

present notation, the constraint can be modeled as follows.

dcfq ≥ performance_ratio 1
|Q|

∑
q′∈Q

dcf ′q (4.38)

where dcfq is the accumulated and discounted profit (defined in the next section) over

a suitable longer and periodic time interval t ∈ Tq such that for q, q′ ∈ Q, Tq, Tq′ ∈

T , Tq ∩ Tq′ = ∅ and ∪q∈QTq = T , i.e.,

dcfq =
∑
t∈Tq

dcft, ∀ q ∈ Q,

and performance_ratio ∈ [0, 1) is a parameter to control the smoothing. Note that

the overall model can be infeasible for very high values of performance_ratio, and thus,

need to be chosen iteratively.
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Objective

The objective is to maximize the net present value of the total site profit over the plan-

ning horizon. The revenue components are the sales revenue from meeting customer and

market demands. The cost components are the fixed costs of turnarounds, storage and

transportation costs, and raw material supply costs. The various penalties considered

are contracted demand shortfall, contracted supply excess, and ramp-up and scale-back.

For production units, additional variable cost or margin may be included based on the

input production rate or output production rate, respectively. The overall objective

function is specified below.

max
∑
t∈T

dcft − penalty, (4.39)

where

dcft = ∑
(i,j)∈E :j∈N customers

∑
d∈Dcon−dem

i,j

revenuecon−dem
i,j,d

∑
t′∈T con−dem

i,j,d :t′=t

∆T xi,j,t′

+
∑

(i,j)∈E :j∈Ndem−mkts

revenuemkt−dem
i,j,t′ ∆T xi,j,t′

+
∑
i∈P

∑
m∈Mi

[margini,m,t′ ]+∆T qi,m,t′

 · (1 + β)−
∆T
365 t

−
∑
m∈M

∑
t′∈T TA

m :t′=t

costTA
m,t′ym,t′ · (1 + βm)

− ∆T
365 t

−

∑
i∈S

costh
i,t′si,t′ +

∑
(i,j)∈E

costt
i,j,t′∆T xi,j,t′

+
∑

(i,j)∈E :i∈N suppliers

∑
d∈Dcon−sup

i,j

costcon−sup
i,j,d

∑
t′∈T con−sup

i,j,d :t′=t

∆T xi,j,t′

+
∑

(i,j)∈E :i∈N sup−mkts

costi,j,t′∆T xi,j,t′

−
∑
i∈P

∑
m∈Mi

[margini,m,t′ ]−∆T pi,m,t′

 · (1 + β)−
∆T
365 t,

(4.40)
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penalty = ∑
(i,j)∈E :j∈N customers

∑
d∈Dcon−dem

i,j

penaltyi,j,ddemshortfall
i,j,d

+
∑

(i,j)∈E :i∈N suppliers

∑
d∈Dcon−sup

i,j

penaltycon−sup
i,j,d supexcess

i,j,d

+
∑
i∈P

∑
m∈Mi

∑
t∈T

penaltyp
i,m,tp̂i,m,t +

∑
i∈S

∑
t∈T

penaltys
i,tŝi,t

,

(4.41)

and [ · ]+ = max{0, ·} and [ · ]−min{0, ·}.

Constraints (4.1)–(4.37) together with the objective function (4.39) complete the

mathematical model, which is denoted as MILP henceforth, i.e.,

max
∑
t∈T

dcft − penalty,

s.t. (4.1)–(4.37), (4.40)–(4.41).

ym,t ∈ {0, 1} ∀ m ∈M\M0, t ∈ T TA
m ,

vi,m,m′ ∈ {0, 1} ∀ m,m′ ∈Mi, i ∈ P.

(MILP)

Theorem 3. For any feasible solution to MILP, τm,t,a ∈ {0, 1} ∀ m ∈ Mi ∩Mrel, i ∈

P, t ∈ T , a ∈ A′ in the solution.

Proof. In any feasible solution, we have ym,t ∈ {0, 1} ∀ m ∈ M \M0, t ∈ T TA
m and

vi,m,m′ ∈ {0, 1} ∀ m,m′ ∈ Mi, i ∈ P. Thus, wm,m′,t ∈ {0, 1} ∀ m,m′ 6= m ∈ Mi, i ∈

P, t ∈ T from constraints (4.28). Notice that for any m,m′ 6= m ∈ Mi, i ∈ P, exactly

one wm,m′,t′ is nonzero ∀ t′ ∈ T since ym′,t is nonzero for exactly one t ∈ T and t′ = t can

be inferred from constraints (4.28). Further, the above results along with constraints

(4.29) imply that zm,t ∈ {0, 1} ∀ m ∈ Mi, i ∈ P, t ∈ T . Now, it is enough to consider

only constraints (4.30)–(4.35).

Recall that constraints (4.34) and (4.35) ensure that τm,t,a = 0 ∀ a ∈ A′ for any

turnaround m ∈Mi ∩Mrel, i ∈ P that has not started before time t or the turnaround

that immediately follows m has started before time t, t ∈ T , respectively. That is, for

any m /∈ M0 and t′ with ym,t′ = 1, we have τm,t,a = 0 ∀ t ∈ T : t < t′, a ∈ A′, and
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for any wm,m′,t′′ = 1, we have τm,t,a = 0 ∀ t ∈ T : t > t′′, a ∈ A′. Further, for t = t′,

we have τm,t′,a1 = 1 and τm,t′,a = 0 ∀ a 6= a1 from (4.32) and (4.30). Note that for

m ∈ M0, we have τm,t0,â = 1 and τm,t0,a = 0, ∀ a 6= â from (4.30). For a turnaround

m which is followed by turnaround m′ that cannot overlap, (4.35) implies τm,t′′,a = 0.

For a turnaround m which is followed by turnaround m′ that can overlap, it can be

easily verified from constraints (4.30)–(4.35) that τm,t′,a1 = 1, τm,t′,a = 0 ∀ a 6= a1, and

t′′ = t′.

For any turnaround m, the above arguments reduce (4.30)–(4.35) to the following set

of constraints. For t ∈ T : t′ < t < t′′, we now have

τm,t,a ≥ τm,t−1,a−1 ∀ a ∈ A′,∑
a∈A′ τm,t,a ≤ 1,

τm,t,a ∈ [0, 1] ∀ a ∈ A′


(4.42)

with τm,t′,a′ = 1 and τm,t′,a = 0 ∀ a 6= a′ ∈ A′, where t′ : ym,t′ = 1, a′ = a1 for

m /∈ M0 and t′ = t0, a′ = â for m ∈ M0. From (4.42), it is easy to iteratively show

that there exists only one a ∈ A′, say a′, for which τm,t,a′ 6= 0 and in fact τm,t,a′ = 1

and τm,t,a = 0 ∀ a 6= a′ for t = t′ + 1, t′ + 2, . . . , t′′ − 1. �

4.3 baseline model

In this section, we consider a baseline approach to compare against the MILP model

proposed in the previous section. The baseline model can also be used as an initial

heuristic solution when feasible.

In practice, the variable margin of the production unit is used to evaluate a given

turnaround schedule. Typically, the variable margin reflects the profit from operating

the production unit for a day as the basis. Thus, the value of downtime during a

turnaround is estimated by suitably scaling the margin by the estimated duration of

the turnaround and discounting the resulting value to its present value based on the

start time or the schedule of the turnaround.

However, the use of a constant margin for all time periods may not be appropriate

for an integrated site as intermediate storage tanks, time-varying demands and product
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prices of the derivatives, production degradation, and outages impact the total profit,

and thus, the daily margin. To address this pitfall, we consider the procedure outlined

in Algorithm 3.

Algorithm 3: Estimation of pseudo-costs of turnarounds
Input: M, T TA

m ∀ m ∈M
Output: costpseudo

m,t ∀ m ∈M\M0, t ∈ T TA
m

Data: MILP model with relevant sets, parameters, and variables
Result: Pseudo-cost costpseudo

m,t of scheduling turnaround m ∈M\M0 in time
period t ∈ T TA

m

1 M∗ ←M andM← ∅ ;
2 M− = very large negative number ;
3 Solve MILP ;
4 if MILP feasible and optimal then
5 obj0 = optimal objective value of MILP ;
6 else
7 obj0 = 0 ;
8 end
9 for m∗ ∈M∗ \M0 do

10 M← {m∗} ;
11 for t∗ ∈ T TA

m∗ do
12 Fix ym∗,t∗ = 1 ;
13 Solve MILP ;
14 if MILP feasible and optimal then
15 objm∗,t∗ = optimal objective value of MILP ;
16 else
17 objm∗,t∗ =M− ;
18 end
19 costpseudo

m∗,t∗ = obj0 − objm∗,t∗ ;
20 Unfix ym∗,t∗ = 1 ;
21 end
22 end

Amaran (2014) considers time-varying margins or profits to capture production degra-

dation with time. The margins may be obtained from data that already reflects the site

integration, for instance. In our approach, we make use of the above pseudo-costs calcu-

lated as an estimates of opportunity missed by scheduling the respective turnarounds at
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the various starting times. We subsequently consider the following optimization problem

to obtain the baseline schedule based on the pseudo-costs calculated.

min
∑
m∈M\M0

∑
t∈T TA

m
costpseudo

m,t ym,t

s.t. (4.19)–(4.23), (4.36)–(4.37),

ym,t ∈ {0, 1} ∀ m ∈M\M0, t ∈ T TA
m .


(Base-MILP)

Note that Base-MILP does not consider any site integration but rather considers

the feasibility constraints for scheduling the turnarounds. On solving Base-MILP, a

feasible solution to MILP may be obtained by fixing the binaries and solving the linear

program, that result from the restriction, if feasible. Typically, the infeasibility arises

due to ramping constraints (4.15)–(4.17) or financial performance constraint (4.38) .

The former can be avoided by penalizing the constraints in the objective instead. The

later may potentially be handled by considering a proxy for profit instead of pseudo-costs

as objective and smoothed via a similar financial performance criteria in Base-MILP.

However, feasibility of MILP is not guaranteed.

Typically, a later turnaround start time is preferable for any production unit with net

positive margin due to decreasing value of downtime with time (due to time value of

money). However, other factors, such as degradation of yield and additional cost of im-

porting material or holding cost, may lead to increased pseudo-cost for later turnarounds.

It is also worthwhile to note that Base-MILP does not account for additional profit that

may result from a turnaround increasing the capacity of the production unit since step

10 of Algorithm 3 considers only a single turnaround at a time. Also, the pseudo-cost

of any upstream unit may include pseudocosts of downstream units unless individual

production margins are explicitly used instead of market prices in the objective (4.39).

4.4 results and analysis

We consider two integrated chemical sites—site-6 and site-17—to demonstrate the util-

ity of MILP model in the context of both long-term and mid-term turnaround planning.

Table 4.7 shows the size characteristics of the two sites. site-6 is the same integrated

site considered in Chapter 2 and site-17 is adapted from Amaran et al. (2015). Figures
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site-6 site-17

Production units 6 17
Turnarounds 7 11–24/44
Storage units 3 7
Storage units with market interaction 1 4
Raw materials 1 1
Products 4 10
External flows 6 19
Nodes 17 44
Arcs 22 72
Discretization (in weeks) 1 2
Time periods 53 65/144
Age periods 108 215

Table 4.7: Size of integrated sites and MILP model setsUnit 1 Unit 3Unit 2 S1Unit 8S4 Unit 4Unit 12Unit 11 S5S7Unit 5Unit 6Unit 7Unit 9 S6S3 S2 Unit 10Unit 14Unit 13Unit 15Unit 17Unit 16
Figure 4.2: Integrated site with 17 production units and 7 storage units (Amaran et al. (2015)).
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2.1 and 4.2 show the schematics of site-6 and site-17, respectively. Upstream production

units, which import raw material, are colored blue; downstream production units, which

export final products, are colored red; storage units are colored green with ones inter-

acting with the market colored with a darker shade of green and with arrows indicating

direction of interaction; intermediate production units with input or output flow that

can interact with market via storages are outlined green.

The storage holding costs and transportation costs are assumed to be zero unless oth-

erwise specified. The basis for revenue is chosen based on final product prices, and thus,

raw material prices and production unit margins are considered zero unless otherwise

stated. All costs and revenues are realized within the respective time periods, i.e., we

do not consider a spending spread or clearance of sale or purchase of materials at a

different time. We do not model the different penalties in the objective—the penalties

for production ramping and storage loading are zero and the penalties for contracted

supply of raw materials and demand of products are at least the absolute difference

between the contracted price and market price (otherwise, customers may directly pur-

chase from the market and an arbitrage exists in buying from a supplier at a lesser price

and selling to the market.)

The mixed-integer linear programming model and the base line model algorithms and

procedures are implemented in AIMMS 4 modeling system and solved with CPLEX 12.7.

The configuration of the machine running the various instances is an Intel Core i5-2520M

CPU with 4 x 2.50GHz compute units and 16GB of memory. The computational results

for all the case study instances are presented in Table 4.8. The corresponding problem

sizes are presented in Table 4.9. All the case studies except the last three shown in the

table are MILPs. For site-17, we solve the MILP with a performance ratio of 0.8 and

resolve the model as an LP with the fixed schedule. Thus, the final value of profit is

higher than the lower bound returned by the MILP. The individual case study details

are presented below.
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Case Profit† (MM$) Lower bound Upper bound Time (sec) Opt. gap (%) # Nodes (left)

site-6_1 213.69 213.69 266.34 600 24.64 0 (1)
site-6_2 252.76 252.76 265.70 3600 5.12 0 (1)
site-6_3 252.98 252.98 266.35 600 5.28 0 (1)
site-6_4 249.61 249.61 264.84 1800 6.10 0 (1)
site-6_5 254.68 254.68 263.64 3600 3.52 63 (57)
site-6_6 264.98 264.98 269.71 600 1.78 0 (1)
site-6_7 255.09 255.09 258.69 600 1.41 111 (52)
site-6_8 254.88 254.88 258.89 600 1.58 182 (92)
site-17_1 5,127.62 5,127.62 5,186.1 600 1.14 32,760 (27,412)
site-17_2 4,646.02 4,645.94 4,650.51 503 0.10 26,944 (0)
site-17_1a 2,382.21 2,382.14 2,382.14 1 0 1 (0)
site-17_1b 2,368.16 2,368.09 2,370.36 36 0.10 1 (0)
site-17_2a 2,238.71 2,238.64 2,239.93 1 0.06 1 (0)
site-17_2b 2,215.76 2,215.74 2,219.62 1200 0.17 0 (1)
site-17_3a 2,171.02 2,171.02 2,171.02 1 0 1 (0)
site-17_3b 2,095.82 2,075.96 2,075.96 58 0 1 (0)
site-17_4a 2,019.02 2,018.98 2,020.38 14 0.07 1,175 (0)
site-17_4b 2,001.51 1,941.30 2,018.27 3600 3.97 0 (1)
site-17_5‡ 4,444.33 — — 40 — —
site-17_6‡ 4,465.07 — — 41 — —
site-17_7‡ 4,474.54 — — 41 — —
† Profit without financial performance constraint and with fixed turnaround schedule
‡ Linear Program

Table 4.8: Computational results for the various instances of all the case studies.
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Case Binary Variables Variables Constraints Nonzeroes

site-6_1 328 131,816 224,005 3,012,843
site-6_2 328 131,816 224,005 3,012,843
site-6_3 328 131,816 224,005 3,012,843
site-6_4 328 131,816 223,793 3,012,542
site-6_5 328 131,816 224,049 3,031,497
site-6_6 44,447 153,309 291,232 3,178,318
site-6_7 44,446 131,816 224,005 3,012,843
site-6_8 44,446 131,816 224,005 3,012,843
site-17_1 2,299 43,258 153,863 2,073,998
site-17_2 2,299 43,258 153,863 2,073,998
site-17_1a 186 11,153 21,463 131,641
site-17_1b 169 275,706 467,996 6,055,346
site-17_2a 350 12,617 26,110 179,113
site-17_2b 306 604,751 1,023,694 9,873,221
site-17_3a 186 12,265 25,815 178,330
site-17_3b 299 621,276 1,053,005 12,693,699
site-17_4a 522 14,412 31,237 246,373
site-17_4b 372 880,102 1,489,955 13,273,338
site-17_5‡ 336 1,636,935 2,837,591 41,002,535
site-17_6‡ 336 1,636,935 2,837,744 41,409,237
site-17_7‡ 336 1,636,935 2,837,496 42,194,847
‡ MILP with fixed binary variables

Table 4.9: Size of the problem for the various instances of all the case studies.
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4.4.1 Highlights of model features

In this first case study, we highlight the different features and capabilities of the model

such as capturing the various reliability phenomena, accommodating production flexi-

bility, turnaround and capital related planning decisions.
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Figure 4.3: Product demands assumed for site-6.

We consider site-6 over a one year horizon with demands shown in Fig. 4.3 and seven

turnarounds including a capital project in the planning process. The computational

results for this case study correspond to site-6_2 in table 4.8.

Reliability models

Production units Unit 2, Unit 9, and Unit 5 are assumed to undergo degradation in

the maximum production rate, output yield, and selectivity, respectively. The model is

able ton reflect these degradations in the solution as indicated by Figure 4.4. Further,

the model can accommodate any combination of these degradation factors as discussed

later in this subsection.

Figure 4.5 shows the aggregated monthly product sales. Even though the combined

downtime of all final products unit is worth $17MM, the site integration is able to

recover $3.5MM despite the losses from degradation.
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Figure 4.4: Types of degradation captured by the model: (from top to bottom) Yield loss for
Unit 9, Production capability loss for Unit 2, Selectivity change for Unit 5.
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Figure 4.5: Monthly product sales from recommended turnaround and production plan for site-6.

Capital projects

Feb 1 Mar 1 Apr 1 May 1 Jun 1 Jul 1 Aug 1 Sep 1 Oct 1 Nov 1 Dec 1

Unit2-TA1
Unit4-TA1

Unit5-CapExp Unit5-TA2Unit5-TA1
Unit6-TA1

Unit9-TA1

Figure 4.6: MILP recommended turnaround schedule for site-6 with an optimality of 5.1%.

The capital project considered here is a capacity expansion project on Unit 5 to

increase its capacity by 0.1 MMlb/day (initial capacity is limiting overall site capabil-

ity). The capital value of the project is assumed to be $10MM and the total planned

outage duration to bring the production facility on-line is assumed to be 10 days. As

expected, the model recommends performing the capacity expansion at the beginning

of the horizon and before any other turnaround for Unit 5. This is shown in Fig. 4.6.

Since the optimality gap was 5.1%, we also considered the scenario of aligning the

capacity expansion with the first turnaround for Unit 5 via constraint (4.20) but let the

choice of start time to be a decision variable. The corresponding optimal solution yields

a profit gain of about $2MM over that of the previous schedule. The new schedule

is shown in Fig. 4.7. The computational results for the case considering alignment
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Feb 1 Mar 1 Apr 1 May 1 Jun 1 Jul 1 Aug 1 Sep 1 Oct 1 Nov 1 Dec 1

Unit2-TA1
Unit4-TA1

Unit5-CapExp Unit5-TA2
Unit5-TA1

Unit6-TA1
Unit9-TA1

Figure 4.7: Optimal turnaround schedule for site-6 when capacity expansion for Unit 5 is aligned
with its first turnaround.

of turnarounds correspond to site-6_5 in Table 4.8. Note that not all case studies

terminated within 0.1% optimality gap (refer Table 4.8).
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Figure 4.8: Flexible ratio of products produced by Unit 4.

By allowing the unit ratios to take a range of values instead of a fixed nominal value,

flexibility in operation can be accommodated. Figure 4.8 shows the aggregated monthly

out-flow ratio from Unit 4. The model recommends producing less of feedstock for Prod7
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in Q2 and Q3, 2016 as the demands are lower than average (refer Fig. 4.3 and Fig. 4.5).

The same schedule without allowing for operational flexibility in the ratio of products

from Unit 4 has an overall profit that falls short by $3.1MM. The computational results

for the latter case correspond to site-6_4 in Table 4.8.

Optional turnarounds

In MILP, we modeled all turnarounds to be scheduled within the planning horizon. This

limitation can be relaxed by modifying the constraint set of MILP as follows.

For any turnaround m∗ ∈Mi, i ∈ P that is optional, we define a new binary variable

y∗m∗ that indicates whether the turnaround is to be scheduled in the planning horizon.

Then, the choice of a starting time is modeled via the following constraint in the place

of (4.19).

∑
t∈T TA

m∗

ym∗,t = y∗m∗ (4.43)

The constraint modeling the turnaround alignment requirements, (4.20), is replaced

with

∑
t′∈T TA

m :t−
⌈

∆aln
m,m∗
∆T

⌉
≤t′≤t+

⌈
∆aln
m,m∗
∆T

⌉ ym∗,t′ ≥ ym,t − (1− y∗m∗), ∀ m,m∗ ∈M,m 6= m∗, t ∈ T .

(4.44)

The constraint enforcing turnarounds to occur in a fixed sequence, (4.23), is replaced

with

∑
t′∈T TA

m :t′≥t
ym∗,t′ ≥ ym,t − (1− y∗m∗), ∀ m,m∗ ∈M,m 6= m∗, t ∈ T . (4.45)

The turnaround ordering constraints (4.24)–(4.26) are replaced with

∑
m′∈Mi:m′ 6=m∗ vi,m′,m∗ = y∗m∗ , ∀ m∗ ∈Mi \M0, i ∈ P : Mi| ≥ 2,∑
m′∈Mi:m′ 6=m vi,m,m′ ≤ 1, ∀ m ∈Mi \M0, i ∈ P : |Mi| ≥ 2,∑
m′′∈Mi:m′′ 6=m vi,m,m′′ ≥ y∗m′∗ , ∀ m,m′∗ ∈Mi ∩M0, i ∈ P : |Mi| ≥ 2.


(4.46)
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The packing constraints 4.30 and 4.31 are replaced with

∑
a∈A′ τm,t,a ≤ y∗m∗ , ∀ m∗ ∈Mrel, t ∈ T ,∑
t∈T τm,t,a ≤ y∗m∗ , ∀ m∗ ∈Mrel, a ∈ A′

 (4.47)

Finally, we have following constraint in the place (4.29).

zm∗,t = y∗m∗ −
∑

m′ 6=m∗∈Mi

∑
t′∈T :t′<t

wm∗,m′,t′ −
∑

m′ 6=m∗∈Mi∩Mno−over
m∗

∑
t′∈T :t′=t

wm∗,m′,t′

−
∑

m′ 6=m∗∈Mi

∑
t′∈T :t′>t

wm′,m∗,t′ , ∀ m∗ ∈Mi, i ∈ P, t ∈ T ,
(4.48)

It is easy to verify that Theorem 3 holds true trivially, i.e., τm∗,t,a = 0 ∀ t ∈ T , a ∈ A′,

for turnaround m that is optional and for which y∗m∗ = 0.

Figure 4.9 shows the optimal turnaround schedule when the second turnaround of

Unit 5 is considered optional. The overall profit has a net positive benefit of $12MM

over the schedule in Fig. 4.6. The computational results for the case considering the

second turnaround of Unit 5 as optional correspond to site-6_4 in Table 4.8.

Feb 1 Mar 1 Apr 1 May 1 Jun 1 Jul 1 Aug 1 Sep 1 Oct 1 Nov 1 Dec 1

Unit2-TA1
Unit4-TA1

Unit5-CapExp Unit5-TA1
Unit6-TA1

Unit9-TA1

Figure 4.9: Optimal turnaround schedule when Unit5-TA2 is considered optional.

4.4.2 Impact of deferrals in the long-term

Planning turnarounds in long-term cycles taking into account site supply, demand, and

price forecasts may not be practical given the uncertainty in the forecasts. Any optimiza-

tion framework incorporating uncertainty is likely to be computationally intractable as

well. A more practical approach would be to plan a long-term schedule based on long-

term forecasts of supply, demand, and prices and re-plan turnarounds within a mid-term
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horizon. In the following case study, we compare the long-term returns of rescheduling

turnarounds incorporating yield losses.
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Figure 4.10: Product demands assumed for site-17 in the long-term rolling plan case study.

We consider a five-year planning horizon. We assume the demands are seasonal

over this horizon as shown in Fig. 4.10. First, we identify a long-term schedule that

maximizes the net present value of the total site profit for the entire horizon without

any limitations on demand or supply and yield losses and by spreading the turnarounds

throughout the horizon to smooth the quarterly financial performance. Subsequently,

we consider scenarios with time-varying demands or prices to assess the overall financial

performance of the obtained turnaround schedule with an approach that considers re-

planning with a mid-term outlook. Within each re-planning horizon, we assume the

following planning policy.

The re-planning horizon considered is about two and a half years or ten quarters.

The turnarounds for the first three quarters are assumed fixed to account for the lead-

time in planning the individual turnarounds. The turnarounds in the fourth quarter

are allowed to move into the following quarter. The turnarounds for the entire second

year are allowed to be rescheduled with the last quarter turnarounds further allowed

to be moved to the ninth quarter (following year). We also discuss modeling the latter
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by allowing some of the turnarounds to be optional in the MILP model. Figure 4.11

depicts a summary of the above described rolling plan.

Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 Q8 Q9 Q10

Schedule

Production

Inventory

Q1

Horizon rolls forward by a year for each iteration

En
d 

of
 it

er
at

io
n 

Ite
ra

tio
n 

Fixed

Between Q4 and Q5

Between Q8 and Q9

Between Q5 and Q8

Schedule types:

Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 Q8 Q9 Q10Q1

From iteration to 

� Fix inventory and 
production level for 
starting period

� Fix turnaround schedule 
for the first three quarters

Figure 4.11: Illustration of the rolling plan involving deferral and other reschedule policies.

Since the model may be large to account for yield losses for all units, we consider two

separate planning model executions. In the first run, a suitable candidate reschedule is

identified by not considering any yield loss. In the second run, we consider yield losses

for some or all of the production units but only allow the turnaround planning window

to span between the current scheduled time and candidate reschedule time for each of

the units. This allows for a reduced option space to be explored.

To compare the long-term planning strategy involving deferrals in a shorter rolling

horizon, we also consider two other long-term planning strategies. One of the strategies,

termed long-term plan (push-case), is a long-term plan that assumes no market demand

fluctuations over time and pushes the site to produce as much final products as possible

while maximizing profit. This is equivalent to relaxing the problem by eliminating

demand constraints (4.18). The second strategy is another long-term plan but with

demand constraints included reflecting the optimal plan under seasonal demands in
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Fig. 4.10. In both the cases, we first solve the MILP model with a performance ratio of

0.8 to obtain a turnaround schedule that is spread out to smooth the quarterly financial

performance, and subsequently, resolve the MILP with turnarounds schedule fixed and

without the financial performance constraint to maximize the profit. In the case of long-

term plan under push-case scenario, we consider the seasonal demands in the second

step.
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Figure 4.12: Comparison of financial performance of long-term schedules (push-case and seasonal
demands) and rolling-plan schedule.

Figure 4.12 shows the comparison between profits and turnaround spending over

time between the different planning strategies. The bars show the quarterly profits and

turnaround spending from the rolling-horizon plan. Firstly, the profits and spending

reflect the two-year seasonality in the demands. A majority of the products demands

recess toward or expand from the trough between in Q2 and Q3 of 2015, 2017, and 2019.

However, the periodicity of turnarounds that we assumed are same as that by Amaran

et al. (2015). Turnarounds with less frequent turnaround schedules are pushed towards

the troughs in later years. In this way, the plan benefits from both time value of money
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of deferring the turnaround spend as well as meeting the demand earlier in the quarter

before the start of the turnaround.

While the difference in turnaround spending is much pronounced among the different

planning strategies, with the rolling-horizon plan benefiting the most, the overall profit

at the end of the long-term cycle is more or less similar between the plans. However,

it is worthwhile to note that at different intermediate time points, the gap in profits is

larger. If some of the turnarounds were to be optional, the plan may benefit more by

not pushing them further out into late 2020 and so forth. The latter is confirmed by

the turnaround schedule in Fig. 4.13.

In the schedule shown in Fig. 4.13, the long-term plans were constrained to align

within a fixed turnaround interval via constraints (4.20)–(4.22). This restriction assumes

the production asset utilization is at its fullest for all the production units. In the case

of the rolling-horizon plan mode, the fixed turnaround interval restriction is lifted by

allowing for deferrals at the cost of yield losses. The yield losses resulting from deferring

the turnarounds are indicated next to the respective turnarounds in the Gantt chart.

The plan indicates that it is indeed beneficial for the current case study to defer some

of the turnarounds. It may also benefit further to defer some of the turnarounds are

eliminate them altogether – for instance, the second turnaround for Unit 12.

4.4.3 Benefits over baseline model

In this case study, we compared the MILP site model against the Base-MILP model to

understand the impact of a detailed site model as well as applicability of Base-MILP as

an initial heuristic for the site model. Notice that, in the trivial case of an integrated site

with only one turnaround to be scheduled, Base-MILP would almost always provide the

optimal schedule—production ramping constraints or financial performance constraints

could make the solution infeasible.

Without the application of the baseline model, MILP terminated with a solution of

$213MM with a large gap of 24.6% after 600 seconds of computational resource time

(site-6_1 in Table 4.8). With additional resource up to a total of an hour, the solution is

improved to $252MM with a gap of 5.1% (site-6_2 in Table 4.8), the schedule of which

is shown in Fig. 4.6. In this case study, Base-MILP is able to provide an initial feasible
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2015 Q1 2015 Q3 2016 Q1 2016 Q3 2017 Q1 2017 Q3 2018 Q1 2018 Q3 2019 Q1 2019 Q3 2020 Q1
Week of Turnaround Start Date

Unit1

Unit2

Unit3

Unit4

Unit5

Unit6

Unit7

Unit8

Unit9

Unit10

Unit11

Unit12

Unit13

Unit14

Unit15

Unit16

Unit17

3.6%

6.2%

7.7%

1.7%

12.6%

5.4%

8.4% 8.4%

3.3%

6.8%

4.3% 8.4% 8.4%

4.8%

3%

Long-term (push case) Long-term with seasonal demands Rolling plan

Figure 4.13: Gantt chart of turnaround schedules from long-term plan (both push-case and sea-
sonal demands case) and rolling-plan along with yield losses resulting from deferral.
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solution with the same latter schedule (site-6_3 in Table 4.8). Thus, Base-MILP serves

as a reasonable initial solution for MILP for site-6 here.
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Figure 4.14: Pseudocosts of different turnarounds for various candidate schedule start times.

Figure 4.14 shows the pseudo-costs of the different turnarounds for their individual

candidate starting time periods. It is clear that the pseudo-costs are not necessarily

monotonic. Also, the pseudo-costs of production units that undergo throughput degra-

dation are negative, which indicates that the turnarounds are past due. Although a

significant amount of computational effort is required to calculate all the pseudo-costs

(328 LPs here and to the order of |M||T TA|, in general), we could parallelize the com-

putations to minimize the wall-clock time or reuse the pseudo-costs from a single run

or a case as estimates for any other case for a given site.

4.4.4 Binary restriction of lifted variables

The nodes column in Table 4.8 shows that, for quite a few problems, the solver spends

almost all of its resource time in presolving and for root node relaxation. We considered

the impact of relaxing the binary restriction on the lifted variables, or in other words, the

benefit, if any, of modeling the associated variables as binary variables. The latter would
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allow the solver to potentially make use of constraint programming based presolving

techniques.

For site-6 example, the root node solution time improved from 199 seconds to 20

seconds with a marginal bound improvement from 433.33 to 431.76. Moreover, within

the same resource time of 600 seconds, with the integrality restriction on the lifted

variables, the branch and bound progresses up to about 100 nodes with an overall

optimality gap of 1.41%, as against 5.28% otherwise, at termination. We also considered

a separate case with branching priorities assigned to the variables: ym∗,t > ym,t =

vi,m.m′ > τm,t,a = wm.m′,t = zm,t. In this case, the performance worsened, although

only marginally. site-6_3, site-6_7, and site-6_8 in Table 4.8 correspond to the three

cases: without integrality restriction, with integrality restriction, and with integrality

restriction and branching priorities, respectively, for the associated variables. In all

three cases, we provided an initial visible solution from the Base-MILP model.

4.5 conclusions

In this final chapter on the turnaround planning, we closed some of the gaps in the overall

site-wide turnaround planning effort. The proposed MILP model recommends optimal

turnaround schedules that maximize overall site profit taking into account production

reliability degradation with time. The MILP model can be used as a precursor model

to obtain preliminary turnaround schedules that can be investigated in detail via the

earlier models that also account for unplanned events. We also showed that a simplistic

model that does not take into account site integration may result in lower profits. At the

same time, we showed how the MILP model could effectively use a baseline approach to

improve the solution. We also demonstrated the use of the MILP model in long-term

planning through a simple deferral policy. The MILP model would equip the decision-

maker to compare different monetary aspects as well as site production components to

make informed turnaround plans.
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5
DES IGN OF NONL INEAR COMMODITY FLOW DISTR IBUT ION

NETWORKS

In this chapter, we consider design of commodity flow distribution networks, such as

water supply and natural gas distribution networks, where the flow through the trans-

mission pipe is driven by potential difference across the length and is nonlinearly related

to the potential difference and resistance. The design problem is to identify the globally

minimum cost of designing the network from a given choice of discrete resistances. We

identify and compare the computational performance of different mixed-integer nonlin-

ear programming (MINLP) formulations in global optimization and linearization based

outer-approximation (LP-NLP branch-and-bound) frameworks. We propose an MINLP

formulation after identifying a valid inequality that together with the continuous re-

laxation of the nonlinear flow helps represent the relaxed problem by a set of convex

inequalities. We compare the computational efficacy of the proposed formulation with

existing approaches.

5.1 introduction

A section of the pipe transporting flow of physical commodities offers resistance to the

flow due to friction. Thus, a potential difference across the pipe is required to maintain a

flow in the direction of decreasing potential. For instance, gravitational potential due to

height difference forces a natural flow from a reservoir at a relatively higher altitude with

respect to any of its connected sink. In transportation of commodities, excess potential

or a relief in potential may be effected through inter-nodal compressor stations or relief
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valves. A larger resistance requires a larger potential difference across the section of the

pipe to admit the same amount of flow. For most common commodities with limited

change in physical properties during distribution, the flow is directly proportional to

the potential difference.

Similar to the potential difference, the flow through the pipe can be controlled by

the choice of resistance as well. Typically, the resistance per unit length of a section

of the pipe is determined uniquely by the choice of the material and the cross-sectional

area of the pipe. In particular, for a given material of a circular pipe, the resistance

per unit length is uniquely determined by the diameter of the pipe. Specifically, the

resistance is inversely proportional to the diameter of the pipe. Thus, a pipe with a

larger diameter offers a smaller resistance, thus, allowing for a larger flow for the same

potential difference across its length.

The cost of distributing flows through a network is, thus, affected both by the choice

of resistances as well as the cost of applying the required potential difference to maintain

a given flow. While the latter is controllable during operation, the choice of resistance

is fixed once the diameters are chosen at the time of design of the network. Although

the operational cost may overrun the design cost of the network in the long run, it is

worthwhile to consider minimizing the cost of design of the network as increasing de-

mands over an appropriate long-term interval would necessitate expansion and redesign

of the network between these intervals.

Also, for safe transport in practice, the maximum permissible flow through the pipe is

limited and the maximum and minimum permissible potential at the nodes are limited.

Although the choice of diameter affects the maximum permissible flow alone, the latter

limitation on the potential bounds at the nodes may also be limited in a network with

limited or no operational flexibility to effect changes in potential differences (such as

pure gravitational-potential-driven networks in the case of water distribution or when

compressors or pumps have limited capacity).

The nonlinear network design problem addresses the minimum cost of design of the

flow distribution network that satisfy a given nomination or set of demands at the sink

nodes through the choice of the pipe diameters that satisfy the nonlinear potential-

driven flow relations, the bounds on the flows, and the bounds on the potentials at
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the nodes. We consider the set of pipe diameters to be a finite set of standard pipe

diameters.

Although the above discussion may be applicable for nonphysical flows as well, such as

flow of information in a communications network or flow of current in electrical circuits,

we limit our study to the flow of commodities such as water and natural gas where the

relationship is nonlinear and well-established empirically or via first-principles modeling.

Further details on the scope of and the differences in the design problem for specific

individual commodity flow distribution networks is discussed later in this section.

5.1.1 Notation

Consider a commodity distribution network defined by a single connected graphG(N , E)

over a set of nodes N and a set of edges E ⊆ N 2. We consider the edge e ∈ E as an

ordered pair of nodes, i.e., e = (i, j) such that i, j ∈ N , where the ordering is an

arbitrary orientation of the edge that is taken as a convention to represent flow from i

to j. Then, a positive flow represents flow from i to j and a negative flow represents

flow from j to i. We use the term arc in the place of edge whenever the orientation of

the edge is to be taken in the direction of flow. A subset N src ⊂ N represents the set

of source nodes that combined together serve all the sink or demand nodes N \N src.

For notational convenience, we also define the sets E1(i) = {(i, j) ∈ E} and E2(i) =

{(j, i) ∈ E} to represent the set of edges (arcs) incident on node i with it being the source

or the target node of the corresponding edges (arcs). For example, if N = {1, 2, 3, 4}

and E = {(1, 3), (2, 3), (3, 4)}, then E1(3) = {(3, 4)} and E2(3) = {(1, 3), (2, 3)} by

definition.

The set of resistance choice is represented by R := {1, . . . ,nr}. The physical quanti-

ties defined over G are as follows. The flow through edge e is represented by Ie. The

potential at any node i ∈ N is represented by πi and the potential difference across an

edge e ∈ E is represented by ∆πe. The length of the pipe or inter-nodal distances is given

by Le for any e ∈ E ; the diameters (resistances) are given by Dr (Rr) for r ∈ {1, . . . ,nr};

the cost per unit length of pipe for a diameter (resistance) r ∈ {1, . . . ,nr} is given by

cr. Tables 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3 provide notation for a complete list of sets, parameters, and

variables used throughout this chapter.
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Notation Description of the set

N nodes in the network
N src ⊂ N nodes that are fixed potential sources in the network
E edges in the network
E1(i) ⊆ E edges e incident on node i with i as source
E2(i) ⊆ E edges e incident on node i with i as target
R = {1, . . . ,nr} resistances or diameters

Table 5.1: Notation of sets in nonlinear network design problem.

Notation Description of the parameter

α constant power in potential-loss function
γe,r proportionality constant term in potential-loss–flow relation

for given edge e for a choice of resistance
Le length of an edge
cr cost per unit length of diameter or resistance r
πmin
i minimum required potential at node i
πmax
i maximum allowed potential at node i

∆πmax
e maximum allowable potential-loss across edge e

Imax
e maximum allowable flow through edge e

Table 5.2: Notation of parameters in nonlinear network design problem.

Notation Description of the variable

πi potential at node i
∆πe potential loss over edge e
Ie flow through edge e
xe,r binary indicating if resistance r is chosen for edge e
xdir
e binary indicating direction of flow over through edge e

Table 5.3: Notation of variables in nonlinear network design problem.
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5.1.2 Assumptions

The following are the assumptions on the problem parameters that will be used through

out the work.

(a1) The potential loss per unit length function φe,r : R+ → R+ for e ∈ E , r ∈

{1, . . . ,nr} is at least once continuously differentiable and strictly monotonically

increasing function of flow rate, I. In other words,

φe,r(0) = 0 and d

dI
φe,r(I) > 0 ∀ I ≥ 0, e ∈ E , r ∈ {1, . . . ,nr}.

(a2) The function φe,r(I) for e ∈ E , r ∈ {1, . . . ,nr} is convex.

(a3) The allowable resistance choices in R are assumed to satisfy R1 > R2 . . . > Rnr

and c1 < c2 < . . . < cnr . The flow bounds satisfy Imax
e,1 < . . . < Imax

e,nr ∀ e ∈ E .

Assumptions (A1) and (A2) are typically satisfied by networks arising from a number

of application domains - electrical circuits, static structures and hydraulic circuits. The

potential loss function φe,r(I) typically takes the form:

φe,r(I) ∝ IαRr with I ≥ 0

where α ≥ 1. The proportionality constant can be a function of the pipe material, thus,

providing an effective overall resistance per unit length, γe,r. Note that Rr and γe,r here

captures the nonlinearities associated with the choice of diameters since we assume a

discrete set of diameters. The form of γe,r is discussed later in this section.

Therefore, the general potential loss function per unit length is given by

φe,r(I) = γe,rI
α with I ≥ 0. (5.1)

The form of the nonlinear relation in (5.1) implies satisfaction of Assumptions (A1)

and (A2). Assumption (A3) states that cost per unit length and flow capacity Imax
e,r

increase with decrease in resistance. This also holds for the common application domains.

For instance, in electrical and hydraulic circuits the resistance function satisfies Rr ∝

D−βr where β ≥ 1. The parameter Dr represents the thickness of the wire in the case
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of electrical circuits and inner diameter of the pipe in hydraulic circuits. Equation

(5.1) also shows that increased use of material implies increased cost but decreased

potential loss per unit length for the resistances. Further, the increased material also

implies increased capacity and hence, more flow in the wire or pipe. Hendrickson &

Janson (1984) discuss forms of the potential loss function corresponding to the different

application domains.

5.1.3 Water distribution networks

In the case of water distribution networks, we consider only gravity-driven flows as

discussed widely in literature. Here, one or more reservoirs of water with unlimited

(sufficient) capacity each to serve the combined demands of all sink nodes is assumed.

Also, the reservoirs are assumed to be fixed at potentials (heights) sufficient to overcome

potential losses in distribution of water to serve all the sink nodes as well as not receive

flow back into the reservoir. Finally, the overall potential loss across the length of

the pipe is assumed to be given by the following empirical relation (Hazen-Williams

equation).

∆πe
Le

= φe,r(I) =
10.7

ε1.852
e D4.87

r

I1.852 (5.2)

where εe is the factor arising due to roughness of the pipe for a given material. Thus, the

effective resistance γe,r is given by the first term or fractional quantity on the left-hand

side of (5.2), α = 1.852, and β = 4.87.

For any feasible flow distribution, the following set of constraints need to be satisfied.

(c1) The net flow into any node i ∈ N \N src is equal to the demand Idem
i at the node.

∑
e∈E2(i)

Ie −
∑

e∈E1(i)

Ie = Idem
i ∀i ∈ N \N src (5.3)
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(c2) The potential difference between two adjacent nodes is given by (5.2) based on

the flow through the edge, i.e.,

πi−πj =


φe,r(Ie)Le = γe,rLeI

α
e , Iαe ≥ 0,

φe,r(−Ie)Le = γe,rLe(−Ie)α, Iαe ≤ 0
, ∀i, j ∈ N , e ∈ E1(i)∩E2(j).

(5.4)

for any choice of resistance r ∈ {1, . . . ,nr}. Note that the right-hand side can also

be equivalently represented using signum and absolute functions as sgn(Ie)φe,r(|Ie|)Le.

(c3) The flow through any edge e ∈ E is permissible (less than edge flow capacity for

a given resistance r), i.e.,

−Imax
e,r ≤ Ie ≤ Imax

e,r ∀e ∈ E . (5.5)

(c4) The potential bounds are satisfied for non-source nodes and equal to the source

potential for source nodes, i.e.,

πmin
i ≤ πi ≤ πmax

i , ∀i ∈ N \N src

πi = πsrc
i , ∀i ∈ N src.

(5.6)

The water distribution network design as presented above and in several other vari-

ations thereof is a widely studied class of network design problem over the last several

decades. A vast majority of the literature address the problem via meta-heuristic ap-

proaches (Savic & Walters (1997); Cunha & Sousa (1999); Eusuff & Lansey (2003);

Maier et al. (2003); Suribabu & Neelakantan (2006); Geem (2009)) utilizing EPANET

simulation toolkit Rossmann (2000). In this work we restrict our attention to liter-

ature pertinent to mathematical programming formulations and deterministic global

solution methodologies to the minimum-cost network design problem with constraints

(5.3)–(5.6).

A popular approach to tackle the complexity of integrality restriction of the diameter

is to consider the split-pipe model introduced by Shamir and his coworkers. In the

split-pipe model, the stretch of length between two adjacent nodes is considered to
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be segmented into pipes of different diameters instead of a single diameter (neglecting

potential loss changes at the boundaries of the sections). Alperovits & Shamir (1977)

considered a hierarchical decomposition approach: i) a linear program is solved for a

fixed set of flows to obtain design decisions and potentials, and ii) the flows are updated

based on sensitivity of the linear program solution to the flows. The procedure is iterated

until no further improvement in the cost objective, and thus, results in a local optimum.

Fujiwara & Khang (1990) proposed a two-phase extension to the approach by Alperovits

& Shamir (1977): i) the first phase considers a nonlinear program with convex objective

and linear constraints for fixed flows and source potentials that is solved using the linear

program gradient approach by Alperovits & Shamir (1977), and ii) the second phase

considers a nonlinear program with concave objective and linear constraints based on

edge potential losses that provides new flow distribution for the first phase in order to

improve the local optimum obtained in the first phase.

Zhang & Zhu (1996) proposed a bilevel formulation in which the design decisions

are taken in the upper-level and feasible flows satisfying the nonlinear potential drop

equations are obtained from the lower level. By exploiting conjugate duality of the

lower-level problem and simplifying the upper-level problem, they proposed a theoret-

ically sound approach to obtain a local solution to the split-pipe model by using a

trust-region method. Eiger et al. (1994) proposed a branch-and-bound based global

optimization algorithm for the split-pipe model. The upper-bounding problem is setup

as a bilevel problem with flow distribution decisions in the outer-level and sizing of

pipe segments and potentials in the inner-level (a linear program). The nonsmooth

outer-level problem is solved via a bundle trust-region approach. For lower-bounding,

the semi-infinte dual problem is suitably transformed into a finitely constrained linear

problem. The branch is performed on the size of the box bounding the flow distribution.

(TODO: Sherali’s paper) proposed a reformulation-linearization technique based global

optimization approach to water network design. They again consider a split-pipe model.

The methods addressed above are limited to small size networks without guarantee of

integer feasible solutions. The advent of better integer programming techniques has en-

abled addressing the latter issue. Artina & Walker (1983) proposed a mixed-integer lin-

ear programming (MILP) model that approximates the nonlinear potential loss function

using a piece-wise linear functions. Bragalli et al. (2008) proposed a heuristic approach
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to solving the nonconvex mixed-integer nonlinear programming (MINLP) formulation

of the problem with a convex MINLP solver (Bonmin (Bonami et al. (2006))). Bragalli

et al. (2008) utilized a continuous polynomial-fitted objective to guide the branch-and-

bound search and used multiple starts to obtain solutions that were superior to those

obtained by global solvers albeit without any proof of global optimality. Vigerske (2012)

presented computational results by employing different reformulations of the nonlinear

potential loss functions within global solvers SCIP (Gamrath et al. (2016)), BARON

(Sahinidis (1996b)), and LindoGlobal (Lin & Schrage (2009b)) and compared the results

against that of Bragalli et al. (2008).

Raghunathan (2013) recently proposed a suitable modification of the LP-NLP branch-

and-bound based approach to convex MINLP by Quesada & Grossmann (1992) with

promising results including successfully proving global optimality of the small-to-medium

sized network literature instances. Since we closely follow this framework in our current

work, we defer the details of the approach to Section 5.2. For a more recent review

of the mathematical programming techniques to solving the water distribution network

design problem, we refer the readers to D’Ambrosio et al. (2015).

5.1.4 Gas distribution networks

The other widely reported nonlinear network design problem is the design of gas trans-

mission networks. In the case of gas transmission networks, the pressure drop relation

has a similar form except that it is the difference in square pressure and not the pressure

itself that is proportional to a nonlinear power of flow. Also, the elevation difference

at the node affects the potential loss term multiplicatively instead of additively (see).

More precisely, the potential-loss–flow relation is given as

πi − δeπj = γeIe|Ie|,

where δe is a factor accounting for the slope of the pipe segment. Here, α = 2 typically.

The literature on gas transmission networks also addresses two types of problem.

One is the passive transmission problem that is in the same vein as that of the water

distribution networks. Other is the active transmission problem where operation of
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active elements such as relief valves and compressors is also taken into account. See

Humpola & Fügenschuh (2015); Humpola et al. (2016) for more details.

5.2 minlp formulations and solution methodologies

5.2.1 General mathematical formulation

Although the potential loss represented in (C2) is piece-wise continuous, it can be easily

verified to be continuous and differentiable over the flow domain in (C4) utilizing the

equivalent form represented by the product of signum and absolute functions. However,

a suitable reformulation may be necessary to represent constraint (C4) in an MINLP

solver that cannot handle signum and absolute functions.

The following is the mathematical model of the nonlinear network presented in the

most general form as a disjunctive formulation by Raghunathan (2013).

min
∑
e∈E

c̃eLe

s.t.
∑

e∈E2(i)

Ie −
∑

e∈E1(i)

Ie = Idem
i ∀ i ∈ N \N src,

nr∨
r=1



c̃e = cr

−Imax
e,r ≤ Ie ≤ Imax

e,r Ie ≥ 0

πi − πj = φr(Ie)Le

∨
 Ie < 0

πi − πj = −φr(−Ie)Le




∀ e ∈ E ,

πmin
i ≤ πi ≤ πmax

i ∀ i ∈ N \N src,

πi = πsrc
i ∀ i ∈ N src.

(GDP)

In the mathematical program represented by the set of equations in GDP, the choice

of diameter for the edges and the corresponding cost of diameters and flow bounds

are handled via the outer disjunction. The flow directions and corresponding potential

losses in (5.4) are handled via the inner disjunction for convenient analysis and modeling

when signum and absolute functions are unsuitable.
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Whether the potential loss function is modeled directly using signum and absolute

functions or via disjunction, the continuous relaxation of the resulting MINLP is non-

convex. In the former, the functional form of potential loss is nonconvex; in the latter,

the right-hand side of the equality constraints are nonlinear.

5.2.2 MINLP formulations for global optimization

In this section, we present an MINLP formulation for the network design problem GDP

that can be solved via global optimization.

5.2.2.1 MINLP formulation with disaggregated bivariate terms

Vigerske (2012) compares the computational performance of global solvers SCIP, BARON,

LindoGlobal with different reformulations of the nonlinear pressure drop relation for wa-

ter distribution networks. Depending on the GAMS functions supported by the solver,

the different reformulations for the term sgn(Ie)|Ie|1.852 considered are

1. signpow: sgn(Ie)|Ie|1.852 which is directly supported only by SCIP,

2. abssign: sgn(Ie)|Ie|1.852 using sign and abs functions that is supported only by

LindoGlobal,

3. abs: Ie|Ie|0.852 which is supported by all solvers considered,

4. ifthen: if-then constructs allowed by GAMS, i.e., ifthen(Ie ≥ 0, |Ie|1.852,−|Ie|1.852),

which is supported only by LindoGlobal,

5. signvar: as (I+e )1.852− (I−e )
1.852 with I+e , I−e ≥ 0 which is supported by all solvers.

For further details on the model formulation and model files, consult the MINLP.org

library documentation on optimal design of water distribution networks.

Of the different formulations above, the variation signvar is of interest to this work as

it is general and supported by all solvers and modeling languages. That is, we represent

the flow variables Ie as a combination of two nonnegative variables I+e , I−e such that
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Ie = I+e − I−e . With this representation of the flow variable, we can reformulate GDP

as the following MINLP.

min
∑
e∈E

nr∑
r=1

crLexe,r

s.t.
∑

e∈E2(i)

(I+e − I−e )−
∑

e∈E1(i)

(I+e − I−e ) = Idem
i ∀ i ∈ N \N src,

πi − πj =
nr∑
r=1

Lexe,rφe,r(I
+
e )−

nr∑
r=1

Lexe,rφe,r(I
−
e ) ∀ e(i, j) ∈ E ,

0 ≤ I+e ≤
nr∑
r=1

Imax
e,r xe,r ∀ e ∈ E ,

0 ≤ I−e ≤
nr∑
r=1

Imax
e,r xe,r ∀ e ∈ E ,

0 ≤ I+e ≤ max
r
Imax
e,r xdir

e ∀ e ∈ E ,

0 ≤ I−e ≤ max
r
Imax
e,r (1− xdir

e ) ∀ e ∈ E ,

πmin
i ≤ πi ≤ πmax

i ∀ i ∈ N \N src,

πi = πsrc
i ∀ i ∈ N src,

nr∑
r=1

xe,r = 1 ∀ e ∈ E ,

xe,r ∈ {0, 1} ∀ e ∈ E , r ∈ {1, . . . ,nr},

xdir
e ∈ {0, 1} ∀ e ∈ E .

(NCVX-MINLP)

In NCVX-MINLP, xe,r is a binary variable indicating whether to choose resistance r

for edge e and xdir
e is a binary indicating whether the flow is in the positive direction

(xdir
e = 1) or negative direction (xdir

e = 0).

Consider the nonconvex term xφ(I) =: w with I ∈ [0, Imax] and φ(I) convex over

its domain. From Corollary 1 in Khajavirad & Sahinidis (2011), we have the following
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expression for the value of the convex envelope at any point (x0, I0) ∈ [0, 1]× [0, Imax].

conv[0,1]×[0,Imax](w(x0, I0)) =



0, I0 = 0,

x0φ
(
I0
x0

)
, 0 ≤ I0 ≤ (1− x0)Imax,

x0φ
(
I0
x0
− 1−x0

x0
Imax

)
, (1− x0)Imax ≤ I0 ≤ Imax.

(5.7)

But the convex envelope of xφ(I) over the domain of interest {0, 1} × [0, Imax] with

φ(0) = 0 and φ(I) strictly increasing in I is the perspective function xφ
(
I
x

)
. This

can be obtained from convex hull reformulation of the disjunction [w ≥ φ(I)x,x = 0]

∪ [w ≥ φ(I)x,x = 1]. Thus, a solver employing cutting planes from convex envelopes

of the nonconvex bilinear terms in NCVX-MINLP within a factorable programming

framework may yield a weaker relaxation than that possible in an extended space. We

present a better relaxation in an extended space in Section 5.2.3.

5.2.2.2 MINLP formulation with an aggregated bivariate term

In NCVX-MINLP, the nonconvex bivariate terms in
∑
r Lexe,rφ(I

+
e )−

∑
r Lexe,rφ(I

−
e )

∀ e ∈ E will results in an extended space of variables within a factorable programming

framework. The convexification procedure may introduce 2nr|E| additional variables in

the lower bounding step of a deterministic branch-and-bound-based global optimization.

Since the relaxation is known to be weaker in the extended space, we consider an aggre-

gation of terms, which is in a reduced space but potentially even weaker relaxation. But

with smaller variable space for branching and applicability of results from Khajavirad &

Sahinidis (2011), it may be attractive to use from a computational performance stand

point.

For this formulation, we exploit the functional form of nonlinear potential drop rela-

tion, φe,r(Ie) = γe,rI
α
e . Introduce a variable ρe :=

∑
r γe,rxe,r. Now, the nonconvex bi-
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variate terms in NCVX-MINLP can be reformulated as Leρe(I+e )α−Leρe(I−e )α ∀ e ∈ E .

Here, ρe acts as an effective resistance in the range [minr γe,r, maxr γe,r].

min
∑
e∈E

nr∑
r=1

crLexe,r

s.t.
∑

e∈E2(i)

(I+e − I−e )−
∑

e∈E1(i)

(I+e − I−e ) = Idem
i ∀ i ∈ N \N src,

πi − πj = Leρe(I
+
e )

α −Leρe(I−e )α ∀ e(i, j) ∈ E ,

0 ≤ I+e ≤
nr∑
r=1

Imax
e,r xe,r ∀ e ∈ E ,

0 ≤ I−e ≤
nr∑
r=1

Imax
e,r xe,r ∀ e ∈ E ,

0 ≤ I+e ≤ max
r
Imax
e,r xdir

e ∀ e ∈ E ,

0 ≤ I−e ≤ max
r
Imax
e,r (1− xdir

e ) ∀ e ∈ E ,

πmin
i ≤ πi ≤ πmax

i ∀ i ∈ N \N src,

πi = πsrc
i ∀ i ∈ N src,

ρe :=
∑
r

γe,rxe,r, ρe ∈ [min
r
γe,r, max

r
γe,r] ∀ e ∈ E ,

nr∑
r=1

xe,r = 1 ∀ e ∈ E ,

xe,r ∈ {0, 1} ∀ e ∈ E , r ∈ {1, . . . ,nr},

xdir
e ∈ {0, 1} ∀ e ∈ E .

(agg-NCVX-MINLP)

Now, we can apply Corollary 1 in Khajavirad & Sahinidis (2011) again for lower

bounding the nonconvex term ρeI
α
e in the continuous of agg-NCVX-MINLP. Notice

that the expression for the convex envelopes depends on the bounds of ρe. It is not

clear without further analysis whether either of NCVX-MINLP and agg-NCVX-MINLP

dominates the other. We could potentially strengthen the relaxation in agg-NCVX-

MINLP by deriving the convex envelope of (
∑
r γe,rxe,r) I

α
e in the place of ρeIαe . However,

we also know that
∑
r xe,r = 1 ∀ e ∈ E . In the latter case, it can be shown that

the generating set for the derivation of convex envelope via inner-approximation is the

product of the vertices of the standard (nr−1)-simplex ({xe,r|
∑
r xe,r = 1,xe,r ∈ [0, 1]})
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and [0, Imax
e ]1. In fact, the generating set in the case has exactly nr compact convex

subsets, and thus, the optimal multipliers for the envelope representation problem can

be directly obtained. Refer Khajavirad & Sahinidis (2011) for further details.

Note that in a branch-and-bound framework, the bounds of ρe may not change after

branching on xe,r = 0 for any r. Specifically, when r 6= {argminrγe,r, argmaxrγe,r}, the

bounds on ρe remain unaffected. Without a special branching scheme such as SOS1

or branching on ρe more frequently than xe,r (by modifying the branching priorities),

the bounds for ρe in the subproblems generated from the new nodes remain unchanged

and may negatively impact the relaxation. Note that SOS1 branching may not be

supported by all solvers. To resolve this, we can reformulate agg-NCVX-MINLP with

xe,r indicating a partition of the set {1, . . . ,nr} into two disjoint subsets {1, . . . , r} and

{r+ 1, . . . ,nr}. This would require suitable modification to represent the objective and

the constraints
∑
r xe,r = 1 and I±e ≤

∑
r I

max
e,r xe,r ∀ e ∈ E .

5.2.3 Flow-based MINLP relaxation

In this section, we present an MINLP that is a relaxation of GDP.

Consider the following constraint in which the nonlinear potential-drop–flow equation

is replaced by two inequalities in each of the disjunction in GDP. We have

nr∨
r=1



c̃e = cr

−Imax
e,r ≤ Ie ≤ Imax

e,r
Ie ≥ 0

πi − πj ≤ φr(Ie)Le

πi − πj ≥ φr(Ie)Le

∨


Ie < 0

πi − πj ≤ −φr(−Ie)Le

πi − πj ≥ −φr(−Ie)Le




∀ e ∈ E . (5.8)

1 This assumes the value of the envelope is sought over the box [0, Imax]. But note that Ie ≤
∑

r Imax
e,r xe,r

is part of the constraint set of agg-NCVX-MINLP. Thus, we could obtain a stronger relaxation by
including this restriction.
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We can further resolve the inner disjunction and consider the following constraint

with 2nr disjunctions.

nr∨
r=1



c̃e = cr

0 ≤ Ie ≤ Imax
e,r

πi − πj ≤ φr(Ie)Le

πi − πj ≥ φr(Ie)Le


nr∨
r=1



c̃e = cr

−Imax
e,r ≤ Ie ≤ 0

πi − πj ≤ −φr(−Ie)Le

πi − πj ≥ −φr(−Ie)Le


∀ e ∈ E . (5.9)

GDP with (5.9) as the constraint representing the disjunction can be reformulated

into an MINLP via convex hull reformulation as

min
∑
e∈E

nr∑
r=1

crLe(x
+
e,r + x−e,r)

s.t.
∑

e∈E2(i)

nr∑
r=1

(I+e,r − I−e,r)−
∑

e∈E1(i)

nr∑
r=1

(I+e,r − I−e,r) = Idem
i ∀ i ∈ N \N src,

πi − πj =
nr∑
r=1

Le(∆π+e,r − ∆π−e,r) ∀ e(i, j) ∈ E ,

∆π+e,r ≥ x+e,rφe,r

(
I+e,r
x+e,r

)
∀ e(i, j) ∈ E , r ∈ {1, . . . ,nr},

∆π−e,r ≥ x−e,rφe,r

(
I−e,r

x−e,r

)
∀ e(i, j) ∈ E , r ∈ {1, . . . ,nr},

∆π+e,r ≤ slope(φe,r; 0, Imax
e,r )I+e,r ∀ e(i, j) ∈ E , r ∈ {1, . . . ,nr},

∆π−e,r ≤ slope(φe,r; 0, Imax
e,r )I−e,r ∀ e(i, j) ∈ E , r ∈ {1, . . . ,nr},

0 ≤ I+e,r ≤ Imax
e,r x+e,r ∀ e ∈ E , r ∈ {1, . . . ,nr},

0 ≤ I−e,r ≤ Imax
e,r x−e,r ∀ e ∈ E , r ∈ {1, . . . ,nr},

0 ≤ ∆π+e,r ≤ ∆πmax
e,r x

+
e,r ∀ e ∈ E , r ∈ {1, . . . ,nr},

0 ≤ ∆π−e,r ≤ ∆πmax
e,r x

−
e,r ∀ e ∈ E , r ∈ {1, . . . ,nr},

πmin
i ≤ πi ≤ πmax

i ∀ i ∈ N \N src,

πi = πsrc
i ∀ i ∈ N src,

nr∑
r=1

(x+e,r + x−e,r) = 1 ∀ e ∈ E ,

x+e,r,x−e,r ∈ {0, 1} ∀ e ∈ E , r ∈ {1, . . . ,nr},

(rel-MINLP)
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where x+e,r corresponds to the logical variable indicating the choice of a disjunction in

the first nr disjunctions in (5.9) and x−e,r corresponds to the logical variable indicating

the choice of a disjunction in the last nr disjunctions in (5.9).

By virtue of (5.7) being a weaker relaxation of xφ(I) over {0, 1} × [0, Imax] when

compared to the perspective function xφ( Ix ), the convex relaxation of NCVX-MINLP

employing convex envelopes from Khajavirad & Sahinidis (2011) for the individual bi-

variate terms is expected to be weaker than the continuous relaxation of rel-MINLP.

Solving GDP via rel-MINLP presents two challenges. The first is that rel-MINLP is

a relaxation of GDP due to the relaxed representation of the nonlinear potential-drop–

flow equations in constraint (5.9). The second is the numerical difficulty in directly

using rel-MINLP as a lower-bounding subproblem due to the discontinuity at x = 0 in

the perspective functions.

The latter difficulty above can be addressed by adding perspective cuts derived from

the supporting hyperplane of the perspective function (Frangioni & Gentile (2006)).

In the case of gas networks, since the power α = 2, the nonlinear inequalities can

be equivalently reformulated (see Günlük & Linderoth (2008) for details) such that

the resulting problem is a mixed-integer second-order cone programming or MISOCP

problem. Hijazi et al. (2015) consider an MISOCP relaxation to address gas network

expansion planning problem.

To address the former difficulty in solving GDP using an MINLP relaxation, Raghu-

nathan (2013) considers a LP-NLP branch-and-bound framework of Quesada & Gross-

mann (1992) with a modification to the NLP subproblem solved. We review the ap-
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proach in the following subsection. We denote the MINLP considered as a relaxation of

GDP by Raghunathan (2013) as R-MINLP.

min
∑
e∈E

nr∑
r=1

crLexe,r

s.t.
∑

e∈E2(i)

nr∑
r=1

(I+e,r − I−e,r)−
∑

e∈E1(i)

nr∑
r=1

(I+e,r − I−e,r) = Idem
i ∀ i ∈ N \N src,

πi − πj = Le(∆π+e − ∆π−e ) ∀ e(i, j) ∈ E ,
nr∑
r=1

xe,r = 1 ∀ e ∈ E ,

∆π+e ≥ φe,r
(
I+e,r

)
∀ e(i, j) ∈ E , r ∈ {1, . . . ,nr},

∆π−e ≥ φe,r
(
I−e,r

)
∀ e(i, j) ∈ E , r ∈ {1, . . . ,nr},

∆π+e ≤
nr∑
r=1

slope(φe,r; 0, Imax
e,r )I+e,r ∀ e(i, j) ∈ E ,

∆π−e ≤
nr∑
r=1

slope(φe,r; 0, Imax
e,r )I−e,r ∀ e(i, j) ∈ E ,

0 ≤ I+e,r ≤ Imax
e,r x+e,r ∀ e ∈ E , r ∈ {1, . . . ,nr},

0 ≤ I−e,r ≤ Imax
e,r x−e,r ∀ e ∈ E , r ∈ {1, . . . ,nr},

0 ≤ I+e,r ≤ Imax
e,r xdir

e ∀ e ∈ E ,

0 ≤ I−e,r ≤ Imax
e,r (1− xdir

e ) ∀ e ∈ E ,

0 ≤ ∆π+e ≤ ∆πmax
e,r x

dir
e ∀ e ∈ E ,

0 ≤ ∆π−e ≤ ∆πmax
e,r (1− xdir

e ) ∀ e ∈ E ,

πmin
i ≤ πi ≤ πmax

i ∀ i ∈ N \N src,

πi = πsrc
i ∀ i ∈ N src,

xe,r ∈ {0, 1} ∀ e ∈ E , r ∈ {1, . . . ,nr},

xdir
e ∈ {0, 1} ∀ e ∈ E .

(R-MINLP)

Note that R-MINLP is a big-M reformulation of GDP with linear inequalities aggre-

gated for the overestimator of ∆π±e,r. Compared to rel-MINLP, R-MINLP has few
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binary variables. However, we can relax the integrality on x+e,r and x−e,r by including

xe,r and xdir
e binary variables and the following constraints.

x+e,r ≥ xdir
e ,

x+e,r ≥ xe,r,

x+e,r ≤ xdir
e + xe,r − 1


∀ e ∈ E ,

x−e,r ≥ 1− xdir
e ,

x−e,r ≥ xe,r,

x−e,r ≤ xe,r − xdir
e


∀ e ∈ E . (5.10)

From the above arguments, we can infer that rel-MINLP is at least as tight as R-MINLP

if not tighter.

5.2.3.1 Network analysis problem

Consider the nonlinear system comprising of the nodal flow conservation equations (C1)

and the nonlinear potential-loss equations (C2) with the source nodes i ∈ N src fixed at

their respective given potentials as per (5.6). We call this system the network analysis

problem or NLNEQN(r) for any choice of diameters r in accordance with Raghunathan

(2013). Also, we denote NLNEQN(r) along with the remaining bound constraints in

(5.5) and (5.6) as NLP(r).

We present important results of the analysis by Raghunathan (2013) for the exis-

tence and uniqueness of solutions (i.e., feasible flows and potentials for a fixed choice of

diameters) here for further exposition of our results.

It can be easily seen that any (π, I) that solves NLNEQN(r) and satisfies the remain-

ing bound constraints in (5.5) and (5.6) is a feasible design.

5.2.3.2 Convex NLP equivalent of network analysis problem

Consider the following nonlinear optimization problem.

min
∑
e∈E

Φe,r(I
+
e )Le + Φe,r(I

−
e )Le −

∑
i∈N src

∑
e∈E1(i)

πsrc
i (I+e − I−e )

s.t.
∑

e∈E2(i)

(I+e − I−e )−
∑

e∈E1(i)

(I+e − I−e ) = Idem
i ∀ i ∈ N \N src

I+e , I−e ≥ 0 ∀ e ∈ E

(CVXNLP(r))
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where the function Φe,r(·) is defined associated

Φe,r(I) =

I∫
0

φe,r(I
′)dI ′.

The constraints of CVXNLP(r) are linear and the objective is strictly convex for any

monotonically increasing potential-loss function. Further, CVXNLP(r) is feasible when

the network is connected as there is no restriction on the flows.

After introducing multipliers λ ∈ R|N\N
src| for the equality constraints in CVXNLP(r)

and ν+,ν− ∈ R|E| for the flow bound constraints in CVXNLP(r), the first-order opti-

mality conditions for CVXNLP(r) can be written as follows.

λj − πsrc
i + φe,r(I

+
e )Le − ν+e = 0 ∀ e = (i, j) ∈ E : i ∈ N src, j /∈ N src

πsrc
i − λj + φe,r(I

−
e )Le − ν−e = 0 ∀ e = (i, j) ∈ E : i ∈ N src, j /∈ N src

λj − λi + φe,r(I
+
e )Le − ν+e = 0 ∀ e = (i, j) ∈ E : i, j /∈ N src

λi − λj + φe,r(I
−
e )Le − ν−e = 0 ∀ e = (i, j) ∈ E : i, j /∈ N src∑

e∈E2(i)

(I+e − I−e )−
∑

e∈E1(i)

(I+e − I−e ) = Idem
i ∀ i ∈ N \N src

0 ≤ I+e ⊥ ν+e ≥ 0 ∀ e ∈ E

0 ≤ I−e ⊥ ν−e ≥ 0 ∀ e ∈ E .
(5.11)

It can be shown that any feasible solution to the above set equations allows for flow

only in one direction (see Raghunathan (2013) for details). Thus, the first-order opti-

mality conditions for CVXNLP(r) is equivalent to NLNEQN(r). As a result, from the

strict convexity of CVXNLP(r), it follows that the optimal solution to CVXNLP(r) is

feasible to NLNEQN(r). In solving R-MINLP within the LP-NLP branch-and-bound

framework, Raghunathan (2013) uses CVXNLP(r) to check for the feasibility of a so-

lution at any leaf node of the branch-and-bound tree. For any infeasible choice of

resistances at the leaf node, an integer cut fathoms the node, hence avoiding a spatial

branch-and-bound in I±e,r to close the optimality gap. The same framework is applicable

to solve rel-MINLP in the place of R-MINLP.
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5.2.4 Potential-based MIMPEC formulation

In this section, we derive a potential-based MINLP formulation for GDP that can be

represented by a set of convex constraints.

5.2.4.1 Dual network analysis problem

The previous formulation of network analysis convex NLP is in the space of flows. In

this and the following sections, we will consider the dual formulation of CVXNLP(r).

Prior to stating the dual formulation, we state introduce the inverse potential loss per

unit length function ψ(= φ−1) : R+ → R+. Given a potential loss per unit length ∆π

the flow on the edge can be obtained as ψ(∆π) = φ−1(∆π).

The dual formulation can be stated as:

min
∑
e∈E

Ψe,r(∆π+e ) + Ψe,r(∆π−e ) +
∑

i∈N\N src

Idem
i πi

s.t. πi − πj = Le(∆π+e − ∆π−e ) ∀ e ∈ E

∆π+e , ∆π−e ≥ 0 ∀ e ∈ E

(DCVXNLP(r))

where the function Ψr(·) is defined as

Ψe,r(∆π) =
∆π∫
0

ψe,r(d∆π′)d∆π′. (5.12)

In DCVXNLP(r), note that πi = πsrc
i ∀ i ∈ N src is parameterized.
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Introducing multipliers I ∈ R|E| for equality constraints in DCVXNLP(r) and µ+,µ− ∈

R|E| for the bound constraints, the first-order stationary conditions of DCVXNLP(r)

can be written as,

ψe,r(∆π+e )− Ie − µ+e = 0 ∀ e ∈ E

ψe,r(∆π−e ) + Ie − µ−e = 0 ∀ e ∈ E∑
e∈E1(i)

Ie −
∑

e∈E2(i)

Ie + Idem
i = 0 ∀ i ∈ N \N src

πi − πj = Le(∆π+e − ∆π−e ) ∀ e ∈ E

0 ≤ ∆π+e ⊥ µ+e ≥ 0 ∀ e ∈ E

0 ≤ ∆π−e ⊥ µ−e ≥ 0 ∀ e ∈ E ,

(5.13)

where πi = πsrc
i ∀ i ∈ N src.

At any optimal solution to DCVXNLP(r), the following can be shown from the

stationary conditions:

• the solution is unique.

• ∀ e ∈ E , only one of ∆π+e , ∆π−e is nonzero.

• ∀ e ∈ E , ∆π+e > 0 ⇐⇒ Ie > 0

• ∀ e ∈ E , ∆π−e > 0 ⇐⇒ Ie < 0.

Thus, from the convexity of the dual formulation any solution to DCVXNLP(r) gives

a feasible set of flows and potentials to NLNEQN(r).
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Now, we consider the following bilevel formulation GDP that is similar to that of

Zhang & Zhu (1996). Using DCVXNLP(r) the nonlinear network design problem can

be posed as the following mixed integer bilevel programming problem,

min
xe,r

∑
e∈E

nr∑
r=1

crLexe,r

s.t. πmin
i ≤ πi ≤ πmax

i ∀ i ∈ N \N src

−
nr∑
r=1

φe,r(I
max
e,r )Lexe,r ≤ ∆π+e − ∆π−e ≤

nr∑
r=1

φe,r(I
max
e,r )Lexe,r ∀ e ∈ E

nr∑
r=1

xe,r = 1 ∀ e ∈ E , xe,r ∈ {0, 1} ∀ r = 1, . . . ,nr, e ∈ E

(π, ∆π+, ∆π−) solves



min
∑
e∈E

nr∑
r=1

xe,rΨe,r(∆π+e ) + Ψe,r(∆π−e ) +
∑

i∈N\N src
Idem
i πi

s.t. πi − πj = Le(∆π+e − ∆π−e ) ∀ e ∈ E

πi = πsrc
i ∀ i ∈ N src

0 ≤ ∆π+e , ∆π−e ∀ e ∈ E .
(MIBLP)
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The mixed integer bilevel program MIBLP can be cast as a single level program

by replacing inner the inner level problem with its stationary conditions to obtain the

following mixed-integer mathematical program with equilibrium constraints

min
xe,r

∑
e∈E

nr∑
r=1

crLexe,r

s.t. πmin
i ≤ πi ≤ πmax

i ∀ i ∈ N \N src

−
nr∑
r=1

φe,r(I
max
e,r )Lexe,r ≤ ∆π+e − ∆π−e ≤

nr∑
r=1

φe,r(I
max
e,r )Lexe,r ∀ e ∈ E

∑
r

xe,r = 1 ∀ e ∈ E , xe,r ∈ {0, 1} ∀ r = 1, . . . ,nr, e ∈ E

nr∑
r=1

xe,rψe,r(∆π+e )− Ie − µ+e = 0 ∀ e ∈ E

nr∑
r=1

xe,rψe,r(∆π−e ) + Ie − µ−e = 0 ∀ e ∈ E

∑
e∈E1(i)

Ie −
∑

e∈E2(i)

Ie + Idem
i = 0 ∀ i ∈ N \N src

πi − πj = Le(∆π+e − ∆π−e ) ∀ e ∈ E

πi = πsrc
i ∀ i ∈ N src

0 ≤ ∆π+e ⊥ µ+e ≥ 0 ∀ e ∈ E

0 ≤ ∆π−e ⊥ µ−e ≥ 0 ∀ e ∈ E .

(MIMPEC)

In MIMPEC, the bound multipliers µ+e ,µ−e can be eliminated and the complementar-

ity can be posed as,

∆π+e ≥ 0,
nr∑
r=1

xe,rψe,r(∆π+e )− Ie ≥ 0 ∀ e ∈ E

∆π−e ≥ 0,
nr∑
r=1

xe,rψe,r(∆π−e ) + Ie ≥ 0 ∀ e ∈ E

∑
e∈E

∆π+e

(
nr∑
r=1

xe,rψe,r(∆π+e )− Ie

)
+
∑
e∈E

∆π−e

(
nr∑
r=1

xe,rψe,r(∆π−e ) + Ie

)
≤ 0

(5.14)

In MIMPEC and inequalities (5.14), the bivariate terms xe,rψe,r(∆π±e ) can be re-

formulated by disaggregation of ∆π±e into ∆π±e,r with binaries xe,r. Since any result-

ing inequality with ψe,r(∆π±e,r) on the greater side of the inequality is convex due to
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ψe,r(∆π±e,r) being concave, it remains to show if the following inequality resulting from

the disaggregation is convex.

∑
e∈E

nr∑
r=1

∆π+e,r
(
ψe,r(∆π+e,r)− Ie

)
+
∑
e∈E

nr∑
r=1

∆π−e,r
(
ψe,r(∆π−e,r) + Ie

)
≤ 0 (5.15)

5.2.4.2 Valid inequality

Expand the terms inside the summation and regroup the terms in inequality (5.15) as

follows.

∑
e∈E

(
nr∑
r=1

∆π+e,rψe,r(∆π
+
e,r) +

nr∑
r=1

∆π−e,rψe,r(∆π
−
e,r)

)
−
∑
e∈E

(
nr∑
r=1

(∆π+e,r − ∆π−e,r)

)
Ie ≤ 0

(5.16)

The last summation in (5.16) can be simplified such that we have the following inequality.

∑
e∈E

(
nr∑
r=1

∆π+e,rψe,r(∆π
+
e,r) +

nr∑
r=1

∆π−e,rψe,r(∆π
−
e,r)

)
−

∑
e(i,j)∈E

(πi − πj) Ie ≤ 0 (5.17)

For ψe,r(∆πe,r) = 1
γ1/α
e,r

∆π1/α
e,r , we have ∆πe,rψe,r(∆πe,r) = 1

γ1/α
e,r

∆π1+1/α
e,r with α > 1.

Thus, the summation involving the above terms are convex in (5.17). Now, from ex-

panding the last summation in (5.17) over e ∈ E , we get the following valid inequality,

which is convex as both the source potentials and sink demands are fixed.

∑
e∈E

(
nr∑
r=1

∆π+e,rψe,r(∆π
+
e,r) +

nr∑
r=1

∆π−e,rψe,r(∆π
−
e,r)

)
−

∑
e∈E1(i|i∈N src)

πsrci Ie+
∑

i∈N\N src

Idem
i πi ≤ 0

(5.18)

We showed (5.18) is convex above using the functional form of ψe,r(∆πe,r). By the

following theorem, we establish this holds true for any potential loss function following

assumptions (A1) to (A3).

Theorem 4. For a strictly monotonically increasing potential drop function φ(I), the

following holds.
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1. I and ∆π are dual to each other,

2. Ψ(∆π) = Φ∗(∆π),

3. inverse potential loss function ψ(∆π) = dΨ(∆π)
d∆π = I, and

4. 〈∆π, I〉 = Φ(I) + Ψ(∆π),

where

Φ(I) =

I∫
0

φ(I ′)dI ′,

and Φ∗(∆π) is the convex conjugate of Φ(I), i.e.,

Φ∗(∆π) := sup{〈∆π, I〉 −Φ(I)|I ≥ 0} = − inf{Φ(I)− 〈∆π, I〉|I ≥ 0}.

Proof. To simplify notation, recognize that CVXNLP(r) has the following optimization

problem form.

min
x+,x−

f(x+) + f(x−)− πTo x+ + πTo x−

s.t. Ax+ −Ax− = Io

x+,x− ≥ 0,

(5.19)

where

x+ is a vector of variables representing flow in the positive direction, (I+e ∀ e ∈ E)T ,

x+ is a vector of variables representing flow in the negative direction, (I−e ∀ e ∈ E)T ,

πo is a vector of constants πsrci if an edge is incident on source node i ∈ N src, or 0

otherwise,

A is a |N \ N src| × |E| matrix with +1 for incoming arcs and −1 for outgoing arcs for

each row corresponding to a node i ∈ N \N src, and

Io is a vector of demands for each node i ∈ N \N src.
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Consider the following Lagrangian dual problem.

sup
λ∈R

inf
x+,x−∈R+

f(x+) + f(x−)− πTo x+ + πTo x− + λT (Ax+ −Ax− − Io)

≡ sup
λ∈R

inf
x+,x−∈R+

{f(x+)− 〈πo −ATλ,x+〉}+ {f(x−)− 〈− πo +ATλ,x−〉} − λT Io

≡ sup
λ∈R

−f∗(πo −ATλ)− f∗(−πo +ATλ)− λT Io

s.t. πo −ATλ ≥ 0

ATλ− πo ≥ 0
(5.20)

Since f(x) is strictly monotonically increasing and is convex, the convex conjugate exists

and is non-negative. Also, since f∗(x∗) = 0,x∗ ≤ 0, the two inequalities are valid. From

strict convexity of CVXNLP(r), a feasible solution exists.

The above dual problem is equivalent to the following optimization problem except

for the objective which is negated.

min
λ∈R

f∗(δ+) + f∗(δ−) + λT Io

s.t. δ+ = πo −ATλ

δ− = ATλ− πo

δ+, δ− ≥ 0

(5.21)

We know that λ = π from dual multipliers of CVXNLP(r). Recognize that δ+ = ∆π+

and δ− = ∆π−. Also, since f(x) =
∑
i fi(xi), f∗(x∗) =

∑
i f
∗
i (x
∗
i ). But fi(x) =

φ(x) ∀i. Thus, (5.21) ≡ DCVXNLP(r) with Ψ = f∗i = Φ∗. As a consequence of

Ψ(∆π) = Φ∗(∆π), we have I and ∆π dual to each other.

For the convex function Φ(I), Fenchel’s inequality is given by 〈I, I∗〉 ≤ Φ(I)+Φ∗(I∗).

From first-order stationary conditions of DCVXNLP(r) discussed in section 5.2.4.1, we

also have inverse potential loss function ψ(∆π) = dΨ(∆π)
d∆π = I. Since I and ∆π are dual

to each other with ∆π ∈ ∂Φ(I) and I ∈ ∂Ψ(∆π) with Φ(I) and Ψ(∆π) closed and

convex, we have

〈I, I∗〉 = Φ(I) + Φ∗(I∗).
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Theorem 4 establishes convexity of the valid inequality 5.18. In fact, from weak

duality of convex programs, we have the objective of CVXNLP(r) to be greater than

the negative objective of DCVXNLP(r). We have already established the feasibility

of the NLP. Thus, from strong duality, the following NLP attains optimum with an

objective of 0.

min
∑
e∈E

Φe,r(I
+
e )Le + Φe,r(I

−
e )Le −

∑
i∈N src

πsrc
i (I+e − I−e )

∑
e∈E1(i)

+
∑
e∈E

Ψe,r(∆π+e ) + Ψe,r(∆π−e ) +
∑

i∈N\N src

Idem
i πi

s.t. constraints from CVXNLP(r) and DCVXNLP(r)

(5.22)

5.2.5 Convex MINLP formulation

Based on the result established by Theorem 4, we can now formulate an MINLP model

for GDP that has a convex set of constraints. This can be achieved by either including

the valid inequality (5.18) in rel-MINLP, R-MINLP, or within a reformulation of MIM-
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PEC in the lifted space of potential-losses. The latter is considered in the following

formulation.

min
xe,r

∑
e∈E

nr∑
r=1

crLexe,r

s.t.
nr∑
r=1

xe,r = 1 ∀ e ∈ E ,

∑
e∈E2(i)

Ie −
∑

e∈E1(i)

Ie = Idem
i ∀ i ∈ N \N src,

nr∑
r=1

Le(∆π+e,r − ∆π−e,r) = πi − πj ∀ e ∈ E ,

nr∑
r=1

ψe,r(∆π+e,r)− Ie ≥ 0 ∀ e ∈ E ,

nr∑
r=1

ψe,r(∆π−e,r) + Ie ≥ 0 ∀ e ∈ E ,

∑
e∈E

Le

[
nr∑
r=1

∆π+e,rψe,r(∆π
+
e,r) +

nr∑
r=1

∆π−e,rψe,r(∆π
−
e,r)

]

−
∑

e∈E1(i|i∈N src)

πsrci Ie +
∑

i∈N\N src

Idem
i πi ≤ 0

xe,r ∈ {0, 1} ∀ r = 1, . . . ,nr, e ∈ E ,

πmin
i ≤ πi ≤ πmax

i ∀ i ∈ N \N src,

πi = πsrc
i ∀ i ∈ N src,

0 ≤ ∆π+e,r ≤ φr(Imax
e,r )xe,r ∀ r = 1, . . . ,nr, ∀ e ∈ E ,

0 ≤ ∆π−e,r ≤ φr(Imax
e,r )xe,r ∀ r = 1, . . . ,nr, ∀ e ∈ E ,

−
nr∑
r=1

Imax
e,r xe,r ≤ Ie ≤

nr∑
r=1

Imax
e,r xe,r, ∀ e ∈ E .

(MINLP)

A drawback of solving MINLP in a solver off the shelf is that the NLP subproblem

for any choice of resistances does not include a strict interior like MIMPEC. Thus, we

would still have to resort to an LP-NLP branch-and-bound framework similar to the

one proposed by Raghunathan (2013).
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In theory, we could consider including the objective of (5.22) as a penalty term in

the above model by summing over all the resistances for the nonlinear terms. But the

value of the penalty term could be arbitrarily small, thus, requiring a very large penalty

parameter.

5.2.6 Application to gas distribution networks

In the case of gas transmission networks, Humpola & Fügenschuh (2015) and Humpola

et al. (2016) follow a similar approach where they derive valid inequalities from the

optimality conditions of another convex nonlinear program for the passive transmission

problem. These valid inequalities are then utilized with in a global optimization frame-

work to minimize spatial branch-and-bound after the integer variables are fixed. The

gas transmission problem addressed in the literature do not consider the choice of di-

ameters for the pipes as the design problem. The design problem includes whether a

certain edge has to be closed or kept active for flow, choice of compressor input (discrete

modes typically assumed), or relief valve positions. Here, nr = 1 to indicate position of

the pipe or valve. But additional integer variables arise in the form of operating modes

for the compressors. Nevertheless the procedure outlined above is extensible to address

the gas networks, at least under some minor assumptions. This could be of interest for

future work.

5.3 computational results

In this section, we present our computational experience with solving the various MINLP

formulations NCVX-MINLP, agg-NCVX-MINLP, and MINLP. We study the computa-

tional performance for the water distribution network instances from Bragalli et al.

(2008). The size of the instances is shown in Table 5.4.

New York instance has a set of existing pipes with a specified diameter. The design

problem requires addition of parallel pipes to increase the capacity to meet the demand

nominations. More details on this instance is available in Bragalli et al. (2008).
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Model name # nodes # pumps # edges # existing pipes # diameters

Shamir 7 1 8 14
Hanoi 32 1 34 6
Blacksburg 31 1 35 11
New York 20 1 21 21 12
Fossolo poly 0 37 1 58 7
Fossolo iron 37 1 58 13
Fossolo poly 1 37 1 58 22
Pescara 71 3 99 13
Modena 272 4 317 31

Table 5.4: Size of test instances from water distribution network library.

5.3.1 Global optimization experiments

The objective of this case study was to study the impact of cutting planes derived

from lower-dimensional envelopes from Khajavirad & Sahinidis (2011) in BARON. We

study the computational performance of the solver under two settings. In the first case,

we use the default local search option, and in the second case, we provide the global

solution as the initial solution to the solver. We also compare the performance of the

two formulations NCVX-MINLP and agg-NCVX-MINLP. For the larger instances, the

solver timed out in 3600 CPUs. We present the results for the smaller instances in

Table5.5.

As expected, the smaller size of the resulting relaxation problems in the case of agg-

NCVX-MINLP leads to a larger search tree. Except in the case of New York instance,

the number of nodes explored in the search is fewer in the case with envelopes, which

is expected. Also, the number of nodes explored in proving the solution is also fewer in

the case with the global solution provided as the initial feasible solution (optimality gap

smaller in the case of New York instance). Thus, both the formulations and the impact

of cutting planes follow the trend expected in terms of number of nodes explored in the

search tree.

In terms of computational speed, the results follow the trend expected between default

local search and case with global solution provided. In the latter case, the impact of

the envelopes is also positive. However, the addition of cuts from lower-dimensional
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NCVX-MINLP NCVX-MINLP NCVX-MINLP
without cutting planes

Model name Time Gap # Nodes Time Gap # Nodes Time Gap # Nodes
(CPUs) (%) (CPUs) (%) (CPUs) (%)

Default local search
Shamir 1,649 250 52 2,532 26 2,974
Blacksburg 378 55 937 12,752 739 15,966
Hanoi 4.7 56 212 3,097 1391 41,695
New York 75.6 515 81.3 566,473 83.2 121,431

Global solution as initial feasible solution
Shamir 91 67 19 2,409 93 2,091
Blacksburg 106 11 65 743 124 2,043
Hanoi 543 199 314 355 742 25,985
New York 30.7 6617 55.4 1,671,606 55.4 191,079

Table 5.5: Computational results for NCVX-MINLP and agg-NCVX-MINLP with BARON 15.

envelopes has a negative impact in terms of computational time for the general case

of global search. Even though the test bed is very limited here to make definitive

conclusions, the results from the inclusion of envelopes mimics performance with other

benchmark libraries that we have tested.

5.3.2 LP-NLP branch and bound

We consider the same LP-NLP branch-and-bound framework proposed by Raghunathan

(2013) to solve the MINLP formulation of the network design problem. The notable

difference is that we add linearizations for the nonlinear terms involving the inverse

potential loss function as well as include lineraziations of the valid inequality. At the

leaf node, we still solve the NLP subproblem to check if the choice of resistances is

feasible for NLNEQN(r) and add the corresponding integer cuts. We add a slightly

strengthened integer cut by noting that any change in the diameter choice for an edge
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would flip the binary values of exactly two binary variables xe,r corresponding to that

edge. Thus, we add the following integer or no-good cut.

∑
e,r:x̂e,r=1

xe,r −
∑

e,r:x̂e,r=0
xe,r ≤ |E| − 2,

where x̂e,r is the integral values of xe,r at any given leaf node.

Preprocessing and heuristic

We follow a similar initial heuristic, repair, and callback heuristic procedures with minor

modifications. We also include the direction binary variables xdir
e in MINLP and add

a set of inequalities eliminating the basis cycles in the graph of the network. That is,

for any basis cycle c in the set of basis cycles C (|C| = [|N | − |E|+ 1]+ for a connected

graph) with edges in Ec ⊂ E , we add the following two inequalities.

1 ≤
∑
e∈E+c

xdir
e +

∑
e∈E−c

(1− xdir
e ) ≤ |EC | − 1 ∀ c ∈ C, (5.23)

where E+c ⊆ Ec and E−c ⊆ Ec are two disjoint partitions of Ec and represent the edges ori-

ented in clockwise direction and anti-clockwise direction around the cycle, respectively.

The inequalities imply that the edges in the solution cannot be oriented such that they

form a cycle. Otherwise, the flow through the cycle or the potential-loss along the cycle

is zero. Note that the solution does allow for cycles with flow zero by arbitrarily ori-

enting the edges such that the above inequalities are not violated. Also, note that the

inequalities do not forbid orientation of edges for any given cycle but are necessary and

sufficient for the cycle basis.

The LP-NLP branch-and-bound framework was implemented using user callbacks

with Gurobi 6.0 MIP solver and IPOPT 3.8.1 as the NLP solver. The configuration

of the machine testing the instances is an Intel Core i5-2520M CPU with 4 x 2.50GHz

compute units and 8GB of memory. The resource time limit provided is 36,000 CPUs.

Table 5.6 shows the improvement in the root node relaxations for MINLP over R-

MINLP. We observed improvements in root node with MINLP over R-MINLP for all

problems. However, the effect of the valid inequalities and cycle cuts was marginal

except for New York instance.
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Model name R-MINLP MINLP‡ MINLP

Shamir 338,096.26 3.95 6.04
Hanoi 5,422,057.86 6.29 6.48
Blacksburg 107,191.05 5.53 5.37
New York 11,827,702.28 45.78 78.48
Fossolo poly 0 66,308,226.50 1.18 1.04
Fossolo iron 174,467.97 0.06 0
Fossolo poly 1 25,674.98 0.84 0.83
Pescara† 1,623,711.80 1.00 1.30
Modena† 2,116,326.24 2.42 2.58
† Resource limit reached
‡ Without valid inequalities (5.18) and cycle cuts (5.23)

Table 5.6: Percentage improvement in root node relaxation with MINLP over R-MINLP.

Model name Best integer Best known Relative gap (%) Time (CPUs) # Nodes

Shamir 419,000.00 419,000.00 0 7 533
Hanoi 6,109,620.09 6,109,620.09 0 134 8,444
Blacksburg 118,251.09 118,251.09 0 29 1,337
New York 39,307,799.72 39,307,799.72 0 384 59,036
Fossolo poly 0 70,680,507.90 70,680,507.90 0 1,151 80,809
Fossolo iron 178,494.14 178,494,14 0 4,321 202,794
Fossolo poly 1 28,995.40 27,850.59∗ 8.20 36,000 129,599
Pescara†, ‡ 3,937,633.63 1,814,271.91 58.37 68 1
Modena‡ 3,345,413.67 2,576,589 34.6 523 1
∗ Potentially violates bounds
† Solver did not accept initial solution provided
‡ User interrupted after root node

Table 5.7: Computational results for water distribution networks using MINLP in LP-NLP
branch-and-bound.
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Table 5.7 shows the results for the overall LP-NLP branch-and-bound framework to

solve the instances using MINLP. The outlined method is able to close the gap on all

the small-scale instances and two of the three medium-scale instances. For the third

of the medium-scale instance Fossolo poly 1 we find a better solution than reported

in literature with a value of 28,995.40. Only Vigerske (2012) report a solution that is

better for Fossolo poly 1. However, two other solutions for Fossolo network reported

in Vigerske (2012) are suspicious of violating bounds since the lower bounds (from the

relaxation) from our results as well as those in Raghunathan (2013) are higher than this

value. In fact, we are able to close the gap on these two instances of Fossolo. The overall

computational performance of the methodology here is only marginally better if not on

par with that of Raghunathan (2013). The impact on smaller problems is positive and

large in terms of number of nodes as solution time for some of the instances.

5.4 conclusions

In this work, we presented different formulation alternatives for the nonlinear network

design problem. Most of the approaches taken in the literature in this space either tack-

led the problem in a non-deterministic optimization framework or successfully proved

optimality of solutions for the smaller instances of the water distribution networks. We

build upon the approach proposed by Raghunathan (2013) to formulate the problem

as an MINLP that is convex in the set of its constraints through addition of a valid

inequality. The resulting formulation within a customized LP-NLP branch-and-bound

framework is able to close the gap on the small-scale problems relatively faster. In addi-

tion, we also close the gap and prove optimality of two medium-scale problem instances.

We also demonstrated the small positive impact of lower-dimensional envelopes in global

optimization under some special cases.
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6
CONCLUS IONS

6.1 summary

In this thesis, we develop systematic methods to plan turnaround deferrals in integrated

chemical sites. A key challenge in evaluating the value and the risk of deferral is that the

margins or the cash flows may not be readily available or may not be assumed as they are

dependent on the overall site production and operation. Moreover, time-varying supply

and demand and flexibility offered by storage buffers call for a multi-period production

planning model for the site to capture the production interactions.

In addition to modeling site-wide production planning, turnaround deferrals and

reschedules challenge reliable operation of production assets. To this end, we consider

stochastic reliability aspects such as unplanned events and deterministic reliability com-

ponents such as production availability, yield losses, and selectivity change.

In Chapter 2, we propose a stochastic programming model for production planning

and risk analysis under unplanned outage uncertainties. We compare the profit pro-

files with a myopic planning strategy, which is shown to over-estimate the risk, and a

simulation-based planning approach, which is shown to undermine the risk. In Chapter

3, we extend this model to accommodate to multiple production units with potential

unplanned outages via dual decomposition. While the subgradient method is not effec-

tive in improving the upper bound, the myopic heuristic improves the lower bound to

provide a better solution with smaller risk.

In Chapter 4, we develop a mixed-integer model to identify optimal turnaround de-

ferral time. We show how different deterministic time-varying reliability losses such as
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production availability, yield, and selectivity can be accommodated within the frame-

work for large integrated sites. We show the benefits of the model against a baseline

model that does not consider site integration. We also demonstrate how mid-term

deferral planning models can add value in the long-term.

In the second part of the work, we address the nonlinear network design problem in

water distribution networks under nonlinear potential-driven flows. We compare differ-

ent formulations of mixed-integer nonlinear programming models in a general purposed

global optimization framework and in a tailored LP-NLP branch-and-bound framework.

We show the positive impact of lower-dimensional envelopes in a curated comparison set-

ting. We derive a valid inequality to strengthen the formulations addressing a relaxation

of the problem.

6.2 contributions

The following are the key contributions from the thesis.

6.2.1 Turnaround planning in integrated sites

The literature on mathematical models for turnaround planning in integrated sites is

only handful at this time. Our contribution lives in this space of optimization models

for enterprise-wide planning.

1. We propose a stochastic programming model to evaluate the risk of loss for

turnaround deferrals in integrated chemical sites that will aid decision-makers

in the planning process. In addition to the evaluation of a turnaround sched-

ule under unplanned events, the proposed model also optimally plans production

and inventory for the given turnaround schedule to hedge against losses from the

unplanned events.

2. We propose a mixed-integer linear programming model to identify optimal resched-

ules times for turnarounds that are driven by production reliability. The model

also accommodates a wide range of practical constraints such as alignment of
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turnaround, capital projects such as capacity expansion considerations, resource

constraints, financial performance constraint, to name a few.

3. The models are developed in framework that offers visibility across the entire site

in terms of production and financial performance and varying degrees of control

to a decision-maker involved in the planning process.

6.2.2 Nonlinear network design

1. We compare different mixed-integer nonlinear programming formulations for the

nonlinear network design problem. In particular, we derive a valid inequality which

strengthens a mixed-integer nonlinear programming relaxation of the problem. We

close the gap on two literature instances on water distribution networks.

6.3 future work

With regards to turnaround planning and site-wide production planning, the following

are some potential future directions.

1. We did not consider modeling optimal timing of turnaround deferrals under un-

planned outage uncertainties in this work. Typical deferral time alternatives are

fewer in practice due to resource availability constraints and can be exhaustively

enumerated. But given a suitably long lead-time in planning and data to support

such decisions, it could considered as an application for stochastic programming

under decision-dependent uncertainties.

2. Models to estimate of unplanned outage probabilities and degradation rates are

beyond the scope of this work. It remains an open challenge as the data available

to accurately fit any known distribution may be very limited or nonexistent in

practice. Also, the data available to build a predictive model is corrupted with

historical production decisions.

3. A key component in the models developed is the underlying production planning

model. At present, this optimal production plan is coarse in detail and offers
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production targets on a weekly basis for the various assets. But in order to better

capture the economics and the site supply chain decisions required to support

these production levels consistent with all the units, we would need a detailed

site production planning model at an operational level. Such a model would help

resolve day-to-day site disruptions and support evaluation of high-level models.

4. The current modeling effort focused on production uncertainty that is intrinsic

to the site operations such as unplanned events and reliability losses. But there

are other extrinsic uncertainties such as market supply and demand that affect

turnaround decisions. Further, uncertainties could arise in the form of lead-times

for the various turnaround resource planning and execution or in the form of

price uncertainty for the different raw materials, products, and utility systems.

It is not practical and tractable to address all the uncertainty settings under a

monolithic optimization model. A comprehensive survey of production planning

models under the different uncertainty setting would help prioritize and address

the uncertainties in a sequential manner.

With regards to nonlinear network design and global optimization work, the following

are some potential future direction.

1. We could study the application of the proposed mixed-integer programing formu-

lation with valid inequality for the gas transmission networks. The operational

aspect of active elements in the gas transmission networks may introduce addi-

tional nonconvexities in the model. This is an active research domain with wider

class of problems.

2. We limited our modeling effort to linear models for turnaround planning to ad-

dress uncertainties as well as deterministic reliability degradation within the same

framework. However, a nonlinear model may eliminate the complications of mod-

eling the deterministic problem in a lifted space. For instance, it would be more

straightforward to model degradation rates nonlinearly based on turnaround in-

tervals and age of the asset as continuous variables. Such an application would be

of interest for convexification in global optimization.
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